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ABSTRACT 

Quantification of Stream Sediment Inputs 
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by 
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Major Professor: Dr. David G. Tarboton 
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
 

 
Mountain environments are regions of high erosion rates due to steep slopes and 

extreme weather and climate forcing. In steep, soil-mantled forested mountains, long- 

term sediment yield is often dominated by rare catastrophic erosion events. Some of these 

catastrophic erosion events are linked to natural and anthropogenic watershed 

disturbances. They may cause significant property damage and life loss. Episodic 

sediment delivery to streams disturbs the ecologic environment and aquatic habitats. The 

frequency and magnitude of mountain sediment yields is a complex function of 

topography, climate, and vegetation cover.  This dissertation focuses on understanding of 

the erosion processes on steep slopes and the factors controlling catastrophic erosion 

events from a theoretical and empirical perspective based on field data analysis.   

The dissertation is a collection of three papers. Field information used in the 

papers is compiled from study watersheds in the Idaho batholith. The first paper presents  
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a probabilistic approach for channel initiation due to overland flow and shows the 

application of the theory using channel head data from two watersheds. The probability 

distribution of area-slope thresholds (aSα) derived from the probabilistic theory is 

compared to and found to match well with the observed area-slope thresholds at channel 

head locations in the field. The second paper reports field observations of soil loss 

volumes due to gully formation during a single thunderstorm event. The paper 

theoretically relates sediment transport capacity to runoff rate, slope and drainage area, 

then uses the soil loss observations to calibrate the nonlinear relationship between 

sediment transport and drainage area and slope. The paper also shows that the concavity 

index of the gully profiles obtained from the area and slope exponents of the calibrated 

sediment transport function using field data agrees well with the observed profile 

concavity of the gullies. Finally, the last paper describes a numerical framework for 

modeling the frequency and magnitude of sediment yields in the Idaho batholith. 

Simulation results show good correspondence with field observations of event sediment 

yields and long-term averages of soil loss over time scales up to 10,000 years. The model 

underscores the influence of forest vegetation and vegetation disturbances on erosion. 

The findings of the papers contribute to the understanding of how mountain ranges erode 

and have applicability in modeling the erosion response to land use and climate changes.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

In this dissertation we concentrate on erosion processes and the influence of 

vegetation and disturbances on the frequency and magnitude of sediment yields in humid, 

soil-mantled forested mountainous basins. Hillslope processes that are continuously 

active year-around form an approximate equilibrium between soil production by 

weathering and removal by erosion in soil-mantled and vegetated hillslopes [Selby, 1993].  

During this time of equilibrium, established vegetation imposes an upper limit to the 

extent of the channel network by providing a significant threshold for runoff erosion and 

mass movements [Dietrich and Dunne, 1993; Tucker and Slingerland, 1997]. Channels 

then transport the sediment delivered by soil creep from the surrounding hillslopes. This 

period of equilibrium is interrupted by extreme events or other natural disturbances such 

as fires that destroy the vegetation cover, evacuate the sediment stored in hollows over 

millennial time scales and deliver large pulses of sediment to the valley floor and disturb 

the aquatic habitats [Benda and Dunne, 1997; Benda et al., 1998]. Natural disturbances 

and the spatial heterogeneity created by the geomorphic response to watershed 

disturbances form a mosaic of non-equilibrium habitats of various ages that allow a large 

number of species to coexists [Pollock, 1998]. On the other hand anthropogenic 

disturbances such as dam building, forest clearing and timber harvests modify the type, 

frequency and magnitude of natural disturbances and threaten the naturally evolved 

ecologic and aquatic habitats [Li et al., 1987; Hobbs and Huenneke, 1992; Reeves et al., 

1998]. For example one of the most important consequences of the alteration of natural 
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disturbance regimes in the Pacific Northwest has been the widespread decline of 

anadromous salmonids [Reeves et al., 1998]. Mountain erosion is episodic, and the 

interactions between episodic disturbances and the recovery of ecologic and aquatic 

habitats are complex and yet not fully explored.  Therefore comparing the consequences 

of anthropogenic disturbances to the natural is inherently difficult.     

The major motivation for this dissertation was two related questions: 1) Do forest 

management activities alter the frequency and magnitude of sediment yields compared to 

the natural sediment delivery regime of mountainous forested basins? 2) How can we 

quantify the effects of forest disturbances due to natural wildfires and management on the 

geomorphic response? First we study two important problems in geomorphology, channel 

initiation and fluvial sediment transport on steep mountainous watersheds, using field 

observations and theory. Then we implement the physical understanding learned from 

field observations in a more comprehensive numerical modeling structure of mountain 

erosion.  

Field information used in the dissertation is compiled from steep soil-mantled 

mountains of the Idaho batholith. In the study watershed valleys are typically narrow and 

V shaped with steep slopes. Slope range from 10 % up to approximately 100 % with an 

average of 50% on hillslopes. The colluvium is grussy, clay-poor and was produced due 

to the disintegration of Idaho batholith rocks [Meyer et al., 2001]. It shows little or no 

cohesion and is subject to runoff erosion and mass wasting especially following 

vegetation disturbances [Gray and Megahan, 1981]. 
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The dissertation is organized into five chapters including this introduction and the 

summary. The three primary chapters are individual papers. The first paper is in press, 

the second in review and the third will be submitted for journal publication.   

Chapter 2 presents a probabilistic approach to channel initiation. The channel 

head, the upstream limit of observable erosion and concentration of flow within definable 

banks, represents an important transition point form hillslope to channel processes.  

Gilbert [1877, 1909] argued that hillslope erosion is controlled by slope dependent 

diffusive sediment transport processes that form convex slopes, whereas valley 

development is due to incisive sediment transport function of both discharge and slope 

[Montgomery, 1991]. Consistent with the Gilbert hypothesis several workers related the 

transition from diffusive to incisive sediment transport processes to the location of 

channel and valley heads [Smith and Bretherton, 1972; Kirkby, 1987; Tarboton et al., 

1992; Kirkby and Bull, 2000] based on the idea that above the channel head diffusional 

sediment transport infills the fluvial incisions, whereas below the channel head fluvial 

sediment transport overwhelms the diffusional transport and valleys form. This 

hypothesis is relevant for valley development and maintenance over geologic time scales 

of several thousands to million years [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994]. Horton [1945] 

hypothesized that an unchanneled hillslope represents a “belt of no erosion” and proposed 

that erosion and rill initiation occurs where shear stress imposed by overland flow 

exceeds a threshold necessary to entrain soil particles over a critical distance from the 

watershed divide. Horton's hypothesis is more relevant to shorter time scales, especially 

when the temporal variation in discharge and erosion thresholds is considered. Since the 
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diffusive infilling is not recognized, channels may incise even at diffusion dominated 

hillslope locations according to Horton’s hypothesis. Montgomery and Dietrich [1988, 

1989, 1994], Dietrich et al. [1993], and Montgomery and Dietrich [1994] presented field 

data on channel head locations that support Horton’s theory and discussed the existence 

of a slope dependent contributing area threshold required to support a channel head.  

Montgomery and Dietrich [1992] and Dietrich et al. [1993] showed that data from 

channel heads observed in their Tennessee valley field site fit an inverse relationship 

between the specific catchment area (upslope contributing area per unit contour width), 

“a” and local slope, “S” of the form,  

CaS =α  (1) 

where α is an exponent that varies between 1 and 2 and C is a constant. They found that 

with α=2, the majority of the channel heads observed are captured between two 

topographic threshold lines with C values of 25m and 200m. This reveals a factor of eight 

variation in the contributing area sizes required for channel initiation for a given slope in 

the field.  

In chapter 2 we developed the logical next step of formalizing the description of 

the observed variability by interpreting the threshold C as a random variable derived 

physically from the random variability of quantities involved in the channel initiation 

process. This chapter also compares the simulated probability distributions of channel 

initiation thresholds to the observed area-slope thresholds at channel head locations in the 

Idaho batholith and to the Tennesse Valley data set reported by Montgomery and Dietrich 
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[1989]. The theory can be used to map the probability of channel initiation to evaluate the 

erosional consequences of land use changes and extreme storm events. 

Despite the extensive use of sediment transport laws in modeling hillslope erosion  

[Foster, 1982; Woolhiser et al., 1990] and landscape evolution [Willgoose et al., 1991; 

Howard, 1999] no field studies show evidence for the form and calibration of such laws 

on scales relevant to the sediment transport phenomena in self formed channels [Dietrich 

et al., 2001].  

A standard assumption in landscape evolution models is to characterize the sediment 

transport capacity, Qs, as a non-linear function of flow discharge Q, or contributing area, 

A, used as a surrogate for discharge and local slope, S,  

NM
Qs SAQ

s
χ=  (2) 

where,
sQχ  is a parameter that is usually a function of runoff rate and a sediment transport 

constant and M and N are exponents. In theory the sediment transport law imposes a 

power law relationship between local slope and upslope area under the assumption of 

dynamic equilibrium. For transport limited catchments this relationship is [Tarboton et 

al., 1992] 

N
MAS c

c
1, −

=∝ θθ  (3) 

where, cθ  is the concavity index. In modeling studies the selection of M and N is not 

based on direct determination of field measurements but from the observed concavity 

index of river profiles [Hancock et al., 2001] and even without knowing that the observed 
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profile is evolved over the long term under transport limited conditions [Dietrich et al., 

2001].  

Chapter 3 reports field observations of soil loss volumes due to gully formation 

during a single thunderstorm event in the Idaho batholith. The paper first theoretically 

relates sediment transport capacity to runoff rate, slope and drainage area, second uses 

the soil loss observations to calibrate the M and N exponents of (2) and then compares 

the concavity index derived from erosion volume observations with the field observations 

of the concavity of gully profiles. It also uses the probabilistic approach for channel 

initiation described in chapter 2 to map the expected sediment transport capacity. 

Chapter 4 describes a numerical model for predicting the frequency and 

magnitude of sediment yields in forested basins in the Idaho batholith. The model runs on 

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and simulates hillslope soil development based on 

continuous hillslope processes, soil removal by gully erosion, shallow landsliding and 

debris flows. The model is similar in spirit to the ones developed by Benda and Dunne 

[1997] and Lancaster et al. [2001]  but differs in the implementation of gully erosion, 

vegetation dynamics of understory vegetation cover and runoff generation. The model 

predicts the stabilizing effects of vegetation by relating the overland flow roughness 

produced by vegetation inversely to the ratio used to partition total flow shear stress 

between that acting on soil particles and that acting on vegetation.  The stabilizing effect 

of vegetation on slope stability through root cohesion is also modeled. In the model 

wildfires kill the vegetation and reduce the root cohesion and vegetation roughness.  

Vegetation is allowed to regrow in the time between disturbances. We also model the 
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occurrence of fire related soil hydrophobicity and relate it to runoff generation process. 

An inverse relationship between vegetation cover density and soil hydrophobicty is 

hypothesized and modeled. The paper examines the implications of forest vegetation 

cover conditions and disturbances by wildfires and timber harvest on sediment yields in a 

sample basin in the Idaho batholith.     

The theories developed and tested in chapters 2, 3 and 4 use field information 

collected in a steep soil-mantled basin in the Idaho batholith. The models described in 

this dissertation are calibrated with and currently relevant for small steep soil-mantled 

watersheds with cohesionless soils where sediment yield is dominated by episodic 

sediment delivery.  

The erosion model presented in chapter 4 simulates spatially uniform forest fire 

occurrences and precipitation forcing and is not applicable to large basins where spatial 

patterns are observed in these model components. The model is not also applicable to 

areas where day-to-day sediment transport dominates the annual sediment yield unless 

the hydrology component of the model is reformulated to account for the rates and 

durations of individual precipitation events and interstorm periods. 

Soil cohesion may have significant influence on erosion and landslide initiation 

and sediment transport by providing additional shear strength and increasing erosion 

thresholds. Therefore in order for the model to be applicable for cohesive soils possible 

effects of soil cohesion on erosion dynamics should be considered in the theory and 

further tested against field observations.  
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One other limitation in the model developed in chapter 4 is that the dynamics of 

wood transport and sediment and wood storage in the basin is not modeled. Sometimes 

woody debris flow deposits form debris dams on the main channel that may alter the 

frequency and magnitude of sediment yield at the watershed outlet [Lancaster et al., 

2001]. The priority in the model was to address the influence of vegetation and 

disturbances on the frequency and magnitude of sediment input to the network. 

Therefore, processes for sediment routing and storage in the channel network are not 

model in this dissertation.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 

A PROBABILISTIC APPROACH FOR CHANNEL INITIATION1 
 
 

Abstract.  The channel head represents an important transition point from hillslope to 

fluvial processes. There is a nonlinear threshold transition across the channel head with 

sediment transport much larger in channels than on hillslopes.  Deterministic specific 

catchment area, a, thresholds for channel initiation, sometimes dependent on slope, S, in 

the form of aSα≥C, have been suggested. In this paper the channel initiation problem is 

viewed probabilistically with a spatially variable probability of channel initiation that 

depends on slope, specific catchment area and the probability distributions of median 

grain size, surface roughness and excess rainfall rate. The channel initiation threshold C 

is cast as a random variable to characterize the variability of aSα at channel heads. Using 

field measurements from the Idaho Batholith, we show that median grain size 

measurements at each channel head explain a significant part of the observed variability 

of aSα. We then characterize the variability of model inputs (median grain size, roughness 

and excess rainfall) using probability distributions and show that the probability 

distribution of area-slope threshold derived from these inputs matches the probability 

distribution of area-slope thresholds measured at field channel head locations. A gamma 

probability distribution provides a reasonable match to the distributions of area-slope 

                                                 

1 Coauthored by Erkan Istanbulluoglu, David G. Tarboton, Robert T. Pack, Charles Luce. 
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threshold measured and modeled at channel heads in our study area and in other 

published channel head data set. 

 
1. Introduction 
 

Substantial amounts of sediment are transported from hillslopes to streams due to 

flow concentration and the incision of channels. The upslope boundary of concentrated 

water flow and sediment transport between definable banks is called a stream channel 

head [Dietrich and Dunne, 1993]. The channel head has been either regarded as a point 

of transition in the sediment transport process where incisive wash processes begin to 

dominate over diffusive processes [Smith and Bretherton, 1972], or as a point where 

incision starts with the exceedence of an erosional threshold [e.g., Horton, 1945; 

Montgomery and Dietrich, 1988; Willgoose et al., 1991; Dietrich et al., 1993].  

Laboratory, field and theoretical studies of sediment transport mechanics have 

concluded that fluvial transport of sediment grains does not occur until a critical shear 

stress is exceeded [Shields, 1936; Yalin and Karahan, 1979].  Horton [1945] proposed 

that an erosion threshold controls the location of channel heads. He suggested that the 

critical distance below the topographic divide required for sheet flow erosion is the same 

as that required for channel incision. According to Horton's theory, channels as erosion 

features may expand rapidly upslope in response to changed climate and land use 

conditions and can even form during individual storm events. Field experiments under 

rainfall simulation demonstrated that sheet flow is inherently unstable and can easily 

separate into streams, incise channels, and integrate into a network [Dunne and Aubry, 
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1986]. However, such a tendency can be reversed by raindrop impact, soil creep, and 

other diffusive processes [Dunne and Aubry, 1986]. This has also been shown 

theoretically by Smith and Bretherton [1972]. 

Based on field evidence and theory, Montgomery and Dietrich [1988, 1989, 

1994], Dietrich et al. [1993] and Montgomery [1994, 1999] discussed the existence of a 

slope dependent contributing area threshold required to support a channel head.  This 

threshold is similar to Horton’s critical distance description for channelization but 

accounts for channel initiation by saturation overland flow and pore-pressure induced 

landsliding.  Montgomery and Dietrich [1992] and Dietrich et al. [1993] showed that data 

from channel heads observed in their Tennessee valley field site fit an inverse 

relationship between the specific catchment area (upslope contributing area per unit 

contour width), “a” and local slope, “S” of the form,  

CaS =α  (1) 

where α is an exponent that varies between 1 and 2 and C is a constant. They found that 

with α=2, all the channel heads observed are captured between two topographic threshold 

lines with C values of 25m and 200m. This reveals a factor of eight variation in the 

contributing area sizes required for channel initiation for a given slope in the field. 

Montgomery and Dietrich [1992] explained this observation as: “This scatter probably 

arises from both spatial and temporal variation in the hydrologic and erosional processes 

governing channel initiation and should introduce considerable variation into channel and 

valley development, thus contributing a random aspect to the appearance of many 
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landscapes.”  The model was thus generally successful at delineating slope-area bounds 

for channel head locations but acknowledged scatter due to spatial variations in 

hydrologic and erosional processes [Dietrich et al., 1993; Prosser and Dietrich, 1995; 

Prosser and Abernety, 1996].  

The lack of a distinct topographic threshold at channel heads in the form 

suggested in the literature was also reported in case of intense gullying due to land use 

pattern changes [Prosser and Soufi, 1998; Desmet and Govers, 1997].  Desmet et al. 

[1999] experimented with different area exponents in equation (1) to see how they could 

best match grid cells observed to be gullied in the field to grid cells predicted to be 

gullied, while setting the threshold C to keep the fraction of area mapped as gullies 

roughly constant.  Their best results classified 70 to 80% of grid cells correctly, although 

this success does depend on their threshold C and does not consider the number of grid 

cells in excess of the threshold not considered to be gullied.   

Erosion is highly nonlinear with threshold functionality or dependence upon the 

occurrence of channelization. A model that uses a single channel initiation threshold 

based on average or central tendency parameters will predict significant erosion only in 

locations where channelization is predicted on a long-term basis. The work cited above 

has indicated the presence of variability in the channel initiation threshold and the need 

for a model that explicitly recognizes this variability.  Here we take the logical next step 

of formalizing the description of this variability by interpreting the threshold C as a 

random variable, with probability distribution derived physically from the random 

variability of quantities involved in the erosion process. This description of channel 
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initiation incorporates higher frequency temporary excursions of channelization into 

terrain that is on the average not channeled over longer time scales.  Estimating sediment 

transport rates from hillslopes is important during extreme rainfall events, when 

ephemeral rills and gullies are formed. In this study the question of how to parameterize 

the variability of relevant hydraulic and hydrologic hillslope properties used 

deterministically in the previous models has been studied and a probabilistic approach to 

channel initiation has been developed.  Our probabilistic model, recognizing the 

uncertainty and spatial as well as temporal variability in its parameters, predicts a 

contribution to erosion (represented probabilistically) due to channelization even at 

locations that do not meet the central tendency channelization threshold. It is our premise 

in this paper that this new approach provides further insights into the role of uncertainty 

in the prediction of erosion for soil management purposes. 

In what follows we first develop a theory of channel initiation that expresses the 

probability of channel initiation in terms of the randomness of channel initiation 

threshold C derived from primary random inputs of sediment size, additional roughness 

(roughness due to vegetation and obstructions) and excess precipitation rate and show its 

contribution to probabilistic representation of erosion and sediment transport.  This 

theory assumes the initiation of channels where shear stress exceeds a critical value 

[Dietrich and Dunne, 1993] and develops the probability distribution for this occurrence. 

The theory can be used to map the probability of channel initiation both for a single 

channel forming runoff event and integrating over a range of events in time as long as 

appropriate probability distributions are used to characterize the model inputs. The single 
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event approach, which emphasizes spatial variability, is used in this paper to test the 

concept through comparison to observed gully initiation from a single storm.  The 

integrated approach that incorporates both spatial and temporal variability is most 

appropriate for practical management applications, but is less easily tested directly, so we 

suggest justification of the integrated approach based upon the results from single event 

tests.   

We then describe our field area where the channel heads were mapped and 

median sediment size, d50, was measured at each channel head. We test the theoretical 

relationship between d50 and channel initiation threshold. Finally we select reasonable 

probability distributions for the other random inputs to C and compare the probability 

distributions of derived C to the probability distributions of observed aSα at channel 

heads.  We show that the distribution of derived C is well approximated by a gamma 

distribution, and that a similar gamma distribution matches the distribution of area slope 

observations in other published channel head data. 

 
2. Probabilistic Approach for 
 Channel Initiation 

The total shear stress associated with overland flow is 

gySwt ρτ =  (2) 

where, ρw is the density of water, g gravitational acceleration, y is the flow depth and S is 

the sine of the slope angle. Effective shear stress acting on the bare soil surface is a 

portion of τt due to shear stress partitioning between vegetation, soil and other roughness 
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elements such as obstructions and surface irregularities [Foster et al., 1989].  The 

effective shear stress, τf acting on the bare soil surface can be approximated by 

[Tiscareno-Lopez et al., 1994], 

5.1)(
ba

b
tf nn

n
+

= ττ  (3) 

where, nb is Manning’s roughness coefficient for bare soil and na is additional roughness 

due to vegetation, obstructions and surface irregularities [Arcement and Schneider, 1984]. 

Bare soil roughness can be explicitly related to median sediment diameter, d50. Many 

empirical relationships presented for nb have a general form [Yen, 1992], 

p
b kdn 50=  (4) 

where k is a constant and p=1/6. We used k=0.0474, the value proposed by Strickler for 

sand.  In this relationship d50 is expressed in m. This equation has been used for overland 

flow [Julien and Simons, 1985]. With the d50 values we observed in the field this 

relationship gives values for nb in the range 0.01 to 0.03 consistent with the range of nb 

values for sand and gravel suggested for overland flow routing by Woolhiser et al. [1990] 

and Engman et al. [1986]. 

Using laboratory and field data and some data from the literature Rouhipour et al. 

[1999] showed that Manning’s equation gives more accurate estimates of overland flow 

velocity than the Darcy-Weisbach and Chezy equations. Assuming uniform overland 

flow, the depth y in (2) from Manning’s equation is, 
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5/32/1 ]/)[( Sqnny oab +=  (5) 

where, qo is the overland flow per unit contour width. Substituting (5) into (2) and (3), the 

effective shear stress can be written as, 

11
1

nm
of Sqβτ =  (6) 

where, m1=0.6, n1=0.7 and β1=ρwgnb
1.5(nb+na)-0.9. If we assume that overland flow incises 

a channel when τf exceeds a critical channel initiation shear stress threshold, τc, then a 

channelization threshold would be, 

c
nm

o Sq τβ ≥11
1 . (7) 

We consider two models for runoff generation to estimate qo in equations (6) and 

(7).  The first model assumes that qo is proportional to the specific catchment area, a, as, 

raqo =  (8) 

where r is the net water input rate (rainfall or snowmelt minus evaporation and 

infiltration).  This we term "infiltration excess" because r is the precipitation in excess of 

infiltration independent of topography.  Substituting (8) into (7) and rearranging gives,  

CaS ≥α  (9) 

where α=n1/m1=1.167 and C is an area-slope threshold for channel initiation similar to 

the form suggested previously [Willgoose, 1989; Dietrich et al., 1993] given by 
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With the positive value for α, equation (9) predicts a negative relationship between slope 

and drainage area for constant C at channel heads. 

The second model for runoff generation assumes a limited lateral transport 

capacity in the soil profile equal to slope times transmissivity, TS. Overland flow is 

assumed to occur when this capacity is exceeded, and is equal to the surface water input 

in excess of the lateral transport capacity.  

)( so aarTSraq −=−= ,   saa >  (11a) 

where  

rTSas /=   (11b) 

is the specific catchment area required for saturation under steady-state conditions, and T 

is the transmissivity of soil profile. This is a saturation excess model for runoff 

generation similar to TOPMODEL [Beven and Kirkby, 1979]. Runoff occurs only for 

locations where the wetness index a/S exceeds a threshold, here equal to T/r. 

Using the relationships in (7) and (11) the threshold for channel initiation for 

saturation excess overland flow can be written as, 

CSs ≥α)a-(a . (12) 
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With this model the drainage area required to support runoff increases with slope.  This 

can lead to a positive area-slope relationship for constant C at channel heads 

[Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994; Montgomery, 1999].   

Our model assumes channel initiation when the shear stress required to initiate 

sediment transport (incipient motion or detachment) from the bare soil surface is 

exceeded.  This, through equation (10) gives the channelization threshold, C.  The critical 

shear stress, τc, that goes into equation (10) is estimated from Shield's [1936] equation as, 

50
* )( dg wsc ρρττ −=  (13) 

where τ* is the dimensionless critical shear stress for incipient motion or detachment of 

particles with the median grain size, d50, and ρs is the sediment density.  For rough 

turbulent flows an average value of τ*≅ 0.045-0.046 [Gessler, 1971; Miller et al., 1977; 

Yalin and Karahan, 1979].  τ* may also be obtained from the Shields diagram using the 

shear Reynolds number, 

νν
ρτ

ν
505050 /** dgySdduR wt ===  (14) 

where ν is the kinematic viscosity and equation (2) has been used to obtain the right hand 

expression.  When τ* is evaluated using this approach it depends on r and topographic 

variables a and S. However this dependence is weak. We simulated a range of a, S and r 

values representative of the terrain and effective rainfall in our field site and found that τ* 

ranged narrowly between 0.04 and 0.046, so selected τ* = 0.043 for the remainder of this 
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work. This has the advantage of keeping the channel initiation threshold C independent of 

topographic variables making for more meaningful comparisons with aSα at channel 

heads. There may in fact be a wider range in τ* values for rough turbulent flows 

[Buffington and Montgomery, 1997] that will likely contribute to the variability of 

channel heads observed in the field. However τ* = 0.043 is consistent with the τ* values 

reported by [Buffington and Montgomery, 1997] for coarse sand and fine gravel observed 

in our field areas.  

The left hand sides of (9) and (12) include topographic variables which can be 

derived from digital elevation models (DEMs) using algorithms to evaluate local slopes 

and specific catchment areas such as from Tarboton [1997]. The C parameter on the right 

hand side of (9) and (12) absorbs all the other hydrologic and geomorphic parameters. 

Obtaining proper values for C may require field studies and experiments as well as 

remote sensing analysis. However even under a fixed land use condition or geological 

setting the parameters absorbed by C may show significant variability in space and time, 

particularly in the case of r. To account for this we assume spatially homogenous 

probability distributions for d50, na and r, which are used to calculate C in (10). To 

simplify matters we ignore variability of r within the area contributing to each point and 

thus assume that (8) and (11) hold for each specific realization of random r.  This 

assumption lets us characterize both spatial and temporal variations of the area-slope 

threshold C. The scheme to derive a probability distribution for C and to calculate 

probability of channel initiation over the terrain is shown in Figure 2-1. This Figure 

depicts the terrain inputs S and a, which are combined to aSα and random inputs d50, r and 
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na. We selected d50 as a random variable, because it can be used to estimate both nb and τc 

from equations (4) and (13) respectively and it can be measured in the field. Once nb is 

estimated from d50, then possible ranges of additional Manning’s roughness, na can be 

obtained from tables of total Manning’s roughness (nb+na) coefficients for overland flow 

based on land use conditions [e.g., Engman, 1986; Woolhiser et al., 1990]. The quantities 

τc, nb, na and r are combined through equation (10) to obtain C. This Figure amounts to a 

Bayes net for estimating the probability distribution of C given uncertainty in the inputs 

d50, r and na, characterized by probability distributions. For the infiltration excess 

overland flow model, the spatial probability of channel initiation (PCI) of a given 

location can be described by the probability of channel initiation threshold C being less 

than or equal to aSα calculated from the terrain, formalized as, 

∫=≤=
α

α
aS

C
ie dCCfaSCPPCI

0
)()(   (15) 

where fC(C) is the probability density function of C. Evaluating the probability of channel 

initiation for saturation overland flow is more complex than that of infiltration excess 

because it involves the parameter as T/r, which should also vary randomly because of the 

randomness in r, and perhaps also T.  First we write (12) in the form of (9) as, 

CBaS +≥α   (16) 

where B= Sα+1T/r.  Here we have the addition of two related random numbers. Let 

CBC +=′ , then the probability density function for C ′ , )(CfC ′′  can be evaluated at 
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each location and integrated to give the probability of channel initiation due to saturation 

excess overland flow, 

∫ ′′=≤= ′

α

α
aS

C
se CdCfaSCPPCI

0
)()'( . (17) 

Barling et al, [1994] indicated that the steady-state assumption originating in 

TOPMODEL and expressed here in equations (8) and (11) has some limitations.  They 

calculated specific catchment area as a function of rainfall duration (partial contributing 

area).  This idea may be implemented by using a partial contributing area in equation (15) 

and (17).  In general we expect that the partial contributing area should be a function of 

water input duration, D, and so would use a(D)Sα as the upper limit in the integral of 

equations (15) and (17).  

We have not derived functional forms for the probability distributions of PCI 

given by equations (15) and (17).  Instead we use Monte Carlo simulation to generate 

samples of C for the numerical evaluation of PCI.  We show numerically that the results 

from this Monte Carlo simulation can be approximated using a gamma distribution. 

Equations (15) and (17) express the probability of channel initiation at each point 

conditional on probability distributions of the inputs, namely sediment size, additional 

roughness and runoff rate.  The sediment size and additional roughness are spatial  
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Figure 2-1. Information flow network used to derive a probability distribution for 
channel initiation threshold C, and to calculate the probability of channel initiation (PCI) 
over the terrain. 
 
 
probability distributions.  Only one realization of these will actually exist in any given  

landscape. However the specific spatial pattern of sediment size and additional roughness 

is practically unobservable so the probability distributions quantify the uncertainty in 

knowing this information.  Additional roughness, in part due to vegetation may also be 

affected by land management activities.  Effective runoff on the other hand is both 

spatially and temporally variable, and for practical applications should be quantified 

using a probability distribution for representative extreme events over a design period.  
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The PCI concept can then, when coupled with local detachment (erosion) and the 

sediment transport models, and integrated spatially express the aggregate expected value 

of erosion.  This integrated estimate may be non zero as long as the PCI is greater than 

zero somewhere in the area, even though a threshold erosion model may have predicted 

no erosion due to channel incision because the single average or central tendency erosion 

threshold was not exceeded. 

 
3. Field Study 

3.1..Setting 

The above-described methodology has been applied in the Idaho Batholith and its 

ability to characterize the probability distributions of observed C at channel head 

locations has been tested. This area consists of an extensive mass of granitic rock (16,000 

mi2) that covers a large portion of Idaho and some parts of Montana. It is almost entirely 

mountainous and forested. Extremely erodible coarse textured soils are found on steep 

gradients that often exceed 70% [Megahan, 1974]. Average precipitation is 

approximately 1000 mm. Localized high intensity rainstorms of short duration are 

common during summer. At other times of the year low intensity storms with longer 

durations occur, often in conjunction with snowmelt. Following soil disturbance, the 

combination of steep topography, high-soil erodibility, and high-climate stress often 

results in accelerated surface erosion [Megahan and Kidd, 1972]. The specific study areas 

selected are Trapper and Robert E. Lee Creeks within the North Fork of the Boise River 

in southwestern Idaho (see Figure 2-2). Trapper Creek was intensely burned by a wildfire 
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in 1994 and extreme gullying was initiated by a convective summer storm in 1995, 

possibly due to water repellent conditions of the surface soil. The gullies generated by 

this storm are probably ephemeral channels, but nevertheless resulted in considerable 

erosion. Robert E. Lee (REL) Creek was partially burned to a light to moderate degree. 

Although REL Creek is adjacent to Trapper Creek intense gullying did not occur in REL 

Creek, presumably due to either higher infiltration capacity from less water repellency or 

lower localized rainfall intensities, or a combination of both these effects. 

 
3.2. Field Observations 

A limited data set of channel head locations was collected using the definition of 

the channel head as the upstream limit of observable erosion and concentration of flow 

within definable banks [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1989]. Channel heads in Trapper 

Creek have headcuts of 0.3m to 1m in width and an average of 0.5 m depth. Some 

headcuts were even observed at the ridge crest. Local slopes (over a length of 10 to 20 m) 

at the channel heads were measured in the field using a Suunto inclinometer and a GPS 

was used to record locations.  Sediment size samples were collected just above the 

headcuts to approximate the sediment size in transport when the incisions occurred.  

These samples were sieved and the median size of each sample was determined.  

Contributing areas were derived from the 30m DEM of the study site using the 

D∞ algorithm [Tarboton, 1997]. Contributing area was also checked in a few channel 

head locations by hiking perpendicular to what was judged to be the elevation contours,  
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Figure 2-2. Location map of the field sites.   
 

from both sides of the channel heads.  This data for Trapper Creek is presented in Table 

2-1.   

Channels in Trapper Creek were usually discontinuous and faded out downstream 

from the most upstream limit of erosion within definable banks, with sequential headcuts 

occurring downslope.  In these cases we also recorded the locations of the most 

downslope headcut, which we term the head of the continuous channel.  Starting from the 

heads of the continuous channels, slopes were measured in the field at intervals from 20 

to 40 m for distances ranging between 150 m and 500 m downslope.  GPS was used to 

record the slope measurement locations and  contributing areas were again derived from 

the 30m DEM of the study site using the D∞ algorithm [Tarboton, 1997].  
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We do not know the rainfall rate of the storm that incised the channels in Trapper 

Creek. However some forest service personnel were exposed to that storm and they 

estimated that more than an inch of rain fell in less than half an hour. It is conceivable 

that this kind of a convective storm event could result in local intensities of between 50 

mm/h and 100 mm/h.  

Two distinct types of channel heads were observed in REL Creek. We observed 

channel incisions due to saturation excess overland flow (SEOF) where fire effects were 

insignificant. The vegetation mat was broken mostly by seepage forces and sediment 

entrained by saturation overland flow. These channel heads support gravel-bed streams 

with definable banks stabilized by vegetation. Infiltration excess overland flow (IEOF) 

channel incisions were observed where there is disturbance by light to moderate fire or 

forest harvest or there is bedrock exposure and coarse materials such as cobbles and rock 

fragments on the surface. There was not significant vegetation cover around IEOF 

channel heads in REL Creek and channels were ephemeral discontinuous small gullies. 

The channel heads located on hillslopes where there is coarse surface material, rock 

fragments or exposed bedrock were separated in the model analysis because the 

percentage of rock was not quantified in our field measurements limiting our ability to 

use methods that account for rock percentage [Abrahams and Parsons, 1991; Nearing et 

al., 1999].   
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Table 2-1. Observed Specific Catchment Area, Slope, and Median Grain Size at Channel 
Head Locations in Trapper Creek and Calculated Parameters Required to Estimate 
Channel Initiation Threshold, C, and Calculated C values at Each Location 
 

  

Observed Calculated
Specific Slope d50 aSα nb nt τc C

catchment area (m) m/m (mm) (m) (Pa)
100 0.42 1.700 33.1 0.0164 0.0684 1.17 15.48
30 0.32 1.700 7.5 0.0164 0.0684 1.17 15.48
30 0.23 * 5.2 * * *
46 0.40 2.000 14.5 0.0168 0.0688 1.38 19.15
125 0.72 * 66.8 * * *
30 0.31 1.300 7.3 0.0157 0.0677 0.89 10.90
40 0.25 1.330 7.7 0.0157 0.0677 0.91 11.23
61 0.45 * 21.6 * * *
67 0.45 * 23.7 * * *
123 0.45 2.200 43.5 0.0171 0.0691 1.51 21.71
56 0.30 1.630 13.1 0.0163 0.0683 1.12 14.65
53 0.39 2.000 16.3 0.0168 0.0688 1.38 19.15

72.7 0.42 * 24.0 * * *
30 0.23 1.600 5.2 0.0162 0.0682 1.10 14.30
68 0.41 2.380 21.9 0.0173 0.0693 1.64 24.06
45 0.32 2.250 11.3 0.0172 0.0692 1.55 22.35
30 0.31 * 7.3 * * *
68 0.60 2.200 31.3 0.0171 0.0691 1.51 21.71
57 0.46 1.750 20.6 0.0165 0.0685 1.20 16.08
59 0.53 2.730 24.3 0.0177 0.0697 1.88 28.81
40 0.30 1.700 9.3 0.0164 0.0684 1.17 15.48
32 0.40 2.100 10.1 0.0170 0.0690 1.44 20.42
60 0.49 * 23.0 * * *
139 0.67 * 70.2 * * *
103 0.53 2.900 42.5 0.0179 0.0699 1.99 31.19
70 0.35 1.600 19.2 0.0162 0.0682 1.10 14.30
88 0.40 2.900 27.7 0.0179 0.0699 1.99 31.19  

*: No sediment size distribution data is available for those channel heads. 
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4. Results 
 
 

4.1. Point-wise Comparison of the Observed  
 aSα and Calculated C at Channel Heads 
 

The theory developed above suggested that variations in d50, na and r are 

responsible for the variation in aSα at channel heads.  Here the measured values of d50 in 

Trapper Creek are used to test the contribution of d50 to this variability.  We set α=1.167 

following equation (9). We also set r = 35 mm/h in the infiltration excess runoff model 

assuming about 50% infiltration due to the water repellency remaining a year after the 

wildfire and rainfall around 70 mm/h in the range 50 to 100 mm/h reported for the 

channel forming storm.  We adjusted na to optimize the fit of C values to aSα, and 

obtained na = 0.052.  This is within the range from 0.04 to 0.12 reported by Woolhiser et 

al. [1990] and ASCE [1996] for sparse vegetation and surface litter.   

Table 2-1 includes values of aSα calculated at each observed channel head and τc 

estimated from d50 using equation (13).  This τc is used with equation (10) to evaluate C.  

Figure 2-3 plots C versus observed aSα. The regression R2 and Nash-Sutcliff error 

measure [e.g., Gupta et al., 1998]  
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indicate that about 40% of the variability in observed aSαmay be attributed to d50.  A 

similar fit can be obtained for different r values by adjusting na with both r and na still 

being within the range of their uncertainty. 

 
4.2. Comparison of Channel Initiation  
 Probability Distributions 

 
The point-wise comparison shown in Figure 2-3 revealed uncertainties associated 

not only with d50, but also r and na. Here we employed the scheme given in Figure 2-1 to 

derive a probability distribution for C by Monte Carlo Simulation and compare the 

derived distribution with the aSα distribution observed at channel heads in the field.   
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Figure 2-3. Plot of calculated C versus the observed aSα for channel heads in Trapper 
Creek. Straight line is the 1:1 line. R2=0.387 and NS=0.377. 
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This is a single event test of the PCI concept with probability distributions of the inputs 

chosen as estimates of the single 1995 event responsible for initiation of the channels 

mapped. 

We found that the d50 data from Trapper Creek presented in table 2-1 was well 

described by a log-normal distribution with mean d50 = 2 mm and standard deviation of 

0.48 mm (Figure 2-4).  Uniform distributions were used for the other two input variables, 

with r between bounds of 15 and 55 mm/h and na between bounds of 0.015 and 0.1.  

These distributions quantify the uncertainty associated with this single event in a simple 

way.  In management applications that integrate over time, other distributions may be 

more appropriate, specifically for r.  1500 random values for d50, r and na were generated.  

Figure 2-5 compares the cumulative distribution of the simulated C to the cumulative 

distribution of the observed aSα for channel heads observed in Trapper Creek. The 

bounds in the probability distributions for r and na have been adjusted by trial and error to 

achieve this fit, but are well within the range that is plausible. The field observed channel 

head aSα have an average, standard deviation and skewness of 26 m 18.4 m and 1.13. The 

same statistics obtained for C from the Monte Carlo simulation scheme are; 26 m, 18.5 m 

and 1.56 respectively. Both the simulation statistics and the cumulative distribution of the 

simulated C show good correspondence with the observed aSα variability in the field.  
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Figure 2-4. Log-normal distribution (solid line) fitted to the cumulative distribution of 
the median sediment size, d50, measurements from Trapper Creek at channel heads 
estimated by using the Weibull plotting position. 
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Figure 2-5.  Comparison of the cumulative distribution from the simulations of C to the 
cumulative distribution of observed aSα at channel heads in Trapper Creek  and gamma 
distribution fitted to the observed aSα CDF’s by Weibull plotting position. 
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Figure 2-6.  Log-normal distribution (solid line) fitted to the cumulative distribution of 
the median sediment size, d50, measurements from REL Creek estimated by using the 
Weibull plotting position. 
 
 

Two distinct channel initiation processes, IEOF and SEOF were observed in REL 

Creek. We found that the d50 data set collected from REL Creek at sites where the 

channel heads were observed can be fit by a log-normal distribution (Figure 2-6). The 

measured d50 data has a mean and standard deviation of 3.12 mm and 1.05 mm 

respectively.  These numbers are larger than for Trapper Creek. REL Creek soils were 

generally coarser than Trapper Creek.  The log-normal distribution (Figure 2-6) is used 

for both IEOF and SEOF channel initiation processes in REL Creek to characterize the 

d50 variability. Uniform distributions were used for the other two inputs r and na.  We 

used r between bounds of 20 and 30 mm/h and na between 0.043 and 0.1 to estimate the 

PCI for IEOF channel heads. Comparison of the cumulative distributions of the simulated 
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C and the observed aSα for IEOF channel heads in REL Creek is given in Figure 2-7a. 

The average, standard deviation and the skewness of the field observed aSα of the IEOF 

incisions in REL Creek were 70 m, 33 m and 1.5 respectively. The same statistics 

obtained from the model are 73 m, 39 m and 1.7. Since the locations in the REL Creek 

where IEOF channel heads were observed were lightly burned compared to Trapper 

Creek, our calibrations of r and na are consistent with lower runoff rates (higher 

infiltration or less intense rainfall) and slightly higher additional roughness values (more 

vegetation) in those sites. 

The IEOF channel heads shown in Figure 2-7a (as circles) do not include those 

where coarse surface material, rock fragments and bedrock exposure was observed.  

Instead the probability distribution of these is shown separately (as triangles) in Figure 2-

7a.  Apart from two points at the high end of the distribution all these channel heads with 

coarse material, rock fragments and exposed bedrock lie to the right of the aSα 

distribution from the other more sandy locations, consistent with the idea that there is a 

higher critical shear stress threshold at these locations. 

At most of the locations of SEOF channel heads saturation and exfiltration was 

observed in the field without any significant sediment detachment around the channel 

heads.  Equation (11b) gives the specific catchment area required for SEOF.  In this 

equation a value of T/r = 900m defines a zone of saturation that just includes all the 

SEOF channel head locations that we mapped. This provides an upper bound on T/r 

because a finite increment of flow is required to initiate sediment detachment around the 

channel heads. 
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Figure 2-7.  Comparison of the cumulative distribution from the simulations of C to the 
cumulative distribution of observed aSα at channel heads in REL Creek and gamma 
distribution fitted to the observed aSα. Figure (7a) for infiltration excess overland flow 
(IEOF) channel heads (CH) and figure (7b) for saturation excess overland flow (SEOF) 
channel heads.  CDF’s by Weibull plotting position. 
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We modeled the saturation excess channel initiation process assuming a constant 

T/r of 600 m in (11) and (12).  From DEM analysis we saw that this value saturates the 

axis of the major hollows in the watershed and leaves out most of the IEOF channels 

where no signs of recent sediment transport was observed. Various combinations of T 

and r can produce a T/r saturation threshold value of 600 m.  For example a T of 40 

m2/day requires a steady-state precipitation rate of approximately 0.066 m/day.  We 

analyzed 69 years of available precipitation records in the region and found that a daily 

rainfall of 0.066 m (66 mm) has a return period of about 80 years.  The presence of snow 

can enhance the surface water input due to snowmelt by the rain on snow effect being 

added to rainfall inputs. However there is also leakage from the shallow soil into bedrock 

fractures common in the area. Megahan and Clayton [1986] presented 58 bed-rock 

saturated hydraulic conductivity tests ranging from 0 to 1.7 m/day with a mean and a 

median value of 0.175 m/day and 0.02 m/day.  

We used a constant r of 0.066 m/day (2.75 mm/h) with T = 40 m2/day to 

characterize the rainfall plus possible snowmelt minus deep percolation losses and 

evapotranspiration for the SEOF channel initiation analysis.  For comparison 

Montgomery [1994] used T = 65 m2/day in the Oregon coast range and Dietrich et al. 

[1993] used T = 17 m2 in their Tennessee Valley California study area.  We used the 

same log-normal probability distribution for d50 from field observations in REL Creek 

(Figure 2-6) as was used for the IEOF channel initiation analysis. We selected 0.0135 and 

0.006 for the lower and upper bound of the uniform distribution for na through 

calibration. Here the effect of additional roughness (na) is minor because the vegetation 
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mat was broken by seepage forces in most sites. Figure 7b compares the cumulative 

probability distributions of the observed (a-as)Sα and the simulated C at SEOF channel 

heads. Since the calibrated additional roughness values are very low, and r and T were 

held constant, this Figure shows how the random variation of median sediment sizes can 

produce significant variation of channel head locations on the terrain.  

In the PCI theory, equations (15) and (17) require the probability density function 

of C.  Several parametric probability distributions such as exponential, normal, log-

normal and gamma were fitted using the mean and variance of the aSα observed. Among 

those we found that gamma distribution gave the best correspondence with the observed 

aSα and simulated C distributions (Figures 2-5 and 2-7). The gamma probability density 

function is given by, 

)(
)()(

1

k
eCCf

Ck

C Γ
=

−− λλλ   (19) 

where, C is the threshold for channel initiation and λ and k are the distribution parameters 

which can be estimated from the mean, µC, and variance, σC
2, of the observations using  

λ=µ /kC  and 22
C /k λ=σ . Γ( ) is the gamma function. 

 
4.3.  Sensitivity Analysis  
 

Figure 2-8 shows the sensitivity of the cumulative distribution of C to the 

distributions used for d50, r and na.  In Figure 2-8a cumulative distributions for C were 

generated holding d50 at its minimum observed, mean and maximum observed values but 
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generating na and r from their random distributions.  Figure 2-8b shows the cumulative 

distributions obtained holding r fixed at its lower bound, mean and upper bound values 

while generating na and d50 from their random distributions.  Figure 2-8c shows the 

cumulative distributions obtained holding na fixed at its lower bound, mean and upper 

bound values while generating r and d50 from their random distributions.  

Montgomery and Dietrich [1989] tabulated source areas and slopes at 63 channel 

heads in their Tennessee Valley California study area.  Figure 2-9 plots the cumulative 

distribution of ASα for this data and shows that it is also well approximated by a gamma 

distribution.  Note that in this comparison contributing area A in m2 is used rather than 

specific catchment area because the colluvial fill width given in the Montgomery and 
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Figure 2-8.  Sensitivity of the cumulative distribution of C to the distributions used for 
d50, r, and na. In the figures curves from left to right are; (8a); d50=1.3 mm, d50=2 mm, 
d50=2.9 mm; (8b) r=55 mm/h, r=35 mm/h and r=15 mm/h; (8c), na=0.01, na=0.052, 
na=0.1. Circles are the Trapper Creek channel head data.  
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Figure 2-9.  Gamma distribution (solid line) fitted to Tennessee Valley channel head data 
set  [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1989]. 
 
 
Dietrich paper is not the same as contour width in the definition of specific catchment 

area.  We have not attempted to fit parameters to the distributions for r, na and d50 for this 

area because we have insufficient information to do so.  Nevertheless we present this data 

as third party data illustrative of variability of channel initiation threshold of the same 

form as predicted by our theory. 

Since the gamma distribution fits the data well we used it in equation (15) to 

derive a map of PCI over the study watersheds (Figure 2-10). aSα is evaluated at each 

point from the DEM. PCI is then mapped at each location as the cumulative probability 

from the incomplete gamma function associated with the aSα value and fitted gamma 

distribution parameters. The maps show the topographic expression of PCI. Channel head 
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locations towards the upper ends of high PCI zones are consistent with the theory.  The 

PCI values mapped in Trapper Creek correspond to the gamma distribution fitted to 

observed channel heads (all IEOF) in Figure 2-5.  The PCI values mapped in REL Creek 

correspond to the gamma distribution fitted to the observed IEOF channel heads in figure 

7a.  The different gamma distributions lead to different PCI values for these watersheds, 

which reflect the effects of the more intense fire in Trapper and increased PCI following 

the fire. 

 

 

Figure 2-10. Probability of channel initiation (PCI) maps of the study areas derived using 
the Gamma distribution and mapped channel head locations. Contour interval is 30 m in 
both watersheds 
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4.4. Analyzing Hillslope to Channel Transition  
 Using PCI In Slope-Area Diagrams  
 

Slope versus contributing area diagrams are often used to unravel geomorphic 

processes from DEMs and field observations [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1992; Tarboton 

et al., 1992; Ijjasz-Vasquez and Bras, 1995].  In order to show the use of PCI for 

evaluating the channelization process on slope-area diagrams, Figures 2-11 and 2-12 

show the slope-area representation of the PCI theory using contours of equal PCI for our 

study watersheds.  The probabilistic approach generates a specific PCI as a function of 

slope and specific catchment area.  The probability of channel initiation increases with 

the increase of either slope or specific catchment area.  In Trapper Creek where the heads 

of continuous channels were mapped separately we see that heads of observed continuous 

channels tend to occur in zones with high PCI (the triangles on Figure 2-11 that occur 

where PCI > 0.7) while channel heads not associated with continuous channels occur 

where PCI is lower (circles on Figure 2-11).  

In section 4 we used a T/r=600 m with equation (11b) to model saturation excess.  

The line separating saturated from unsaturated areas is shown on Figure 2-12 (the dashed 

saturation line) according to this relationship.  This separates naturally in slope-area 

space the channel heads where saturation was observed (SEOF channel heads) from those 

where saturation was not observed (IEOF channel heads). 

 
5. Discussions and Conclusions 
 

Erosion threshold theories for channel initiation [e.g., Montgomery and Dietrich, 

1988, 1989; Dietrich et al., 1993; Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993] have often 
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Figure 2-11. Specific catchment area versus local slope plot for channel heads, heads of  
continuous gullies, and gullies observed in Trapper Creek. Dashed lines are the PCI 
curves from left to right, as labeled. 

 
 

attributed the observed inverse relationship between the drainage area to support a 

channel head and the local slope at channel heads to the analytical form of erosion 

threshold functions such as equation (9). A positive relationship between drainage area 

and local slope at channel heads can be explained (referring to equations 11 and 12) in 

terms of the increase in drainage area required to support runoff with increasing slope, in 

a saturation threshold runoff model [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994].  Both of these 

effects are seen in Figure 2-12 where the IEOF constant PCI contours have a negative 

slope-area relationship and the saturation line and constant PCI contours for SEOF where 

slope is large have a positive slope-area relationship. We observed (Figure 2-11) a 

positive relationship between area and slope at channel head locations in Trapper Creek, 
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but an inverse relationship similar to the previous studies in IEOF channel heads in REL 

Creek (Figure 2-12) and a somewhat constant slope with varying specific catchment area 

in SEOF channel heads in REL Creek. Prosser and Soufi [1998] found no clear slope 

dependency on the drainage area required to support gully heads in intensely gullied 

hillslopes following land use change.  

In interpreting these results we feel that the observed slope-area relationships 

derived from the topography of landforms and the functional relationship between area 

and slope derived from the excess-shear stress model with constant threshold are two 
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Figure 2-12. Specific catchment area versus local slope plot for channel heads in REL 
Creek. Lines are the PCI curves from left to right, as labeled. 
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different concepts.  The negative (or positive) slope-area relationships obtained from 

equality in equations (9) or (12) assume a fixed C at all channel heads, whereas the point 

of this paper has been to explore spatial and temporal variability in C, characterized using 

probability. Channel formation in equation (9) or (12) requires that at a point, a 

combination of area and slope should be greater than a certain threshold independent of 

the morphology of the landscape. Area-slope trends on the topography are established 

over the long term evolution of the landscape due to the interactions between diffusive 

hillslope and fluvial channel processes. Therefore depending on the C threshold at an 

instant in time (e.g., a thunderstorm event following a wildfire) channels may erode 

different hillslope positions where different processes dominate over the long term. If 

channelization occurs where diffusive processes dominate over the long term (convex 

hillslopes) then a positive relationship between area and slopes at observed channel heads 

is expected.  The gully heads observed in Trapper Creek after significant disturbance are 

an example of this effect.  Similarly when channel heads are observed where fluvial 

sediment transport is dominant (concave valleys) then the area-slope relationship would 

be negative. One may also observe channel heads in the field where over the long term 

diffusive and fluvial processes are in balance. In this case channel head data would reveal 

no distinct relationship between area and slope. The only case for which channel heads 

observed in the field may follow the functional form of the relationship between area and 

slope derived from the shear stress theory is the rather special case where all the model 

parameters of equation (10) are constant in space and time. In this case an erosional 
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threshold line on area-slope plots would show the transition point between hillslopes and 

channels (e.g., Figure 11 of  Tucker and Bras [1998]). 

Based on the observations presented in this paper we conclude that channels can 

incise in different topographic locations depending on the spatial and temporal variability 

of climate and land cover.  The probabilistic channel initiation zone on the slope-area 

diagrams shifts back and forth along the specific catchment area axis (compare Figures  

2-11 and 2-12) depending on the model input values, such as variation of runoff rates and 

additional roughness due to vegetation cover, that characterize climate and land cover 

variability.   

Flow concentration due to channelization is an important mechanism in erosion 

and sediment transport.  In this paper we have presented a probabilistic theory for 

modeling channel initiation and tested the theory using field data as an initial step in 

quantifying this process considering the inherent uncertainties in nature. In this paper we 

first showed that measured variability of sediment grain size is related to and accounts for 

a significant portion of the variability in channel initiation threshold observed in the field. 

We then showed that the probabilistic model developed is capable of producing a 

probability distribution of channel initiation threshold that matches the observed slope-

area dependent channel initiation threshold (Figures 2-5 and 2-7). We recognize that 

probability distribution comparisons are weaker than point-wise comparisons, but have 

no way to quantify the specific spatial patterns of inputs necessary for more detailed 

point-wise tests of the model.  In the probability distribution comparisons presented 

uniform distributions were assumed for some of the inputs.  The specific form of these 
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may be questioned.  In particular, exponential or gamma distributions are more common 

distributions used for rainfall.  The uniform distribution was used as a convenient non-

informative a-priori choice.  Without specific information it is easy to understand and 

conceptualize equal likelihood between upper and lower bounds.  Based upon our 

experimentation there is sufficient flexibility in the model that it is relatively insensitive 

to the specific form of the input distribution chosen.  It is more important to quantify the 

variability and uncertainty using some probability distribution, rather than worry about 

the precise form of distribution chosen. 

Estimating fluvial sediment transport from hillslopes first requires predicting the 

channeled portions of the terrain. A model that uses a single channel initiation threshold 

will predict significant erosion only in locations where channelization is predicted on a 

long-term basis. Our probabilistic model, provides a way to account for the less frequent 

contribution to erosion due to channelization even at locations that do not meet the single 

channelization threshold.  

The effects of different land management practices on channel initiation and the 

erosion risk can be visualized by mapping the PCI using DEMs. In forested watersheds 

for example these maps may be useful for spatial planning of forest harvests and 

developing soil conservation techniques after wildfires. Mapping PCI can also be used in 

planning land use in agricultural watersheds where the effects of different crop patterns 

and tillage practices on PCI and the potential for gully erosion is of concern.   

The hydrologic response of a basin, such as hydrograph characteristics, is strongly 

related to geomorphology and climate [Rodriguez-Iturbe, 1993]. The closer the channel 
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head is to the watershed divide the longer distance the flow will travel in channels rather 

than on hillslopes. Expansion of ephemeral gullies to unchanneled hillslopes within a 

storm event decreases flow travel times within the channel network [Beven and Wood, 

1993]. Mapping the probability of channel initiation on the terrain (Figure 2-10) reveals 

the probabilities of flow transport in both overland and channeled states and contributes 

to understanding the effects of geomorphologic changes on the hydrologic response of 

the watersheds. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A SEDIMENT TRANSPORT MODEL FOR INCISING 

GULLIES ON STEEP TOPOGRAPHY1 

 
Abstract. We have conducted surveys of the gullies that developed in a small steep 

watershed in the Idaho Batholith after a severe wildfire followed by intense precipitation. 

We measured gully extent and cross sections and used these to estimate the volumes of 

sediment loss due to gully formation.  These volume estimates are assumed to provide an 

estimate of sediment transport capacity at each survey cross section from the single gully 

forming thunderstorm. Sediment transport models commonly relate transport capacity to 

overland flow shear stress, which is related to runoff rate, slope and drainage area.  We 

have estimated the runoff rate and duration associated with the gully forming event and in 

this paper used the sediment volume measurements to calibrate a general physically 

based sediment transport equation in this steep high shear stress environment. We find 

that a shear stress exponent of 3 which corresponds to drainage area and slope exponents 

of M=2.1 and N=2.25 match our data.  This shear stress exponent of 3 is approximately 

two times higher than the exponents used for bedload transport in alluvial rivers, but is in 

the range of shear stress exponents observed in flume experiments on steep slopes and 

with total load equations. The concavity index of the gully profiles theoretically obtained 

from the area and slope exponents of the sediment transport equation, NMc /)1( −=θ  

agrees well with the observed profile concavity of the gullies. Our results,  

                                                           
1 Coauthored by Erkan Istanbulluoglu, David G. Tarboton, Robert T. Pack, Charles Luce. 
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although somewhat preliminary due to the uncertainty associated with the sediment 

volume estimates, suggest that for steep hillslopes such as those in our study area, a 

greater nonlinearity in the sediment transport function exists than that assumed in some 

existing hillslope erosion models which calculate sediment transport capacity using the 

bedload equations developed for rivers. 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Gullies are unstable, eroding channels formed at or close to valley heads, sides or 

floors [Schumm and Harvey, 1984]. They usually differ from stable river channels with 

their steep sides, low width to depth ratios and with a head cut at the upslope end 

[Knighton, 1998]. The main causes of gully erosion are natural and anthropogenic effects 

that increase runoff production on hillslopes and/or reduce the erosion resistance of the 

soil surface. Some of these causes are the clearing of natural forests [Prosser and Slade, 

1994; Prosser and Soufi, 1998], forest fires [Megahan, 1992; Prosser and Williams, 

1998; Meyer et al., 2001], agricultural treatments and grazing [Burkard and Kostaschuk, 

1995; Vandekerckhove et al., 1998, 2000], climate change [Coulthard et al., 2000] and 

road construction [Montgomery, 1994; Wemple et al., 1996; Croke and Mockler, 2001]. 

There are two main stages of gully development, the incision stage and the 

stability or infilling stage [Sidorchuk, 1999]. Gully erosion usually starts at locations 

where the vegetation mat is broken.  Under poorly vegetated conditions the critical shear 

stress required to scour the surface sediment decreases and overland flow can more easily 

cause incisions. Runoff concentration in depressions forms headcuts that may then retreat 

upslope due to the combination of many processes such as seepage erosion and plunge-
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pool action [Dietrich and Dunne, 1993; Knighton, 1998]. The initiation stage of gully 

erosion is often the most critical stage from a land management perspective, because once 

the gullies have initiated and developed it is difficult to control gully erosion [Prosser 

and Soufi, 1998; Woodward, 1999].    

During the last four decades erosion prediction technology provided models for 

soil conservation planning in small agricultural catchments [Osterkamp and Toy, 1997]. 

Most empirical models, such as the USLE approach [Wishmeier and Smith, 1965] and the 

recent physically based distributed soil erosion prediction models such as LISEM [Roo et 

al., 1995] and EROSION 3D [Schmidt et al., 1999] have been developed for modeling 

rainsplash and dispersed overland flow erosion. They often produce poor results in 

relatively larger catchments where channels exist [Takken et al., 1999]. The CREAMS 

[Knisel, 1980] and EGEM [Woodward, 1999] models simulate field-scale gully erosion 

potential. These models were developed and tested using data from relatively flat 

croplands.  

Recent field observations of erosion events in steep mountain drainages in the 

western United States also show that large pulses of sediment could be produced due to 

gully erosion [Meyer and Wells, 1997; Cannon et al., 2001; Meyer et al., 2001]. In this 

paper we study the mechanistic behavior of sediment transport on steep mountains using 

gully erosion observations in Idaho. We first theoretically adapt a general dimensionless 

sediment transport capacity equation to incising gullies by relating the flow shear stress 

and flow width to contributing area and slope assuming steady-state runoff generation 

and turbulent uniform flow conditions. The dimensionless sediment transport capacity 
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relationship we used has two empirical parameters that need to be calibrated against data. 

We then present our field data comprising sediment volumes estimated from gully cross-

sections in a highly erodible steep forested basin in Idaho. These gullies were developed 

in a single rainstorm after a severe wildfire. Following this we calibrate the empirical 

parameters of the sediment transport equation to this field data and compare the results 

with the parameter ranges published in the literature. We then used the calibrated 

sediment transport capacity equation with the probabilistic approach for channel initiation 

(PCI) Istanbulluoglu et al. [Chapter 2] to model the expected sediment transport capacity 

over the terrain and sediment delivery to streams. 

We begin with a brief review of the current sediment transport functions and their 

geomorphic implications in order to provide motivation to the paper.    

 
1.1. Sediment Transport Review: Functional 
Form and Implications 

  
Sediment transport rate is often described as a power function of discharge and 

slope or shear stress [Kirkby, 1971; Julien and Simons, 1985; Nearing et al., 1997]: 

NM
s SQkQ 1=  (1) 

p
cs kQ )(2 ττ −=  (2) 

where Qs is the rate of sediment transport in a channel, Q is water discharge, S is slope, τ 

is the average bottom shear stress, gRSwρτ =  where R is the hydraulic radius ρw is water 

density and g gravitational acceleration. τc is critical shear stress for incipient motion, k1 
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is a rate constant and k2 a transport coefficient. M, N and p are model parameters. These 

functional forms are interchangeable when shear stress is written as a function of 

discharge and slope, ),( SQ∝τ  [Willgoose et al., 1991a; Tucker and Bras, 1998].  

Many equations that describe sediment transport as a function of shear stress such 

as those of Meyer-Peter and Muller and Einstein-Brown and empirical total load 

sediment transport equations, for example, the Engelund and Hansen equation and the 

Bishop, Simons and Richardson’s methods can be written in the form of equation (2). 

This equation is essentially based on the relationship between dimensionless sediment 

transport rate, qs* and dimensionless shear stress τ* [Garde and Raju, 1985]. 

Dimensionless sediment transport rate is commonly expressed as a nonlinear function of 

dimensionless shear stress in the form, 

p
sq ** βτ=  (3)  

where 

3*
)1( dsg

q
q s

s
−

=  (4a)  

ds
gw

)1(
)/(

* −
=

ρττ  (4b)  
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In these equations, qs is the unit sediment discharge that could be either bed or total load, 

β is a dimensionless transport rate, s is the ratio of sediment to water density (ρs/ρw), d is 

dominant grain size often taken as the median, d50, the calibration parameters are κ, p and 

pβ and usually p=pβ. Yalin [1977] showed that κ is 17 at high values of τ∗ for bedload 

transport. Many κ values were reported in the range of 4-40 in different equations 

[Simons and Senturk, 1977; Yalin, 1977]. The shear stress exponent p is consistently 1.5 

for bedload equations developed for gentle slopes while in total load equations it varies 

from relatively low values of p≅1.5 up to p=3 depending on the mode of transport. Lower 

shear stress exponents correspond to predominantly bedload transport and the higher 

values to suspended sediment transport in the total load. Equation (3) does not fully 

describe the suspended load transport physics and the idea of using higher shear stress 

exponents for total load is to account for the additional sediment discharge due to 

suspended sediment in the same functional form used for bedloads [Garde and Raju, 

1985]. Nevertheless total load equations in the form of equation (3) are easy to use and 

provide reasonable sediment transport capacity estimates [Simons and Senturk, 1977].      

Equation (1) has often been used by geomorphologists and landscape evolution 

modelers to develop theories to explain the influence of transport limited erosion on 

channel network and landform evolution [Smith and Bretherton, 1972; Tarboton et al., 
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1992; Hancock and Willgoose, 2001]. It has mathematical and computational advantages 

in integrating the effects of a range of discharge events to address the long-term sediment 

transport processes [Willgoose et al., 1991a; Tucker and Bras, 2000]. The discharge and 

slope exponents M and N in (1) are often in the range of 1 to 2.5 [Julien and Simons, 

1985; Everaert, 1991; Rickenmann, 1992; Nearing et al., 1997]. The exponents M and N 

have significant impacts on hillslope evolution, drainage density and landscape 

morphology [Band, 1990; Arrowsmith et al., 1996; Tucker and Bras, 1998]. They also 

influence landscape response timescales and the sensitivity of mountain range relief to 

tectonic uplift [Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Niemann et al., 2001]. Nonlinearity in the 

gradient term governs the relief-uplift relationship and has a significant influence on the 

duration and timing of erosional response [Tucker and Whipple, 2002]. One of the long-

term implications of a sediment transport relationship is the observed power law scaling 

of slope with contributing area, cAS θ−∝ , where θc is the concavity index often in the 

range of 0.37 to 0.83 with a mean of 0.6 [Tarboton et al., 1991]. This empirical 

observation was theoretically explained for the case of dynamic equilibrium when the 

denudation rate and erosion are everywhere in balance in a basin [Willgoose et al., 1991b; 

Tarboton et al., 1992]. The power law relationship between local slope and upslope area 

is 

N
MA

k
US c

n c
1,)( /1

1

−
== − θθ  (5) 
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where, U is tectonic uplift or an average degradation rate and A is drainage area used as a 

proxy for discharge in the sediment transport equation (1). Some observations suggest 

that there may not be a great difference between the concavity of steady-state and non-

steady-state mountain basins. The Appalachians are believed to be in a state of decline 

and yet Appalachian river basins reveal concavity indices consistent with the range often 

observed in steady-state topographies [Willgoose, 1994; Tucker and Whipple, 2002]. 

Discharge and slope exponents are the fundamental parameters of erosion and sediment 

transport and related to the scale properties of landscape and river evolution used in 

landscape evolution research. Thus, they are deserving of study via both field work and 

modeling [Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997; Tucker and Whipple, 2002] 

 
1.2. Sediment Transport on Steep Slopes 

 
With the recognition of the importance of erosion processes in mountain regions 

steep flume experiments have been conducted [Mizuyama, 1977; Rickenmann, 1992]. 

These experiments suggested that bed load sediment transport can be  described using (1) 

both for gentle and steep slopes when information about grain size and density is 

included in the equation [Rickenmann, 1991]. A bed-load transport equation was 

developed by Smart and Jaeggi [1983] based on their steep flume experiments (slope 

range 3% to 20%) and the data of Meyer-Peter and Muller. Clear water was used as the 

transporting fluid in the experiments. The Smart and Jaeggi [1983] equation is  

 6.1

*

*6.0
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90 )1()(
)1(

4 Sq
d
d

s
q r

c
s τ

τ
−

−
=  (6) 
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where, qr is the reduced unit discharge (corrected for side wall influence), d90 and d30 are 

the grain sizes at which respectively 90% and 30% by weight of the sediment is finer. 

Sediment transport equations for steep slopes are often considered to be bedload 

equations. On steep slopes bedload and suspended load are usually inseparable. Smart 

[1984] suggested that for alluvial coarse sediments (mean grain size greater than 0.4 mm) 

observed sediment transport can be regarded as total load or the sediment transport 

capacity.  

Rickenmann [1991, 1992] conducted steep flume experiments where a clay 

suspension was used as transporting fluid. He analyzed his steep flume data set together 

with Smart and Jaeggi’s data. He developed the following equation for both clear water 

and hyperconcentrated flows for slopes between 5%  and  20%, 

22.0

30

90
6.1 )()(

)1(
6.12 Sqq

d
d

s
q crrs −

−
=  (7) 

12.15.1
50

5.067.1)1(065.0 −−= Sdgsqcr  (8) 

where, qcr is the critical discharge for the initiation of sediment motion. Equation (7) was 

originally proposed by [Bathurst et al., 1987] and was slightly modified by Rickenmann 

to include the density factor (s-1). Ricknmann noted that as slopes increase, the 

exponents for (s-1) and S should increase as well. This observation was also supported by 

steep flume data of Mizuyama and Shimohigashi [1985] who predicted 22 )1/( −∝ sSqs  

[Rickenmann, 1991]. The influence of steep slopes on the exponents of the density 

parameter and slope is not apparent in the Smart and Jaeggi equation. They used only 
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clear water data and the number of tests with S≤ 5% was significantly larger because of 

the Meyer-Peter and Muller data included in the analysis. 

The use of equations (6) and (7), which are elaborated forms of (1) look 

promising for erosion modeling on steep slopes at a first glance. In addition to discharge 

and slope they include bed material size and fluid density as parameters. An 

inconsistency in these equations compared to other sediment transport studies on the 

same slope ranges is the discharge exponent. Nearing et al. [1997] recently combined 

experimental data for slopes between 0.5% and 30% and reported results in the form of 

(1) that show consistently a discharge exponent greater than 1.5. Equation (6) is linear 

with discharge while equation (7) is linear for discharge in excess of a threshold. We 

don’t know if median sediment size and density ratio factors considered in (4) and (6) 

account for the nonlinearity of sediment transport with respect to discharge that Nearing 

et al. [1997] found. A linear dependence of sediment transport on discharge has 

implications for erosion and landscape evolution dynamics. In the landscape form 

stability theory of Smith and Bretherton [1972] channels and concave hillslope profiles 

form when M>1. In equation (5) M=1 gives θc=0 that implies a constant slope or a planar 

topography. Such conclusions can also be obtained from landscape evolution simulation 

experiments [Willgoose, 1989; Tucker and Bras, 1998]. Erosion will be less sensitive to 

hydrology when M=1 instead of M>1.5, thus erosion and landscape response to the 

impacts of changes in any environmental factors that influence hydrology (e.g., climate 

change, deforestation) and tectonics will be less severe. 
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Most sediment transport equations were developed for very ideal conditions, such 

as plane beds with no form influence and unlimited supply of bed material and are 

limited to the slope range for which they were developed. When these equations are 

applied to natural terrain to model the various fluvial processes acting on hillslopes for 

example to incise gullies, some other geomorphic considerations should be taken into 

account such as concentration of overland flow in gullies, widening and deepening of the 

incisions downstream, variations in the flow shape, the influence of form roughness etc. 

Variations of slopes in natural terrain especially in mountainous areas also imposes 

limitations because the sediment transport equations were developed for specific slope 

ranges.  

An appropriate sediment transport relationship for steep mountainous settings 

should characterize the erosion dynamics and accurately predict the spatial and temporal 

erosion rates. It should also characterize the long-term implications of erosion on 

landscape evolution such as the concavity of the channel network, its 3D texture and 

terrain properties compared to the observed mountain topography [Hancock et al., 2001]. 

Thus, for the sediment transport equations developed from flume experiments to be 

applicable in geomorphologic modeling they need to be calibrated and revised using field 

observations on scales relevant to the processes of interest. Long-term implications of 

selected sediment transport and erosion functions on large-scale landscape evolution need 

to be tested.  
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2. Methods 
 
 
2.1.  Sediment Transport Capacity of Eroding Gullies 

 
The dimensionless sediment transport capacity equation (3) is adapted for gully 

erosion describing basin hydrology and flow hydraulic characteristics as a function of 

contributing area and slope. Steady-state discharge Q, is assumed to be proportional to 

contributing area A,  

rAQ =  (9) 

where, r is runoff rate which can be evaluated for infiltration and saturation excess runoff 

generation mechanisms. For the case of saturation excess runoff generation we expect 

that the runoff rate would be spatially variable due to the variations of the saturated 

subsurface transport rates across the landscape. In this case r would be a function of 

contributing area and slope [Tucker and Bras, 1998].   

We assume that for incising gullies the hydraulic radius, R, is a function of flow 

cross sectional area Af [Foster et al., 1984; Moore and Burch, 1986],  

5.0
fCAR =  (10) 

where, C is a shape constant (see Appendix A1). Af is discharge divided by flow velocity 

and is estimated as a function of discharge by assuming steady turbulent uniform flow 

and using Manning’s equation for flow velocity. Mannings roughness, n, is approximated 

as a function of discharge, Q [Leopold et al., 1964; Knighton, 1998], 
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nm
nQkn −=  (11) 

where kn and mn are empirical parameters.  In Manings equation this then gives  

375.0)1(75.05.075.0 −−−= SQCkA nm
nf . (12) 

Substituting (12) into (10) gives hydraulic radius as a function of Q and S.  Manning’s n 

is assumed to be comprised of grain and additional (form) roughness components, and 

this leads to a partitioning of hydraulic radius into grain and additional roughness 

components.  The grain hydraulic radius is then used to calculate the effective shear 

stress acting on sediment grains (Appendix A2 for details).  

8125.013.1375.05.175.013.1 SQnCgk nm
gcnwf

+−= ρτ  (13) 

This is then used in equation (4b) then (3) to model sediment transport.   

We also derived a relationship for flow width in terms of Q and S, by analytically 

describing the flow cross sectional area in the gullies as a function of flow width and 

depth (dependent on width through a constant width to depth ratio) and side slope ratio 

and then equating this analytical form to (12) and solving for flow width (Appendix A3),  

1875.0)1(375.025.0375.0 −−−= SQCkkW nm
nsf  (14) 

where ks is a dimensionless constant based on flow geometry.  The derived relationships 

for flow cross-sectional area, hydraulic radius, shear stress and flow width are 

proportional to discharge and slope in a generic form (Table 3-1),  
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ΨΨ
Ψ=Ψ nm SrA)(χ  (15) 

where, ψ represents the hydraulic variable of interest and χψ is a constant relating the 

hydraulic variable to discharge and slope, mψ and nψ are theoretically derived exponents 

(Table 3-1).  

The general sediment transport capacity equation is derived by substituting the 

shear stress relationship (13) into (4b) and (4b) into (4c), and substituting (4a), (4b), and 

(4c) into (3) and solving for qs and finally multiplying qs with the flow width in (14):    

NMpnm
c

pp
Wcs SrASrAdQ )]())(1([ 15.11 ττ

ττ χτχχκχ −−−−− −=  (16) 

where 5.0))1(( −−= pp
c sgρχ , WmpmM += τ  and WnpnN += τ . The term in square 

brackets provides the theoretical basis of k1 in (1), and is independent of discharge when 

τc=0. This could be a practical assumption for the incision stage of gullies as long as a 

channel initiation threshold controls gully initiation. The two calibration parameters that 

appear in the equation are κ and p. 

 
Table 3-1. Physical Parameters of the Generic Hydraulic Variable Equation, 

ΨΨ
Ψ=Ψ nm SQχ  
 

ψ    χψ mψ nψ 

Flow cross-sectional area, Af       5.0375.0 −Ckn         0.75(1-mn)       0.375 
Hydraulic radius, R        75.0375.0 Ckn       0.375(1-mn)       0.1875 
Flow width, Wf     25.0375.0 −Ckk ns        0.375(1-mn)       0.1875 

Effective shear stress, τf   5.113.175.0
gcnw nkgC −ρ      0.375+1.13mn      0.8125 
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2.2. Calibration Methodology 
 
Sediment transport equations in the form of (3) are often calibrated using data 

from flume experiments and rivers [Yalin, 1977]. In such experiments parameters κ and p 

are obtained from *sq  and *τ  pairs that are measured throughout the experiments. Here 

we developed a procedure to obtain the calibration parameters κ and p for gully sediment 

transport based on *sq  and *τ  pairs estimated from geomorphic field observations in 

gullies. We measured gully erosion volumes in a mountainous watershed (described later) 

that was recently gullied due to a thunderstorm whose magnitude and duration are 

approximately known. We assumed that once a gully was incised the sediment transport 

rate was at its transport capacity. This transport-limited erosion assumption is consistent 

with the flume experiments of rills and gullies for cohesionless sediments in the case of 

unlimited sediment supply [Cochrane and Flanagan, 1997; Bennett et al., 2000]. Based 

on this assumption the average unit sediment discharge of a particular flow cross-section 

in the gully can be approximated by the total volume of sediment passing that point Vs 

(volume of total estimated erosion that originated from the upslope contributing area) 

divided by the total erosion duration T, and flow width Wf, 

f

s
s TW

Vq = . (17) 

Writing Wf as a function of area and slope (14) and substituting (17) into (4a) we obtain 

the dimensionless sediment transport rate of a particular flow cross-section as a function 
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of sediment volume passing that cross section (field observation), upslope contributing 

area and the local slope as 

3*
)1()(

),,(
dsgSrAT

VSAVq
WW nm

W

s
ss

−
=

χ
. (18) 

Similarly substituting the shear stress as a function of area and slope (13) into (4b) we 

have the dimensionless shear stress described in terms of area and slope    

dsg
SrASA

w

nm

)1(
)(),(* −

=
ρ
χτ

ττ
τ . (19) 

Now plotting the observed  q *s versus )/1( *** τττ c− described in the equations (3), (4a), 

(4b) and (4c) (we use )/1( ***
'
* ττττ c−=  in the remainder of the paper) we obtain the 

empirical parameters κ and p in equation (3) by fitting a power function to the data. The 

calibration procedure described here requires field identifications of three major spatially 

distributed data which are Vs, A and S at different points along the gullies and estimates 

for the other sediment transport model parameters in (16) and the erosion duration and 

runoff rate for the gully incising runoff event. In the following section we describe our 

field area and methods used to estimate these quantities. 

 
3. Field Study 

 
The sediment transport capacity equation described above has been calibrated 

using field data from the Idaho Batholith. This area consists of an extensive mass of 

granitic rock approximately 16,000 mi2 in size that covers a large portion of Idaho and 
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some parts of Montana. It is almost entirely mountainous and forested. Valleys are 

typically narrow and V shaped. Erodible coarse textured soils are found on steep 

gradients that often exceed 70% [Megahan, 1974]. Colluvium that accumulates in 

hollows and steep headwater channels is episodically evacuated by gullying and debris 

flows [Kirchner et al., 2001].  Average annual precipitation is approximately 1000 mm. 

Localized high intensity rainstorms (25 – 50 mm/h) of short duration (<0.5 h) are 

common during summer. At other times of the year more widespread storms occur, often 

in conjunction with snowmelt. Following soil disturbance and wildfires the combination 

of steep topography, high-soil erodibility, and high-climate stress often results in 

accelerated surface erosion and landslides [Megahan and Kidd, 1972].  

The specific study area selected is Trapper Creek within the North Fork of the 

Boise River in southwestern Idaho (see Figure 3-1). Trapper Creek was intensely burned 

by a wildfire in 1994 and extreme gullying occurred during a convective summer storm 

in 1995, possibly due to water repellent conditions of the surface soil. On the average the 

gullies were 1-2 m deep and 3-4 m wide. Relatively narrow cross-sections were observed 

at sites where all the colluvium was scoured to bedrock. Widening of the gully cross-

sections was due to sidewall collapse at most of the sites. Cobbles and boulders up to 0.3 

m in diameter which were presumably introduced by side wall collapse were deposited at 

the foot of the collapse or several meters downstream. Other than these coarse material 

deposits no significant deposition was observed in the gullies.  

In the field we recorded the locations of channel heads, gully heads and heads of 

the continuous gullies. Here we are using the terminology channel head to refer to the 
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most upstream limit of erosion within definable banks, while gully heads refer to the 

sequential headcuts observed downstream in the field from the channel head where 

gullies were discontinuous. The continuous gully head refers to the headcut below which 

the gully is continuous. In order to estimate the volume of eroded material from the 

gullies we measured the gully cross sections at intervals on the average of 20 to 30 m. All 

significant sediment scours observable in the discontinuous gully reaches were also 

measured. Slope measurements were taken at each measurement location over a length of 

10 to 20 m. This measurement protocol was applied for distances ranging between 150 m 

and 500 m downslope from gully heads in 4 different gullies including one discontinuous 

gully. The erosion data obtained from the discontinuous gully segment is used to discuss 

the implications of a gully discontinuity on sediment transport capacity. The field data 

collected is reported in Table 3-2.  

 
4. Field Estimates for the Model Parameters  

 
Gully erosion volumes between two successive gully cross-sections are calculated 

by multiplying the distance between the two cross-sections by the average cross-sectional 

area. Total sediment passing a particular cross-section, Vs is then estimated by 

accumulating all the upslope erosion measurements along the gully profile down to that 

particular point. Contributing areas are derived from the 30m DEM of the study site using 

the D infinity algorithm [Tarboton, 1997]. There was a forest road located uphill of the  
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Figure 3-1. Location map of the study area and the four gullies studied in the field. In the 
figure Tr. is an abreviation used for Trapper Creek and the following number is the gully 
numbered in the field. 
 
 
gullies that may have an influence on the drainage pattern of the hollows. We used the 

mapped road flow directions and road structures to detect any road induced 

abnormalities. Except for one of the gullies we did not see any significant road induced 

drainage pattern changes. For that particular gully (Tr.15 in Figure 3-1) 25000 m2 of 

additional contributing area was added due to the road drainage from the surrounding 

hillslopes.  

The plotting position of *sq versus '
*τ  described above requires the estimates of 

median sediment size of the eroding material d, runoff rate r, erosion duration T, 

Manning’s roughness for grains ngc, parameters kn and mn for the total channel roughness 
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Table 3-2. Gully Erosion Data Collected in the Trapper Creek Study Site 
 

Gully Distance Local Cross-sectional Gully Distance Local Cross-sectional

No from GH1 (m) slope (m/m) area (m2) No from GH1 (m) slope (m/m) area (m2)
Tr.05 0 0.36 0.210 Cont. Tr18 180 0.4 2.250

6 0.36 0.600 200 0.4 6.000
24 0.35 1.492 240 0.44 3.000
33 0.55 3.840 260 0.43 9.000
40 0.55 7.000 280 0.35 8.400
50 0.55 2.560 300 0.29 20.000
57 0.55 1.750 310 0.29 18.000
87 0.28 1.000 340 0.3 20.000
114 0.55 3.600 360 0.37 18.000
121 0.55 2.000 380 0.3 42.000
133 0.53 0.300 400 0.28 32.500
148 0.5 2.610 420 0.2 70.000
155 0.35 5.880 440 0.13 45.000
166 0.33 5.200 460 0.24 63.000

Tr15 30 0.34 16.000 480 0.24 24.000
60 0.39 10.500 Tr.19 0 0.45 3.000
70 0.45 7.200 10 0.48 0.300
100 0.55 8.000 30 0.46 1.400
140 0.50 3.500 50 0.45 1.950
160 0.49 3.150 70 0.4 3.000
180 0.41 9.750 80 0.4 2.500
200 0.40 20.000 100 0.35 0.250
220 0.49 24.000 110 0.35 0.960
260 0.32 45.000 130 0.45 2.000
280 0.4 60.000 150 0.32 2.100

Tr.18 0 0.44 0.021 170 0.31 0.400
20 0.51 0.015 190 0.18 2.250
30 0.47 0.000 240 0.19 2.500
40 0.61 0.090 280 0.2 5.200
60 0.60 0.100 290 0.18 1.150
80 0.64 0.850 320 0.17 0.200
100 0.65 0.291 340 0.16 0.750
130 0.50 0.400 380 0.2 1.820
140 0.50 0.560 400 0.18 1.000
160 0.6 1.440 440 0.23 4.950  

1GH: Gully head 
 
 
estimates from discharge, and channel shape and cross-sectional constants. All of these 

parameters could vary in space and time as gullies erode, however we made estimates for 

each of the parameters based on field observations to characterize the average conditions 

as described below. 
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We do not have specific information about the eroded sediment size in the gullies. 

We were unable identify the deposits of individual gullies in the main creek, because the 

deposition process we observed was mostly size selective. Some coarse material coming 

out of the gullies was deposited in main channel in several locations and fine sediment 

presumably kept moving downslope. We measured an average median sediment size of 2 

mm for the surface sediment in Trapper Creek on hillslopes surrounding the gully heads. 

Sediment sizes visually observed on the gully walls were coarser than a median sediment 

size of 2 mm due to the increased fraction of gravel sizes. In the overall Idaho batholith 

soils are mostly poorly graded sands with very little silts and clays [Megahan, 1992]. 

Gray and Megahan [1981] reported size distributions of sediment samples taken from 

various soil depths in an experimental watershed in the area with median sediment size in 

the range of coarse sand and fine gravel. Several unpublished sediment sieve analysis 

also show similar results. Here we used a median sediment size of 3 mm for gully 

sediment transport and took τ*c=0.045 which is a commonly accepted value [Suszka, 

1991]. The selected τ*c = 0.045 is consistent with the τ*c values reported by Buffington 

and Montgomery [1997] for coarse sand and fine gravel observed in our field areas, yet 

under high shear stresses τ*c does not have very much influence on sediment transport.  

We do not know the exact rainfall rate of the storm that incised the channels in 

Trapper Creek. However some forest service personnel were exposed to that storm and 

they approximated that more than an inch of rain fell in less than half an hour. It is 

conceivable that this kind of a convective storm event could result in local intensities of 

between 50 mm/h and 100 mm/h. We selected a steady-state runoff rate of 35 mm/h 
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generated by the thunderstorm from presumably water–repellent soils. This is the average 

rate of the uniform probability distribution for runoff rate used by Istanbulluoglu et al.   

[( Chapter 2)] for the same event in Trapper Creek. In the area convective summer storms 

often last less than or approximately half an hour. Since we do not know the exact 

duration of both the rainfall and erosion we assumed that all the gully incisions occurred 

in half an hour and took T=0.5h.  

Grain roughness (ngc) for fine gravel is selected as 0.025 [Chow, 1959; Arcement 

and Schneider, 1984]. The at-a-station Manning’s roughness relationship (equation 11) 

gives total roughness n as a function of parameters kn, mn and discharge which in our 

case is obtained from runoff rate and contributing area [Leopold et al., 1964; Knighton, 

1998]. In Tr.19 we observed small boulders up to 300 mm in diameter, exposed rocks on 

the sides of the channel, and logs at several locations along the gully channel. Based on 

these observations we rated the degree of irregularity of the channel and the effects of 

obstructions as “severe” for the gully-incising event. Additional Manning’s roughness 

values, nac for such conditions can be in the range of 0.05 to 0.1 [Chow, 1959; Arcement 

and Schneider, 1984] which with ngc=0.025 implies total roughness, n=ngc+nac, in the 

range 0.075 to 0.125. In the surveyed sections of Tr.19 the discharge is calculated in the 

range 0.15 to 1.9 m3/s. We therefore estimated kn=0.08 in equation (11) to match this 

total roughness range.  The roughness conditions in the rest of the gullies (Tr.5, Tr.15, 

Tr.18) were not as severe as Tr.19. The channels were relatively clear of obstructions. For 

these three gullies we took kn=0.045. This results in additional roughness values in the 

range of 0.015 to 0.055 for the calculated discharge range of 0.05 to 2.2 m3/s. This range 
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corresponds to moderate to severe effect of obstructions for the gully incising event 

[Chow, 1959; Arcement and Schneider, 1984]. A parabolic flow cross-section with a 

width to depth ratio of 2 was used to obtain the shape parameters C and ks that are used in 

the flow hydraulic calculations.  

The presence of sediment at high concentrations in the flow may change the fluid 

properties, decrease the flow velocity and increase its depth [Aziz and Scott, 1989]. As 

the sediment concentration increases in the flow, flow hydraulics becomes much more 

complicated compared to clear water flow due to the interactions among solid particles 

[Hashimoto, 1997; Jan and Shen, 1997]. There is however theoretical and experimental 

evidence that even debris flows can be regarded as a special type of flow that can be 

described by similar hydraulic formulations such as Manning and Chezy equations for 

flow velocity [Jeppson and Rodriguez, 1983; Jan and Shen, 1997; Julien, 1997]. In this 

paper flow velocities and shear stresses are calculated assuming hydraulic properties of 

clear water flow. 

 
5. Results and Discussions  
 
 
5.1. Calibration Results 

 
The relationship between qs* and '

*τ  obtained using the field data is presented in 

Figure 3-2. The area and slope exponents for shear stress (mτ=0.6, nτ=0.8125) and the 

flow width (mw=0.3, nw=-0.1825) are calculated using the expressions in Table 3-1 with a 

selected mn=0.2 [Knighton, 1998]. The figure also plots the fitted power function 

relationship in the form of (3) with κ=20 and p=3. The Meyer-Peter Muller and Govers 
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sediment transport relationships were also plotted on Figure 3-2 for comparison with the 

fitted relationship. Details of these equations are given below All the data points except 

for the first 13 points of Tr. 18 show good correspondence with the theoretical 

derivations. 

The major sources of sediment discharge in gullies are sediment detachment from 

the bed, widening by undercutting and side slope failures [Selby, 1993]. In Figure 3-2 

thirteen data points (circled by dashed line) from gully Tr.18 fall significantly below the 

trend of the fitted dimensionless sediment transport capacity curve. The first four data  
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Figure 3-2. Relationship between qs* and '
*τ  obtained using the field observations. The 

solid lines are fitted power relationships in the form of equation (3).  
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points represent the sediment transport in the first 60 m of the gully reach starting from 

the channel head that has two discontinuous channel segments each about 30 m long and 

5 to 20 cm deep. No side slope failures were observed and the incisions were presumably 

due to sediment detachment from the bed and partly from the walls of the channels. 

Downslope of the 60m long discontinuous channel segment the gully is continuous and 

incision depths start increasing abruptly and reach to about 1.20 m at about 120 m down 

the channel head. Beyond this point side slope failures were observed at short intervals. 

Presumably these subsequent side failures supply considerable sediment to the flow and 

flow reaches to its transport capacity (Figure 3-2). The growth of Tr.18 was evidently 

slower than the other gullies where significant scours were observed in relatively very 

short distances. Since the qs*- '
*τ pairs plotted in figure 3-2 were calculated assuming 

channeled sediment transport it is consistent that detachment (around the flow cross-

section) and supply limited channel segments would plot below the transport capacity 

relationship.  

The dimensionless shear stress exponent p we found is consistent with the total 

load equations in the form of (3). This exponent is not an artifact of the model inputs. The 

theory uses spatially distributed observations of gully erosion volumes, drainage areas 

and slopes, and assumes the rest of the model inputs spatially constant. Therefore qs* and 

τ* used in figure 3-2 (equations 18 and 19) are scaled quantities of the field observations 

as  

ww nm
s

s SA
Vq ∝*  (20)  
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τττ nm SA∝* . (21) 

Figure 3-3 plots field observations of 1875.03.0/ −SAVs  used as a surrogate for sediment 

discharge, versus  8125.06.0 SA used as a proxy for shear stress. A power relationship with 

an exponent p=3 has been fit to this data, 

38125.06.0
1875.03.0 )( SA

SA
Vs ∝− . (22) 
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Figure 3-3. Field observations of Vs / A0.3S-0.1875   used as a surrogate for sediment 
discharge versus A0.6S0.8125  used as a proxy for shear stress.  
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The outliers in figure 3-2 were excluded from the plot since the tested theory is for 

sediment transport capacity conditions. Except for Tr. 19, where rougher channel 

conditions were observed, the data plots close to the same curve (solid line on Figure 3-

3). Tr. 19 data plots below the rest of the data but shows the same functional form (22) 

(dashed line). When the roughness of Tr.19 is characterized with a higher constant all the 

data collapses on to one functional relationship equation (3) (Figure 3-2). Figure 3-3 

shows the field evidence that sediment transport capacity on steep gullies is a nonlinear 

function of shear stress with p=3. This figure also indicates that sediment transport 

capacity is reduced with the rougher conditions observed in Tr.19. This is theoretically 

described in equations A7 to A11 which show that as the total roughness coefficient 

increases due to additional roughness elements such as non-transportable grains and 

obstructions, the fraction of the shear stress acting on transported grains decreases and 

reduces the sediment transport rate.  

In many hillslope erosion models [Foster et al., 1989; Woolhiser et al., 1990; 

Coulthard et al., 2000] the transport capacity of overland and rill flows are represented 

by adopting existing bed load equations developed from observations of alluvial rivers 

and channels [Julien and Simons, 1985]. The hydraulic conditions of shallow flows on 

steep slopes can be different from much deeper channel flows [Abrahams and Parsons, 

1991; Ferro, 1998]. Govers [1992] tested the performance of a number of bed load 

equations using his data set obtained simulating rill flow on slopes ranging from 1.7% to 

21% in a laboratory flume and other data sets giving the sediment transport capacity of 

overland flow. He found that bed load equations are inappropriate for overland flow on 
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slope ranges steeper than they were originally developed. He suggested that overland 

flow does not necessarily show a bedload type transport behavior and that the shear stress 

exponent p in (2) should be ~2.5 for the transport capacity of shallow flows on steep 

slopes. In Govers’ equation the  exponent p=2.5 therefore accounts for both suspended 

and bedload transport. In order to test Govers’ conclusions we compared the Meyer-Peter 

& Muller and Govers sediment transport equations with our data by plotting their 

dimensionless forms on figure 3-2. In the Meyer-Peter & Muller bedload equation κ=8 

and p=1.5. Govers [1992] equation has the form of (2) and is not consistent for 

nondimensionalization in the form of equation (3), unless κ is written as a function of 

sediment size and sediment specific gravity as; 15.02)1(70.34 dsG −=κ for clear water as 

transporting fluid (see Appendix A4).  

When the ( '
*τ -q*) curve for the M-P-M equation is compared to the data one can 

see that classical bedload equations with p=1.5 would significantly underpredict sediment 

transport on very steep slopes at high shear stresses. Bedload equations for alluvial rivers 

such as the Meyer-Peter & Muller equation were tested for slopes in the range of 0.1% up 

to 2% and in the τ* range of 0.1 to 1. They often give good results in the slope range of 

0.1% and 0.3% [Yalin, 1977]. Therefore high flow shear stresses on steep slopes are 

significantly above their test range. In addition to that even bedload equations are 

sometimes regarded as transport capacity equations under high shear stresses on steep 

slopes, Meyer Peter & Muller equation can not be considered among that type because of 

the limited slope ranges used in the model experiments [Smart, 1984]. This comparison 

allows us to visualize how a hillslope erosion model using a generic bedload equation 
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may underpredict sediment transport in rills and gullies [Foster et al., 1989]. In 

distributed models such mispredictions may not be detected since models are often 

calibrated optimizing several parameters using basin outlet data. However, biased 

spatially distributed erosion estimates may severely affect spatial model results. The 

dimensionless form of the Govers equation for shallow overland/rill flow for steep slopes 

corresponds well with the field data.  

Figure 3-4 plots the total sediment transport volumes calculated from equation 

(16) with the derived exponents M=2.1 and N=2.25 (based on p=3, mτ=0.6, nτ=0.8125, 

mw=0.3, nw=-0.1825 and mn=0.2) against the estimated volumes in the field. The outliers 

in figure 3-2 were excluded from the plot. Regression coefficients (R2) and Nash-

Sutcliffe error measures (NS) [e.g., Gupta et al., 1998]  
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are calculated for group of gullies where the model inputs were selected constant.  

According to equation (16) spatially constant model parameters implies that 

25.21.2. SAconstQs = . The combined data from Tr.05, Tr.15 and Tr.18 revealed both R2 

and NS equal to 0.83 indicating that 83% of the spatial variability of the sediment 

transport rates can be represented by the model. For Tr 19 we obtained R2=0.5 and 

NS=0.44. This means that only 44% of the variability of the sediment transport rates over 

the terrain can be represented by the model. The reason for a significantly lower model  
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Figure 3-4. Comparison of the calculated sediment transport using the calibrated model 
parameters of κ=20 and p=3 to the estimated sediment transport in the field. For the 
combined data for gullies Tr.05, Tr.15 and Tr.18, R2=0.84 and NS=0.83. For the Tr.19 
data set alone R2=0.5, NS=0.44. 
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Figure 3-5. Estimated sediment transport as a function of contributing area and slope 
using their derived exponents at surveyed gully segments. The lines plot equation (16). 
The solid line is for kn=0.08 which is for higher roughness conditions observed in Tr.19 
and the dashed line for kn=0.045 for the rest of the gullies.  
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performance in Tr.19 is we believe due to the observed logs, boulders and exposed rocks 

inside the gully that may limit the applicability of the model.  

To show the relationship between topography and sediment transport we plotted 

the estimated sediment transport volumes in the field as a function of A2.1S2.25 (Figure 3-

5). In the figure the solid line plots equation (16) for relatively high and the dashed line 

for low total channel roughness conditions based on the field estimates of the model 

inputs. Figure 3-5 shows the importance of contributing area and slope in channelized 

erosion.  
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Figure 3-6. Slope-area plot of the gully profiles observed in the field. Lines are the 
power-law relationships of the profile concavity between area and slope (equation 3) 
plotted as the upper and lower bounds of the data that shows an inverse relationship 
between slope and area. M=2.1 and N=2.25.   
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Topographic concavity expresses the long term effects of sediment transport and 

provides another check on sediment transport functions. Figure 5-6 presents the slope-

area plot of the gully profiles observed in the field. Lines are the power-law relationships 

between area and slope that characterizes the hillslope profile concavity (equation 5).  

The lines are plotted as the upper and lower bounds of the data points which show an 

inverse relationship between slope and area. The concavity index is calculated using the 

area and slope exponents M=2.1 and N=2.25 of the sediment transport relationship. This 

figure implies that the form of the sediment transport equation derived using field data 

from a single gully-forming event may be consistent with the fluvial transport processes 

acting over the long term.    

 
5.2. Modeling Sediment Transport  

over the Watershed Scale 
 
Modeling the sediment input to mountain streams is crucial for assessing the 

impacts of landuse on erosion, predicting the influence of sediment on changing the 

hydraulic conditions in the river and on the habitat for fish and invertebrates [Wilcock, 

1998; Kirchner et al., 2001]. In this section we coupled the sediment transport model 

with the probabilistic model for channel initiation [Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 2)] and 

mapped the expected sediment transport capacity on the DEM of the study site and 

calculated the sediment inputs to the main channel of Trapper Creek.   

Channel initiation due to the concentration of dispersed overland flow into gullies 

is identified based on a probabilistic threshold criterion. The probability of channel 

initiation (PCI) at a point on the landscape is [Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 2)], 
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where, )(CfC  is a probability density function describing random spatial variability in C, 

and α=1.167 for channel initiation due to overland flow [Willgoose et al., 1991a; Istan- 

bulluoglu et al., (Chapter 2)] derived C based on the assumption that channels are formed 

where overland flow shear stress exceeds a critical shear stress threshold for incipient 
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In this equation, ngo is Manning’s roughness coefficient for overland flow on bare soil 

calculated as a function of d50 from Strickler’s equation [Julien and Simons, 1985], nao is 

the additional roughness of overland flow. In the PCI theory d50, nao, ngo=f(d50) and r are 

random variables. 

The PCI model parameters are obtained from Istanbulluoglu et al. (Chapter 2) 

where median sediment size, d50 of the surface sediment is lognormally distributed with 

an average and a standard deviation of 2 mm and 0.48 mm (from field observations of the 

surface sediment on hillslopes), and r and nao are uniformly distributed, r between 15 and 

55 mm/h and nao between 0.015-0.1. Figure 3-7 plots the cumulative distributions of the 

observed aSα at channel heads and the derived C thresholds using the Monte Carlo 

simulation approach where 1500 random numbers are used for r, d50 and nao. Field data 

used in figure 7 is presented in Istanbulluoglu et al. (Chapter 2). The PCI map for the  
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Figure 3-7. Comparison of the cumulative distribution from the simulations of C to the     
cumulative distribution of observed aSα at channel heads in Trapper. 
 
 
study area and the channel and continuous gully heads observed in the field are presented 

in figure 3-8. Channel head locations towards the end of the high PCI zones are 

consistent with the theory.  

Expected total sediment transport in gullies within the erosion event is calculated 

as the product of sediment transport capacity (16) and PCI at each grid cell of the DEM. 

Figure 3-9 shows the expected total sediment transport over the terrain. No sediment 

transport is shown for the main channel of Trapper Creek as this may require more 

complex sediment transport formulations and longer term simulations [Benda and Dunne, 

1997] that are beyond the scope of this paper. Instead we calculated the total sediment 

input volumes to along the main channel from tributaries and hillslopes where PCI>0. 

Figure 3-10 plots the sediment inputs versus the drainage area of the main channel. Each 
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point on the plot shows the sediment input to a main channel grid cell and the bold black 

line shows sediment accumulation along the channel. The total amount of sediment that 

laterally enters the main channel is 114,000 m3. Sediment introduced from individual 

gullies ranges from 0.01 m3 to 39,000 m3. Almost 43% of the total sediment comes from 

gullies draining larger hollows in the headwaters of the basin. Relatively smaller 

sediment contributions can be observed close to the mouth of the basin (drainage area > 7 

km2) where the basin width narrows and the drainage areas of individual hollows get 

smaller. Similar intense erosion events are typical especially after forest fires in the Idaho 

batholith where approximately 80% of the long-term erosion rates are due to infrequent 

episodic gullying [Kirchner et al., 2001]. 

 
6. Conclusions 

 
Sediment transport capacity is often parameterized as a nonlinear function of 

shear stress or interchangeably discharge or contributing area and slope in theoretical 

geomorphology. Although extensive data sets exist that decipher the nonlinearity in 

relationships between sediment transport and shear stress, discharge and slope (equations 

1 and 2) in experimental flume scales we know of no study that examines the theoretical 

foundations of these equations for naturally eroded gullies surveyed in the field. 

In this paper we adapted a generic dimensionless sediment transport function (3) 

to incising gullies on steep slopes by describing the hillslope hydrology and flow 

hydraulics based on contributing area and local slope. We calibrated the parameters of the 

dimensionless sediment transport function, an empirical constant κ and a shear stress  
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Figure 3-8. Probability of channel initiation (PCI) map of the study area.  
Contour interval is 30 m. 
 
 

               
 
Figure  3-9. Expected total sediment transport from gullies for the thunderstorm that 
incised the gullies in Trapper Creek. Contour interval is 30 m. 
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Figure 3-10. Modeled sediment fluxes to the main channel from the hillslopes where 
PCI>0 and the accumulated fluxes to the main channel of Trapper Creek. 
 
 
exponent p for the case of recent gully erosion using field data from a steep mountainous 

basin in southwestern Idaho. 

Our field data suggested that under high shear stresses, p=3. This exponent is 

twice the shear stress exponents used in classical bed load equations but consistent with 

the total load equations [Garde and Raju, 1985]. Engelund and Hansen noted that starting 

from the incipient motion of bed load the *τ  exponent increases from 1.5 to 2.5 and even 

up to 3 under high shear stresses in equation (3) as the flow intensity and the suspended 

load movement increases [Chien and Wan, 1999]. Bed and total load equations were 
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mostly developed for alluvial rivers with gentle slopes and bedforms, and under relatively 

lower τ* ranges than we calculated for our gullies. Thus, their applicability on steep 

hillslopes can be questionable. However Govers’ flume experiments on steep slopes with 

well-sorted mixtures also reveal a shear stress exponent p=2.5 and shows good 

correspondence with the field data (Figure 3-2). We suggest that sediment transport 

capacity of incising gullies can be modeled using equation (16) either with the model 

calibration parameters obtained in this study or the parameters derived from the Govers 

equation. 

The model driven by spatially constant inputs represents 83% of the spatial 

variability of the sediment transport rates in gullies Tr.05, Tr.15 and Tr.18 located in 

three different hollows. The reason for this good performance is attributed to the rather 

spatially homogenous model inputs such as the sediment sizes and the roughness 

conditions observed in these gullies. For the case of Tr.19 the model explains only 44% 

of the spatial variability of the sediment transport rates. The reason for a significantly 

lower model performance in Tr.19 is we believe due to the heterogeneities in the 

roughness conditions in the field that are not spatially characterized in the model.  

The shear stress exponent p=3 theoretically corresponds to exponents M=2.1 and 

N=2.25 in the sediment transport equation (1). Figure 3-5 plots field estimates of the 

erosion volumes as a function of A2.1S2.25. The lines shown in the figure plot equation 

(16) for constant model parameters. This plot shows the importance of topography in 

concentrated erosion. In the literature several M and N exponents were presented for 

different sediment transport processes such as creep, soil wash and rivers [Kirkby, 1971; 
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Arrowsmith et al., 1996]. For soilwash and gullying reported values of area and slope 

exponents are in the range of M=1-2 and N=1.3-2. The exponents we find are higher than 

the upper limit of these published values. In the literature however contributing area is 

represented as the specific catchment area (contributing area per unit contour width) 

instead of concentrated area and the exponents were empirically developed based on 

longer observation periods.  

One of the implications of the sediment transport function on landscape 

morphology is the concavity of the channel network. The concavity index 

NMc /)1( −=θ , obtained from the area and slope exponents of the sediment transport 

equation agrees well with the observed profile concavity of the gullies. This shows that 

the sediment transport equation developed using a single erosion event is consistent with 

the functional form of sediment transport over the long term. 

The probability of channel initiation and the expected total sediment transport 

maps presented in Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show the importance of topographic variables on 

channelized erosion and also reflect the climate, landuse and lithologic conditions. Since 

the theory showed is calibrated using field observations we believe that these maps 

communicate reliable information for our field site and the model developed could be 

used for evaluating the influence of climate and land-use conditions on sediment yields. 

In order to extend and test the equations presented here more field data from different 

climate and lithological settings are required.  
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CHAPTER 4 

MODELING OF THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN FOREST  
 

VEGETATION, DISTURBANCES AND SEDIMENT YIELDS1 
 
 

Abstract. The controls of forest vegetation, natural (wildfires) and anthropogenic 

(harvest) vegetation disturbances on the frequency and magnitude of sediment delivery 

from a small watershed (~ 3.9 km2) in the Idaho batholith are investigated through 

numerical modeling. Simulation results compare well with field observations of event 

sediment yields and long term averages over ~10,000 years. The model simulates soil 

development based on continuous bedrock weathering and the divergence of diffusive 

sediment transport on hillslopes. Soil removal is due to episodic gully erosion, shallow 

landsliding and debris flow generation. In the model, forest vegetation provides root 

cohesion and surface resistance to channel initiation. Forest fires and harvests reduce the 

vegetation. Vegetation loss leaves the land susceptible to erosion and landsliding until the 

vegetation cover reestablishes in time. When vegetation is not disturbed by wildfires over 

thousands of years, sediment delivery is modeled to be less frequent but with larger event 

magnitudes. Increased values of root cohesion (representing denser forests) lead to lower 

event magnitudes. Wildfires appear to control the timing of sediment delivery. Compared 

to undisturbed forests, erosion is concentrated during the periods with low erosion 

thresholds often called “Accelerated Erosion Periods” (AEP) following wildfires. We 

find that the drainage density that results is inversely proportional to root cohesion and 

under the same forest cover conditions wildfires increase the drainage density. We 

                                                 
1 Coauthored by Erkan Istanbulluoglu, David Tarboton, Robert T. Pack and Charles H. Luce. 
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compare the sediment yields under anthropogenic (harvest) and natural (wildfire) 

disturbances. Harvest disturbances appear to increase the frequency of sediment delivery 

however sediment delivery following wildfires seems to be more severe. Different 

sediment delivery regimes explored in this paper have different implications for the 

engineering design of water structures and stream habitats. We suggest that when the 

concern is the amount of sediment episodically delivered to streams (e.g., for engineering 

design purposes of reservoirs) then the possibility of sediment delivery after wildfires 

needs to be taken into account. However, if the concern is the disturbances on the aquatic 

ecosystem and stream habitats then forest management practices should be planned to 

mimic natural disturbance regimes.  

 
1. Introduction  
 

Episodic debris flows and gully erosion are the major geomorphic processes 

involved in the development of steep mountainous regions in tectonically active humid 

environments [Selby, 1993]. Episodic erosion delivers a punctuated sediment supply to 

channels that may cause property damage and life loss [Sidle et al., 1985; Crozier, 1986], 

kill fish, disturb aquatic habitats [Pollock, 1998; Reeves et al., 1998] and cause silting in 

reservoirs that significantly reduces their operational lifespan. Understanding the factors 

that control the natural rates of erosion, their variability and timing in mountainous basins 

is important for assessing the environmental risks associated with erosion events and 

predicting the impacts of landuse on erosion [Dietrich et al., 2000; Kirchner et al., 2001].  

It has been argued that in rivers most of the sediment is carried by floods which 

recur at least once in five years [Wolman and Miller, 1960]. The importance of extreme 
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events in geomorphology on the scale of hillslopes however has been a neglected topic 

because of the lack of data and techniques to date past low frequency and large 

magnitude events [Selby, 1993].  Kirchner et al. [2001] compared long term erosion rates 

over 10 thousand year time scales with short term measurements (10-84 years) in steep 

forested Idaho watersheds and found that long term average sediment yields are on the 

average 17 times higher than the short term stream sediment fluxes.  This significant 

difference suggests that sediment delivery from mountainous watersheds is extremely 

episodic and long-term sediment delivery is dominated by catastrophic rare events 

[Kirchner et al., 2001]. In steep forested basins of the Western U.S. catastrophic erosion 

events are often linked to extreme storms and wildfires [Montgomery, 1994; Cannon et 

al., 2001; Meyer et al., 2001]. Wildfires reduce the stabilizing effects of vegetation and 

leave the soil susceptible to fluvial erosion and landsliding. Vegetation disturbances 

together with climate forcing trigger geomorphologic responses that supply catastrophic 

amounts of sediment and large woody debris to streams. Human disturbances such as 

clearcutting and road construction in forested basins have also been shown to 

dramatically accelerate erosion rates over rates in undisturbed forests [Megahan et al., 

1978; Gray and Megahan, 1981; Sidle et al., 1985; Johnson et al., 2000; Montgomery et 

al., 2000]. Although the short-term effects of forest disturbances are well documented in 

many locations there is still a lack of information on their longer term consequences 

[Sidle et al., 1985]. Kirchner et al. [2001] suggested that human influence on erosion 

should be considered from two different perspectives. First if human influences increase 

incremental erosion rates they may result in significant harm to aquatic ecosystems that 
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are naturally adjusted to episodic disruptions and second human activities may alter the 

size of the catastrophic events that deliver sediment to streams. 

Various internal (e.g., weathering rates, soil cohesion) and external (climate 

forcing, fires etc.) factors influence the occurrence of episodic erosion events. Their 

significance and the risks associated with them can be recognized and managed when 

their frequency and magnitude and the physical factors contributing to their episodic 

behavior is known [Selby, 1993]. Benda and Dunne [1997a, 1997b] modeled the 

interactions between the stochastic sediment supply due to mass wasting driven by 

random rainstorms and fires, and the topology of the channel network to generate spatial 

and temporal sediment fluxes and storages over large areas (~200 km2) in the Oregon 

Cost Range. In a recent paper Lancaster et al. [2001] developed a numerical model 

similar to Benda and Dunne’s to explore the dynamics of the interaction between 

sediment and wood supply and transport.   

In this paper our specific emphasis is the influence of forest vegetation and 

natural and anthropogenic vegetation disturbances on the frequency and magnitude of 

erosion events in a typical steep forested headwater basin in the Idaho batholith. We 

developed a physically based numerical model to explore the following questions: (1) 

How do forest cover conditions (i.e., poor, good, dense) influence the magnitude and 

frequency of sediment yields? (2) How do the natural (e.g., wildfires) and anthropogenic 

(e.g., forest management) disturbances alter the frequency and magnitude of sediment 

yields? (3) What is the influence of vegetation growth rates on erosion?  
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The model was developed to characterize the dominant erosion processes of the 

granitic mountains of central Idaho where both fluvial erosion and saturation slope 

failures are observed [Megahan et al., 1978; Gray and Megahan, 1981].  Figure 4-1 

shows a flow chart of the model. The model uses digital elevation model (DEM) grid 

cells as model elements, and operates on yearly time steps. Soil depths are evolved in 

time due to the mass balance between soil production from underlying bedrock and the 

divergence of diffusive sediment transport. Soil removal is modeled by fluvial sediment 

transport, landsliding and debris flow scour. In the model vegetation is grouped into 

overstory (e.g., trees) and understory (e.g., grass) vegetation cover types. Overstory 

vegetation is assumed to provide deep root cohesion while the understory vegetation 

provides the surface resistance to erosion. Forest disturbances kill the vegetation and 

reduce the root cohesion and surface resistance. Following disturbance, vegetation 

properties recover in time to their pre-disturbed levels. The vegetation module simulates 

a yearly time series of the spatially uniform response of vegetation related variables (e.g., 

root cohesion, overland flow vegetation roughness coefficient) to temporal occurrences 

of forest fires and forest harvests. The hydrology module characterizes the hydrologic 

forcing driving erosion and landslides using probability distributions of the largest 

summer thunderstorms and winter/spring water input events (that include snowmelt) and 

calculates spatially uniform runoff rates and the wetness of the soil profile based on 

topography. 

In what follows we first describe the geomorphology, hydrology and different 

erosion patterns observed in our field area in the Idaho batholith. Second we presented 
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our theoretical framework for modeling episodic sediment yields. We then describe our 

simulation experiments and our conclusions. 
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Figure 4-1. Model flow chart. 
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2. Study Site 
 

The study area is a 3.8 km2 watershed in the headwater drainages of Trapper 

Creek within the North Fork of the Boise River (NFBR) in the southwestern Idaho 

batholith (see Figure 4-1). Here we selected this site to take advantage of the available 

data on event sediment yields [Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 3)]. We focused on the 

headwaters of Trapper because the area is small enough to assume spatially uniform 

climate, soil and vegetation characteristics [Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Lancaster et al., 

2001].  

   
 
 
Figure 4-2.  Trapper Creek watershed location map with the study basin outlined by a 
black solid line.  
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The Idaho batholith consists of an extensive mass of granitic rock that covers a 

large portion of Idaho and some parts of Montana.  In the study watershed valleys are 

typically narrow and V shaped with an average valley floor width of approximately 50 m.  

The elevation of the study watershed ranges from 1637 m to 2231 m above see level.  

The average slope is 47 % with a maximum of 98 % in the study area.  The colluvium is 

grussy, clay-poor and was produced due to the disintegration of Idaho batholith rocks 

[Meyer et al., 2001]. It shows little or no cohesion and is subject to runoff erosion and 

mass wasting especially following vegetation disturbances [Gray and Megahan, 1981]. 

Stand-replacing wildfires are often considered to be one of the major causes of the 

episodic erosion rates in Idaho [Clayton and Megahan, 1997]. They are mostly weather 

related and often ignited by lightning during summer drought conditions [Barret et al., 

1997]. The dominant overstory vegetation in the area is Douglas-fir and Ponderosa pine 

with an understory vegetation cover of mostly sage-grass. Karsian [1995] reports that in 

the current fire regime spanning roughly the last 2000 years, natural stand-replacing fires 

have a probability of PF = 0.005 in a given summer in this region.  

In the Idaho batholith about 60-70% of the precipitation falls as snow during the 

winter. Snow accumulation usually starts in the second half of October and continues till 

March when snowmelt starts. Snowmelt usually ends in April. Most of the remainder of 

the precipitation occurs as widespread low intensity long duration cyclonic storms in 

conjunction with snowmelt from March through May [Megahan, 1978; Megahan et al., 

1983; Meyer et al., 2001]. In the summer-fall period similar cyclonic storms may occur, 

however high intensity short duration convective storms are more common in the summer 
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and fall. This type of storm usually produces localized heavy rainfalls in less than half an 

hour [Meyer et al., 2001]. A storm intensity of 76 mm/h has a return period of 4 years in 

the central Idaho batholith [Kidd, 1964; Clayton et al., 1979].  

The Idaho batholith summer and winter climate regimes cause two distinct 

erosion patterns. Erosive overland flow is uncommon on undisturbed forested basins 

[Megahan, 1983; Clayton and Megahan, 1997]. Hydrophobic soil formation following 

wildfires [Shakesby et al., 2000; Benavides-Solorio and MacDonald, 2001] significantly 

reduces the infiltration rates and promotes infiltration excess runoff generation especially 

in dry summer months. Extreme gully erosion initiated by high intensity thunderstorms is 

often observed during dry summer periods following forest fires [Megahan, 1992; Meyer 

et al., 2001; Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 2)]. Soil water-repellence decreases or 

completely vanishes following prolonged rainy periods and spring snowmelts. During 

these wet periods saturation overland flow may develop [Burcar et al., 1994; Doerr and 

Thomas, 2000; Jaramillo et al., 2000; Shakesby et al., 2000] and initiate slope failures 

[Clayton and Megahan, 1997].   

 
3. Model Formulation and Initial Conditions 

 
In every year of model simulation a winter/spring surface water input and a 

summer thunderstorm are modeled using probability distributions of the largest annual 

climate events observed in the region. Winter/spring water input increases pore-pressures 

and triggers shallow landsliding and debris flows that scour the soil to the watershed 

outlet. Summer thunderstorms trigger gully erosion. Soil production by bedrock 

weathering and accumulation due to creep occur continuously between erosion events. 
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Fires are simulated using a Poisson process. Vegetation death and regrowth is modeled to 

represent the response of surface roughness and root cohesion to disturbances. These 

responses are related to the mechanics of erosion and landslide initiation respectively. 

Initiation of fire induced hydropohobicity with wildfires and recovery of watershed 

infiltration capacity is modeled.  The equations used to model these processes are 

described in the following sections. 

 
3.1. Hydrology 
  
 
3.1.1. Water input 
 

In order to estimate the winter-spring water input rates we analyzed 20 years of 

available daily meteorological data for winter-spring months from three sites at 

elevations 1688, 1703 and 1830 meters approximately 20 miles SE of Trapper Creek 

(Atlanta stations). Daily water input rate, wi (mm/day) is calculated according to the 

difference between the snow depths, SD in subsequent days multiplied by the ratio of 

snow density to the density of water, RSW and adding the amount of precipitation, P 

observed in the same day, 

11 )( −− <+−= iiiiii SDSDPRSWSDSDwi  (1a) 

10 −≥= iii SDSDwi . (1b) 

When there is an increase in the snow depth between two daily observations the water 

input rate is taken 0, assuming that all the precipitation is in the form of snow. The 

equations above assume snowmelt and precipitation rates are steady throughout the day 
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and constant over the watershed. The largest water input rate of each year is selected.  

The cumulative distribution of these largest events corresponded well with the Extreme 

value type-I (Gumbel) distribution (Figure 4-3).  The Gumbel distribution is often used 

for the extreme values of distributions that have an upper tail falling off in an exponential 

manner (eg., normal and gamma distributions) [Benjamin and Cornell, 1970]. In each 

yearly iteration of the model a random water input rate is generated from Gumbel 

distribution and used to calculate the maximum possible wetness parameter of the soil 

profile across the watershed. A random water input event is generated numerically as, 

)(1 ε−= WIFwi  (2a) 

where 

]exp[)( )( uwi
WI ewiF −−−= α . (2b) 

In the equations, α and u are the parameters of the Gumbel distribution for wi and ε is a 

uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1.  Because we are using yearly 

time steps in the model, all the pore-pressure induced landsliding and debris flow 

activities in a year are associated with the maximum water input event. A similar 

assumption was also made by Benda and Dunne [1997a]. 
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Figure 4-3. Cumulative Gumbel probability distributions fitted to the maximum annual 
daily water input rates calculated for the winter-spring period and daily summer 
thunderstorms observed in the area. 
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Figure 4-4. Cumulative exponential distribution fitted to observed thunderstorm 
durations. (The stepped nature of the observations is due to the 15 minute discretization 
of precipitation data) 
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We selected the maximum of daily summer precipitation events from 50 years of 

observations available in the area to characterize the extreme summer thunderstorms. 

These maximum daily values are used to obtain the parameters of the Gumbel 

distribution (2a and 2b) for summer thunderstorms (Figure 4-3). Table 4-1 includes the 

parameters from the Gumbel distribution fit to this data. 

The analysis of daily water input alone does not provide information on storm 

duration. In order to approximate the durations associated with the thunderstorms we 

used the nearest rainfall gage that records 15 minute precipitation. This is further away 

approximately 60 miles South of Trapper Creek and at a lower elevation (862 m). Figure 

4-4 shows that an exponential probability density function with a mean of 26 minutes fits 

the durations of all storms recorded at this location that occurred in the summer months 

(June - August) for the years 1972-2001.  

Similar to the water input rates one random thunderstorm is used to model gully 

incisions in the area. This neglects the contribution to erosion from thunderstorms smaller 

than the maximum event. Average rainfall rate, p  is calculated by dividing the total 

random precipitation depth, P by storm duration, D,  

DPp /= .  (3) 

In the model D can be either held constant or selected at random from the exponential 

distribution. In sampling from the exponential distribution for D we censored the 

distribution to D>25 minutes. Because unreasonable  p  occurs if P is large and D is 

small. 
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The climate forcing (annual maximum winter and summer water inputs and 

durations) is assumed to be a stationary random process. This assumption neglects any 

changes in the climate regime. It has been reported that in the Western U.S. mountain 

erosion rates are not sensitive to moderate climate changes except glaciation [Riebe et al., 

2001; Kirchner et al., 2001]. In the Idaho batholith long term sediment yield estimates 

from watersheds that show evidence of Pleistocene glaciation are in the same range as  

sediment yields observed in watersheds that were not glaciated [Riebe et al., 2001; 

Kirchner et al., 2001]. This field evidence made it possible to compare the model results 

driven by a stationary climate regime with the reported long term average erosion rates in 

the region.   

 
3.1.2. Runoff generation 
 

Considering the effects of soil disturbances on runoff generation, erosive runoff 

events are modeled by the infiltration excess runoff generation mechanism. Field 

observations of fire related hydrophobicity on small field plots show that hydrophobicity 

may significantly increase runoff rates [Walsh et al., 1998; Shakesby et al., 2000; 

Jaramillo et al., 2000]. However there is not yet much field information available on the 

spatial contiguity of hydrophobicity and its influence on watershed runoff generation 

[Shakesby et al., 2000]. In the absence of detailed observations we assume that 

hydrophobic soils result in a fraction ∆ of the watershed being impervious and that the 

average instantaneous runoff rate over an area is the sum of runoff generated on both 

pervious and impervious watershed fractions according to 
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>∆+∆−−
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IppIp
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)1)((

 (4) 

where, p is the instantaneous precipitation rate, and Ic a uniform infiltration capacity 

across the watershed.  

Rainfall rate is highly variable in time (e.g., in monthly and daily time periods, 

individual storms and during storms) and space [Hutchinson, 1995; Schaake et al., 1996]. 

In a model of landscape evolution Tucker and Bras [2000] showed that variability in the 

average storm rates result in higher erosion rates because of the non-linearity of sediment 

transport to discharge. This led to higher drainage density and reduced relief in transport-

limited catchments over geomorphic time scales. Similar to the variability in the average 

storm rates over the long term, temporal rainfall variability during storms which may 

trigger rapid fluctuations on the watershed hydrograph especially in small basins seems to 

be important for erosion modeling [Smith et al., 1995]. Here we represented temporal 

rainfall variability during storms probabilistically. Gamma, exponential, Weibull, 

lognormal, skewed normal distributions are among the probability distributions used to 

characterize rainfall variability at different time scales [Eagleson, 1978; Yu, 1998]. We 

used the exponential distribution to characterize rainfall intensity variability during 

storms using the average rainfall rate given in (3), 

)exp(1)(
p
ppFP −−= . (5) 
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FP(p) is the cumulative distribution function for rainfall rate p, and gives the fraction of 

the storm duration when the rainfall rate is less than or equal to p [Yu, 1998]. The 

probability density function of runoff rate is obtained by solving equation (4) for p, 

)1( ∆−+= cIrp when p>Ic, and  ∆= /rp  for p≤Ic, and substituting p into (5) and 

differentiating with respect to r,  
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The expected value of the distribution in (6) is the mean runoff rate: 
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Figure 4-5. Relationship between the mean runoff rate and infiltration capacity both 
normalized by the mean storm rate for different impervious watershed fractions. 
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Figure 4-5 illustrates the behavior of equation (7) by plotting the mean runoff rate 

nondimensionalized by the average storm rate as a function of the ratio of infiltration 

capacity to the average storm rate for different impervious watershed fractions. The 

figure shows that assuming rainfall variability during storms results in the generation of 

runoff when the average storm rainfall rate is less than the watershed infiltration capacity 

( 1/ >pIc ).  

 
3.2. Hillslope Mass Transport 
 

In steep soil-mantled landscapes soil thickness plays an important role on slope 

stability, the magnitude of landslide and debris flows and fluvial erosion rates [Benda and 

Dunne, 1997a; Tucker and Slingerland, 1997]. Soil thickness shows significant spatial 

variations [Dietrich et al., 1995]. Soils are often thin or absent on steep ridges with 

divergent morphology and in channels depending on the frequency of flow in the latter, 

and usually thick in unchanneled valleys located in convergent topography [Dietrich et 

al., 1995; Tucker and Slingerland, 1997; Heimsath et al., 1997]. Modeling the temporal 

and spatial variability of soil depths is crucial for long-term predictions of the frequency 

and magnitude of hillslope erosion especially in mountainous settings [Iida, 1999]. In this 

model soil development by “continuous” hillslope processes (chp) such as soil creep is 

modeled based on the production rate of soil from the underlying bedrock and the 

downslope change in the rate of slope dependent sediment transport, zKqs ∇−= . The 

conservation of mass equation for soil thickness is written as [Tucker and Slingerland, 

1997; Heimsath et al., 2001] 
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where hs is the soil thickness, ρr and ρs are rock and soil bulk densities respectively, z is 

the elevation of the soil surface and zb-s is the elevation of bedrock-soil interface, and 

tz sb ∂∂ − /  is the lowering rate of the weathering front. In theory bedrock soil production 

rate is usually assumed as a function of soil depth [Cox, 1980; Dietrich et al., 1995; 

Heimsath et al., 1997]. In various theoretical relationships, the mechanical weathering 

rate is usually assumed to decrease exponentially with soil thickness, while chemical 

weathering is first assumed to increase with thickening soil, then attain a maximum value 

at some finite soil depth and then to decrease with further soil thickening.  In seven 

different environments [Heimsath et al., 1997, 1999, 2000, 2001] used cosmogenic 

radionuclide measurements and topographic controls on soil depth to quantify the soil 

production function. They consistently found that soil production rate declines 

exponentially with increasing soil depth. The distinctions between mechanical and 

chemical weathering in the Idaho batholith are obscure and they complement each other 

synergistically [Clayton et al., 1979]. There are not enough field observations in the area 

to calibrate theoretical relationships between bedrock weathering rate and soil thickness. 

Therefore for the sake of simplicity we will use a constant rate of bedrock weathering in 

this paper. However this assumption should be taken with caution. For example without 

any gullying and landsliding soil depths will progressively thicken when the weathering 

rate is constant. Whereas steady-state soil depths may develop especially on planar and 

divergent slopes when bedrock weathering rate decreases exponentially with increasing 
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soil thickness. However soil creep from hillslopes to hollows is on the average two times 

greater than soil production from bedrock weathering in the study watershed with the 

selected parameter values presented in Table 4.1. Therefore we feel that limitations from 

assuming a constant bedrock weathering do not significantly impact the results.    

 
3.3. Gully Erosion  

 
Channel initiation due to the concentration of dispersed overland flow into gullies 

is identified based on a probabilistic threshold criterion. The probability of channel 

initiation (PCI) at a point on the landscape is [Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 2)], 

∫=≤=
α

α
aS

c dCCfaSCPCI
0

)()(ty Probabili   (9) 

where )(CfC  is a probability density function describing random spatial variability in C, 

and α=1.167 for channel initiation due to overland flow [Willgoose et al., 1991], a is 

specific catchment area and S is topographic slope obtained from the DEM [e.g., 

Tarboton, 1997]. Istanbulluoglu et al. [(Chapter 2)] derived C based on the assumption 

that channels are formed where overland flow shear stress exceeds a critical shear stress 

threshold for incipient motion,  

)/1(
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= −ρ
ρρτ . (10) 

In this equation, τ∗c is the nondimensional critical shear stress, ρw, ρs are water and 

sediment density, g is gravity of acceleration, ngo is Manning’s roughness coefficient for 
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overland flow on bare soil calculated as a function of median sediment size d50 from 

Strickler’s equation [Julien and Simons, 1985], nao is the additional roughness of 

overland flow. In the PCI theory [Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 2)] d50, nao, ngo=f(d50) 

and r are random variables. 

Here we employed a Monte Carlo simulation approach to calculate the mean and 

variance of the C thresholds (10) to characterize the probability distribution of the spatial 

variability of C thresholds for each annual storm event using 1500 random numbers for 

d50 and nao. The mean and variance of C are then used to parameterize a Gamma 

distribution used to represent PCI at each grid cell. The gamma distribution was shown 

[Istanbulluoglu et al., (in press)] to provide a reasonable match to the distributions of 

area-slope thresholds measured and modeled at channel heads in the field. Although 

Istanbulluoglu et al., (in press) modeled the spatial variability in r using a uniform 

distribution for a thunderstorm event in Trapper Creek here we ignored the spatial 

variability in r and took the mean runoff rate (7) as a constant input in the Monte Carlo 

procedure for each annual storm event. Uncertainty in ngo is characterized using field 

observations of median sediment sizes that showed a log-normal distribution 

[Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 2)]. In this paper we assume that nao is solely due to 

vegetation roughness, nV. Vegetation is subject to wildfire and harvest disturbances, 

therefore nV exhibits temporal variations due to the interaction between the rate and 

magnitude of disturbances and the vegetation regrowth rate. We model the temporal 

variability in nV for each summer period (see section 3.5.2) assuming spatially uniform 

vegetation disturbance and growth. We assume that the modeled nV for each summer 
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represents a spatially average value for vegetation roughness. Spatial variability in 

vegetation roughness is characterized using a uniform distribution between upper and 

lower bounds that average to the nV modeled for each summer. Istanbulluoglu et al. 

[(Chapter 3)] used uniformly distributed additional roughness values between 0.015 and 

0.1 which describe ± 73.4 % deviation from the mean value of 0.0575. Assuming that ± 

73.4 % deviation is constant for every summer, maximum value for additional roughness 

is calculated by nv + 0.734.nV and the minimum value by nv - 0.734.nV and they are used 

as the upper and lower bounds of the uniform distribution selected for additional 

roughness. 

An undisturbed channel network is defined by referring to Robert E Lee Creek, a 

neighboring drainage to Trapper Creek that was not significantly influenced by the 

wildfire in 1994 [Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 2)].  Based on field observations of 

seepage and saturation excess overland flow we found that a channel initiation threshold, 

CF = 500 m, used with aSα>CF mapped the channels in Robert E Lee Creek from the 

DEM.  Episodic erosion is assumed to only occur in years when the average of the 1500 

simulated C values (equation 10) is less than CF.  In these years a PCI grid is defined for 

each simulated thunderstorm and erosion is calculated using the method given below. 

For channels where easily detachable non-cohesive material is available, flow is 

often assumed to be at its sediment transport capacity. This assumption limits the 

sediment transport, and the erosion amount from a location would be equal to the excess 

(downstream change) of sediment transport capacity [Willgoose et al., 1991; Tucker and 

Bras, 1998],  
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where, qs is unit sediment discharge (L2/T), ρb is soil bulk density. 

The instantaneous sediment discharge in a channel can be modeled as a non-linear 

function of shear stress in excess of a threshold,  

fp
cffs WQ )( ττγ −= , (12a) 
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γ  (12b) 

in the equations, Qs is the volumetric sediment discharge (L3/T), τf is the shear stress 

acting on grains, τc is critical shear stress, γ is a transport coefficient, κ is a constant, d is 

sediment size and pf is an exponent that is typically 1.5 for bedload and higher for total 

load equations [Garde and Raju, 1985]. Assuming steady, uniform flow and using 

Manning’s equation for flow velocity, flow width and effective shear stress can be 

written as a power function of discharge and slope, 

ww nm
wf SQW χ=  (13a) 

ττ
τχτ nm

f SQ=  (13b) 
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where the parameters χw and χτ are functions of channel cross-section shape and the latter 

both channel shape and roughness. The exponents are mw=0.3, nw=-0.1875, mτ=0.6 and 

nτ=0.8125 (for derivations see e.g., Willgoose [1989] and Istanbulluoglu et al., [(Chapter 

3)]). Substituting (13a) and (13b) into (12), and assuming τc=0, sediment transport 

capacity as a function of discharge and slope is written as, 

NMp
ws SQQ f

τχγχ= . (14) 

Discharge and slope exponents are Wf mmpM += τ  and Wf nnpN += τ  respectively. 

Here we assume τc=0 for sediment transport in gullies. Under high shear stresses τc does 

not have much influence on sediment transport [Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 3)].  

In order to write Q in terms of runoff we assumed that the instantaneous discharge 

is proportional to the instantaneous runoff rate that is uniform across the basin and 

drainage area,  

rAQ = .  (15) 

Substituting (15) into (14) gives sediment transport as a function of drainage area and 

slope. We now obtain the average sediment transport rate of a storm by integrating the 

instantaneous sediment transport capacity equation over the probability distribution of 

runoff during a storm (6) and multiplying with PCI,  
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This integral is solved analytically. Here we reported the equation as a function of a 

parameter that absorbs all the hydrologic and hydraulic variables ,
sQχ  and topographic 

variables A, S and PCI as   

 PCISAQ NM
Qs s

χ=  (17a) 

where
sQχ :  

))],1()1((),1([ /)1(

p
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p
IMp cpIcMMp

WsQ
cf ∆

+Γ−+Γ++Γ∆= ∆−−
τχγχχ  (17b) 

where Γ( ) is the gamma function and Γ( , ) the incomplete gamma function [Benjamin 

and Cornell, 1970]. In equations (9) and (10) PCI is a function of r. However we feel that 

the PCI concept is applicable to time intervals longer than storm events, not within storm 

variability in r, therefore we used PCI as a function of r  from equation (6) in equation 

(16) rather than including it in the integral.   

 
3.4. Landsliding and Debris Flows 
 

Recent technology for the mapping of landslide susceptibility uses the infinite 

slope stability equation to map the areas prone to shallow landsliding based on DEMs 

[Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994; Wu and Sidle, 1995; Pack et al., 1998]. The infinite 

slope stability model we used is in the form given by [Pack et al., 1998]; 
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ρρφθ

θρ sin
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where Cr and Cs are root and soil cohesion, respectively; hs is the soil thickness 

perpendicular to slope, θ and φ are slope angle of the ground and soil internal friction 

angle, respectively; Rw is the relative wetness which is defined as the ratio of subsurface 

flow depth flowing parallel to the soil surface to soil thickness. Assuming that lateral 

discharge at each point is in equilibrium with a steady state water input rate wi (L/T) and 

that the capacity for lateral water flux at each point is KshsSinθ, where Ks is the lateral 

saturated hydraulic conductivity (L/T) of the soil, Rw is written as the ratio of lateral 

discharge to the lateral flux capacity, 









= 1,

sin
min

θsshK
wiaRw . (19) 

The relative wetness has an upper bound of 1 with any excess assumed to be saturation 

excess overland flow.  

In the V-shaped hollows of the Idaho batholith landslides are mostly triggered by 

spring snowmelt and rain on snow events when the hollow axis is saturated. This 

saturated slide material often triggers a debris flow that erodes the hollow axis to bedrock 

or flows in pre-existing gullies [Megahan et al., 1978]. Although the physics of debris 

flow scour is as yet poorly understood [Jan and Shen, 1997] (for example the influence of 

standing tress and topographic shape to local scour) erosion in debris flow channels may 

be modeled using a generic excess shear stress erosion law similar to (12) [Lancaster et 

al., 2001]. According to excess shear stress erosion theories we may expect erosion to be 

a function of the product of drainage area and slope [Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Niemann 
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et al., 2001]. However we could not infer much dependence between topography and 

local scour in the field data we obtained from a debris flow in the South Fork of the 

Payette River (SFPR) basin in the Idaho batholith. Instead we observed completely 

scoured debris flow runout channels. In the model we assumed that all the unstable 

elements where FS<1 produce landslides that trigger debris flows and completely scour 

the colluvium to bedrock. This assumption is consistent with the field observations both 

in the Idaho batholith [Megahan et al., 1978] and in the Pacific Northwest where 

channels with slopes greater than 10o are usually scored to bedrock by debris flows 

[Benda and Cundy, 1990]. Debris flows are routed downhill in the steepest direction 

toward one of the eight surrounding grid cells. Benda and Cundy [1990] and Benda and 

Dunne [1997a] used a critical channel slope criteria of 3.5o to predict locations of debris 

flow deposition. The average main channel slope obtained from the DEM for the study 

watershed used in this paper is 6o. Therefore no debris flow deposition is assumed in the 

basin. This is also consistent with or observations in the field that no significant 

deposition was observed in the study area after an intense debris flow erosion event.  

 
3.5. Vegetation Component 
 

Vegetation roots tend to stabilize the slopes by providing root cohesion. In the 

infinite slope stability model factor of safety, FS (equation (18)) is linearly proportional 

to root cohesion. Similarly field observations show that presence of surface vegetation 

cover protects the land from erosion by increasing the erosion thresholds [Prosser and 

Dietrich, 1995]. In the PCI theory channel initiation threshold increases as a function of 

additional roughness (see equation 10). Here we modeled the death and regrowth of tree 
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roots that provide deep root cohesion and vegetation cover. We also modeled the 

temporal behavior of the hydrophobic impermeable watershed fraction, ∆ by relating the 

recovery of hydrophobicity to vegetation cover spread. We divided the vegetation into 

two groups, overstory and understory vegetation. Root cohesion provided by the 

understory vegetation is ignored due to its relatively lesser contribution and the 

understory vegetation cover is assumed to provide additional roughness on the surface 

that enhances the surface resistance to erosion.  

 
3.5.1. Root cohesion 
 

The net root strength of a forested hillslope parcel subject to vegetation removal is 

the sum of decaying root cohesion due to the removed trees and regeneration of the root 

cohesion by new growing plants [Sidle, 1992]. The rate of root strength decay following 

vegetation disturbances has been shown to follow a negative exponential function [Sidle, 

1992],  

)exp( Cn
Cr tkD −=  (20) 

where, Dr is dimensionless root strength decay (0<D≤1), t is time since the vegetation  

removal and kC and nC are vegetation dependent empirical constants. Sidle [1991, 1992] 

described the rate of root regrowth of planted or invading vegetation by a sigmoid curve,  

))exp((1 tbacR CCCCr ξ−++=   (21)  

where, Rr is the dimensionless root strength recovery (0<Rr≤1) and aC, bC, cC and ξC are 

empirical constants. The total root cohesion following vegetation death is, 
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)()()( tRCtDCtC rmrprer += . (22) 

In the equations; t is the time after disturbance, Cpre is the root cohesion at the time of 

vegetation disturbance and Cm is mature root cohesion. This equation says that as the root 

cohesion of the disturbed trees decay from a pre-disturbed cohesion value, vegetation 

invading the site starts producing cohesion and can grow up to maturity. 

 
3.5.2. Vegetation roughness 
 

Vegetation increases the total flow roughness and reduces the fraction of shear 

stress acting solely on soil grains. A very simple approach to calculate vegetation 

roughness is used in this paper. For a more sophisticated physical approach the reader is 

directed to [Freeman et al., 2000].    

 In order to model the influences of the understory vegetation on erosion rates 

over time, we first related vegetation cover conditions to overland flow vegetation 

roughness, nV and second developed a theory to model the temporal variations in the 

understory vegetation cover to obtain temporal dynamics of vegetation roughness.  

The flow roughness coefficients for stream channels and water conveyance 

structures under different channel cover material, shape, irregularity etc., have been 

documented [Chow, 1959; Arcement and Schneider, 1984]. However very few data sets 

exist for shallow overland flow roughness on natural surfaces. Overland flow roughness 

values obtained from experimental studies are often classified for different surface cover 

and treatment conditions such as sparse, poor, good vegetation cover, etc. [Ree et al., 

1977; Foster et al., 1980; Engman, 1986]. These observations suggest a connection 
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between cover density and roughness. Based on this field evidence we start with 

assuming that surface roughness provided by a certain type of vegetation can be 

considered proportional to its fractional ground cover, Fgc, gcv Fn ∝ , which could range 

from 0 to a maximum value under optimum growth conditions Fgc≤max Fgc≤1. We 

further assume that the proportionality of fractional ground cover of a vegetation type to 

the fractional ground cover of a reference vegetation, R
gcF  that has a known roughness 

coefficient, R
vn  is equal to the fraction of their roughness values, 

R
v

v
R

gc

gc

n
n

F
F

= . (23) 

This assumption allows us to estimate the roughness of any type of vegetation from its 

ground cover by comparing it to the fractional cover of the reference vegetation, 

R
gc

gcR
vv F

F
nn = . (24) 

Here dense forest cover is selected as the reference vegetation and its fractional ground 

cover is assumed 1.    

Fires and forest harvests may disturb all of the understory vegetation or some 

fraction of it. In this model we assumed that both disturbances kill all the understory 

vegetation.  After vegetation is disturbed it will regrow in time and the surface resistance 

to erosion will gradually recover to pre-fire levels. This regrowth time frame may range 

from several months to years depending on the vegetation and site conditions [Megahan 
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and Molitor, 1975; Prosser and Soufi, 1998; Prosser and Williams, 1998].  The rate of 

biomass regrowth is often related to soil productivity, seasonal and site specific 

conditions such as temperature and soil moisture, solar radiation, available plant biomass 

and ground cover density [Alberts et al., 1989; Arnold et al., 1995; Tucker and Bras, 

1999]. Here we took a very simple approach to modeling surface vegetation growth. We 

ignored the influences of seasonal and site conditions to the biomass growth rate and 

assumed that the rate of biomass growth, dtdBm /  is proportional to a potential rate of 

biomass growth rate on a bare soil, kB and the existing vegetation ground cover fraction 

according to 

)1( gcVB
m Fkk

dt
dB

−=  (25) 

where, kV is an hypothesed parameter to relate the available bare soil surface to the 

growth rate. This equation says that biomass growth rate will be relatively fast 

immediately after a vegetation disturbance (i.e., because of the availability of soil 

supplies necessary for plant growth) and it will approach to zero as the ground is fully 

covered with vegetation (i.e., due to the competition for supplies).  

In the WEPP model [Alberts et al., 1989; Arnold et al., 1995; Tucker and Bras, 

1999] an exponential relationship is used to relate vegetation canopy cover, plant height 

and plant ground cover to vegetation biomass. Fractional ground cover as a function of 

biomass is written as 

cmBB
gc eF −−= 1 . (26) 
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where Bc is a plant related constant. Substituting (26) into (25) gives the rate of biomass 

growth as a function of available biomass, 

cmBB
VB

m ekk
dt

dB −= . (27) 

With the assumption that disturbance completely removes the understory vegetation, we 

solve this equation starting from Bm=0 at t=0. This initial value problem can be solved by 

separating variables and integrating to give 

)1(1
+= tBkkLn

B
B cVB

c
m . (28) 

Now substituting (28) into (26) gives the fractional ground cover as a function of time 

following vegetation death, 

)1(11)( +−= tBkktF cVBgc . (29) 

 and substituting (29) into (24) and limiting the fractional ground cover to a maximum 

value that the plants can cover, Manning’s roughness of understory vegetation as a 

function of time can be written as  

      
R

gc

gccVBR
vv F

FtBkk
ntn

],)1(11min[
)(

max+−
=

. (30) 
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3.5.3. Hydrophobic soil formation  
          and recovery 

 
Here a very simple approach is described to model the effects of water repellency 

on runoff generation and soil erosion. We assume that water repellence due to wildfires is 

only experienced by some fraction of a devegetated surface, Rf. We write the post-fire 

pervious fraction, post
fP of a burnt area as a reduced fraction of its pre-fire pervious 

fraction, pre
fP  as  

)1( f
pre

f
post

f RPP −=  (31)    

We assume that as vegetation grows on a devegetated impervious surface, vegetation 

roots will break the water repellent layers, form preferential micro channels and enhance 

the infiltration rates [DeBano, 1981; Shakesby et al., 2000]. Therefore the impervious 

fraction of an area after a wildfire, )1( post
fP−  will gradually recover in time as the ground 

cover increases, and it is completely removed when the ground cover fraction attains its 

maximum possible value. Changes in the pervious fraction following wildfires is 

therefore modeled based upon the vegetation recovery equation (29) as    

)1(
]),1(11min[

)( max

max
post

f
gc

gccVBpost
ff P

F
FtBkk

PtP −
+−

+= , (32) 

and the impervious fraction of the watershed, ∆ is 

)(1)( tPt f−=∆ . (33) 
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∆ is used in equations (6, 7 and 17b) to relate fire induced hydrophobicity to runoff 

generation and erosion processes.  

The vegetation model is calibrated based on the field observations of vegetation 

response to disturbances in the Idaho batholith. Figure 4-6 shows an example of the 

vegetation response to wildfire disturbances by plotting the dimensionless root cohesion 

(21), vegetation roughness (as the ratio of fractional ground cover recovery in time (29) 

to the fractional ground cover prior to wildfires) and hydrophobicity (as a fraction of 

water-repellent watershed area (33)) based on the model parameters given in Table 4-1  

selected to be representative of the region (see section 3.6). In the example fire consumes 

all the vegetation at time 0. The destruction of the surface vegetation biomass abruptly 

brings down the vegetation roughness to a selected residual value and causes 

hydrophobicity. Understory vegetation typically recovers within several years following 

wildfires and breaks the hydrophobic soil layers (Figure 4-6), as was suggested by field 

observation [Benavides-Solorio and MacDonald, 2001; Megahan, 1992; Inbar et al., 

1998]. During the understory vegetation recovery period significant soil erosion may be 

observed due to low surface roughness values that increases the fraction of shear stress 

acting on soil grains and enhanced runoff generation due to hydrophobicity [Wells, 1987; 

Cannon et al., 1998; Benavides-Solorio and MacDonald, 2001]. Root cohesion produced 

by trees attain the lowest levels in 10 years following the wildfire and leave the land 

susceptible to landsliding and debris flow generation [Megahan et al., 1978; Gray and 

Megahan, 1981]. Finally about 80 % of the mature root cohesion recovers by the end of 

60 years after tree death. 
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3.6. Initial Conditions and  
 Parameter Values  
 

The model parameter values that we think best represent the climate, erosion and 

vegetation conditions in our study watershed in the Idaho batholith are given in Table 4-

1. These are used in the model runs presented later, except where we mention specific 

parameters changes implemented to explore specific hypotheses or sensitivities.   

 Climate parameters are obtained from the climate data available in the area 

(described in Section 3.1.). Nondimensional watershed infiltration capacity for an 

average storm rate ( pI c /  where, )( 1−= DPp ) is taken as 10. This gives Ic=400 mm/h. 

According to the rainfall-runoff model developed in this paper a nondimensional 

infiltration capacity of 10 does not generate runoff from average storm rates when the 

impervious fraction of the watershed, ∆ is 0 (Figure 4-5). This is consistent with the field 

observations in the area [Megahan, 1983].  

Lateral flow transport in the soil is controlled by the saturated lateral hydraulic 

conductivity, Ks. Saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity may vary orders of magnitude 

in the field [Moore et al., 1986; Lancaster, 2001]. In our model the smaller (or higher) 
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Figure 4-6. Vegetation response to wildfire disturbances based on the vegetation model 
parameters reported in Table 4-1 selected for Idaho batholith conditions. 
 
 
the Ks, the higher (or lower) the frequency of failures. Landslides and debris flows 

remove soil from hillslopes. Therefore an increase in Ks in the model allows thicker soil 

depths to develop or vice versa. Here we calibrated Ks by running simulations with 

different Ks values and selected Ks= 60 m/day. This selected value produces soil depths 

~1 m on the hollow axis under the current climate and fire regime and is consistent with 

our field observations.  For comparison Montgomery et al. [2002] reported saturated 

lateral hydraulic conductivity values from 8 m/day up to 86.4 m/day in the Oregon cost 

range.  

To apply the soil development model for continuous hillslope processes (8) we 

need an estimate of the diffusion constant, K, the bedrock weathering rate, tz sb ∂∂ − /  and 

the ratio of bedrock to soil density. All these parameters are assumed to be spatially and 

temporally constant in the model. Typical values are used for the bedrock and soil bulk  



 

Table 4-1. Constant Model Parameter Values Used in Simulations 
 
 

Parameter Value Applicability Source 

Mean summer precipitation depth & duration; P , D  21.6 mm, 0.5 h Trapper Creek Weather station data 

Mean winter water input rate; wi  42 mm/day Trapper Creek Weather station data 
Parameters of Gumbel probability distribution;  
 Winter/spring water input; u, α  
 Summer thunderstorms; u, α 
Dimensionless infiltration capacity; )/( 1−DPIc  

 
50 mm/day 0.048 day/mm 

16.64 mm/day 0.1 day/mm 
10 

Trapper Creek 
area 

Distribution parameters 
fit to climate data. 
 
Selected so that surface 
runoff does not occur 
under undisturbed 
conditions. 
Corresponding Ic = 400 
mm/h 

Saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity; sK  60 m/day Trapper Creek Calibrated 

Weathering rate constant; tz sb ∂∂ − /  1.1 x 10-4 m/y Idaho batholith Kirchner et al. [2001] 
Diffusion constant; K 4 x 10-4 m2/y Trapper Creek Measured in the field 

by L. Benda and D. 
Miller based on the 
method described in 
Benda and Dunne 
[1998a] 

Rock, sediment and soil bulk density; sr ,ρρ  2650 and 1500 kg/m3 Universal  

Sediment transport rate constant and exponent; fp,κ  20, 3 Steep slopes with 
non-cohesive 
sediment 

Calibrated using data 
from Trapper 
Consistent with Govers 
[1992] 

Transport coefficient; γ 1.15 x 10-7 m5s5kg-3 Theoretical Chapter 3 
Shear stress constant; τχ  303 kg m-2.8 s-1.4 Theoretical Chapter 3 
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Table 4-1. Constant Model Parameter Values Used in Simulations, Continued. 
 

Parameter Value Applicability Source 

Flow width constant; Wχ  0.9 m0.1 s0.3 Theoretical Chapter 3 
Median size of sediment in transport; d 3 mm Trapper Creek Field data 
Internal friction angle; φ 38o Idaho batholith Hampton et al. [1974] 
Mature root cohesion; Cm 
Root strength parameters for decay; kC, nC 

Root strength parameters for regrowth; aC, bC, cC, ξC 

9 kPa 
0.376, 0.595 
0.85, 4.7, -0.18, 0.057 yr-1 

Douglas fir 
parameters for the 
Rockies.    

Burroughs and Thomas 
[1977] and Sidle [1991] 

Overland flow roughness for mature forest; m
Vn  0.8 Universal  Huggins and Burney 

[1982] 
Maximum fractional ground cover;  max (Fgc) 0.8 

 
Idaho batholith Clayton and Megahan 

[1997] 
Biomass growth on a bare surface; kB 
Plant related constant; Bc 
 

1.4 kg m-2 yr-1 

1 kg-1 

 

Idaho batholith   Calibrated based on the 
  observed surface  
  vegetation recovery  
  rates Megahan [1992] 

Probability of wildfire; PF 0.005 Trapper Creek   Kathleen G-Hayes’  
  unpublished data.  
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densities (Table 4-1) [Clayton and Megahan, 1997].  No field observation exists for the 

long term bedrock weathering rates in our field area. Long term average weathering rates 

may be inferred from the sediment mass balance of watersheds assuming that under 

dynamic equilibrium the sediment carried away from the basin is equal to the amount 

produced from  bedrock [Clayton and Megahan, 1986; Kirchner et al., 2001]. Here we 

used a denudation rate of 1.1 x 10-4 m/y for bedrock weathering. This value is the average 

of the rates reported for some watersheds in the Idaho batholith that are close to the size 

of our study area [Kirchner et al., 2001]. The diffusion constant was estimated by L. 

Benda and D. Miller from field observations by solving the slope dependent linear 

sediment transport equation, zKqs ∇=  for the diffusion constant, K using estimated 

sediment fluxes, qs from dated colluvium samples [Benda and Dunne, 1998a]. When 

surveying the sample sites slope gradients were measured over distances commensurable 

to those estimated from the DEMs with the intent that the numbers obtained could be 

used directly with a DEM to model soil flux volumes. Diffusion constants were found in 

the range of 1 to 9 x 10-4 m2/y with an average rate of 3 x 10-4 m2/y. In the soil evolution 

theory (8) spatial variation of curvature dictates spatial variation in local soil thicknesses. 

On divergent hillslopes where 02 <∇ z , bedrock appears at the surface when 

zK
t

z sb

b

r 2/)( ∇≥
∂

∂
− −

ρ
ρ .  (34)      

In the field we have observed bed rock on sharply curved ridge tops and topographic 

noses. Experimenting with different diffusion constant estimates from field observations 
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using (34), we found that K= 4 x 10-4 m2/y gives reasonable bedrock exposure patterns 

over the study watershed and therefore used this value in all simulation runs. 

Parameters of the fluvial sediment transport model are obtained from 

[Istanbulluoglu et al. (Chapter 3)]. A parabolic flow cross-section with a constant width 

to depth ratio of 2 is used. Soil internal friction angle is taken as 380 based on Hampton et 

al. [1974] who reports observations from various watersheds in the Idaho batholith. 

Clayton’s data has 50 observation points with a mean and a standard deviation of 38o and 

5.5o, respectively, and ranges between 27o and 48.5o.  

A Manning’s roughness value of 0.8 for timberland with deep forest litter and 

dense grass was reported [Huggins and Burney, 1982]. Engman [1986] reported overland 

flow Manning’s roughness up to 0.66 for grass. We took 0.8 for the reference Manning’s 

roughness coefficient for overland flow (23). Clayton and Megahan [1997] reported 

ground cover fractions of an undisturbed forest floor in south central Idaho batholith for a 

period of 4 years in the range of 0.2 to 1 with an average of 0.8. In the model we set the 

maximum fractional ground cover of the understory vegetation (30) to 0.8. This predicts 

that when the understory vegetation grows to maturity it will provide a vegetation 

roughness of 0.64. For comparison this value is a little less than the upper value for the 

Manning’s roughness coefficient for grass [Engman, 1986].   

Root strength parameters for decay (kC = 0.376, nC = 0.595) and regrowth (aC = 

0.85, bC = 4.71, cC = -0.18, ξC = 0.057 yr-1) and mature cohesion (Cm = 9 kPa) of the root 

cohesion model are selected for Rocky Mountain Douglas fir [Burroughs and Thomas, 

1977; Sidle, 1991]. We used the potential rate of understory vegetation biomass growth 
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on a bare surface, kB = 1.4 kg/m2/yr in (25). This biomass growth rate, with Bc = 1 kg-1   

in (26) provides 80% of the post-fire fractional ground cover recover in the third year 

following wildfires (29) as was suggested in field observations [Meyer et al., 2001; 

Benavides-Solorio and MacDonald, 2001].   

We obtained an initial condition for soil depths by allowing soil evolution by 

diffusion and bedrock weathering over 3000 years (as in e.g., Dietrich et al., [1995]).  

This procedure fills the hollows with colluvium and develops thinner soils on the ridges. 

In each of the simulations described below the model is run for 10,000 years. The first 

3000 years in each simulation is taken as a spin up period to limit the sensitivity  to the 

initial conditions. This period was chosen by plotting the average soil thickness in the 

eroding portions of the watershed (Figure 4-7).  

 
4. Results and Discussions 
 
 
4.1. Varying Root Cohesion 
 

First we consider the case where forests are not disturbed by either fires or human 

activities and geomorphic response is not influenced by such disturbances. Under this 

assumption the triggering mechanism for erosion and mass movements is the 

combination of climate forcing and the thickening of colluvium. Different forest 

vegetation types or the same vegetation type under various soil productivity conditions 

may provide different values of root cohesion [Gray and Megahan, 1981]. Here we 

performed 4 simulation experiments with progressively increasing root cohesion. We first 

used 1 kPa to characterize a generic poor forest growth condition [Sidle, 1991]. 
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Figure 4-7. Variation of the soil thicknesses in the eroding portions of the watershed 
during 10,000 years. The model is driven by a stochastic climate and forest fires with a 
return interval of 200 years. Vegetation is Rocky Mountain Douglas fir with Cm= 9 kPa. 
The vertical dashed line separates the spin up period of the model (0-3,000 years) from 
the experimental period (3,000 to 10,000). Horizontal lines show the minimum, average 
and maximum average soil depths.   

 
 

Mature root cohesion for Rocky Mountain Douglas fir (dominant vegetation in our 

watershed) was reported in the range of 4 to 14 kPa [Burroughs and Thomas, 1977; 

Hammond et al., 1992]. We used minimum, average and maximum mature root cohesion 

values 4, 9 and 14 kPa respectively to characterize progressively increasing site 

productivity conditions for Rocky Mountain Douglas fir. A 10 thousand year long 

climate data set is generated and used for all four simulations and in the rest of the 

simulations described in this section.  

We plotted the probability distributions of time between erosion events that give 

the time available for the stream hydraulic conditions and fish communities to recover 
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between subsequent disturbances (Figure 4-8a). We also plotted the probability 

distributions of sediment yields for episodic events to show the natural range of sediment 

inputs under different root cohesions (Figure 4-8b). Table 4-2 presents the mean, 0.05 

and 0.95 quantiles of time between events and sediment yields. 

In Table 4-2 when the cumulative probability of the time between events starts 

from a higher probability than the 0.05 quantile, the value corresponding to the minimum 

cumulative probability is reported.  In the simulations an increase in root cohesion leads 

to an increase in the time between erosion events and event sediment yields (Table 4-2). 

In figures (4-7a) and (4-7b) probability distributions shift to the right as root cohesion 

increases.  

Cohesion provided by vegetation roots increases the stability of a potential failure 

surface in the infinite slope stability model (18). The stabilizing effect of vegetation 

allows thickening of colluvium on hillslopes due to the continuous hillslope processes. 

 
Table 4-2. Simulation Statistics for the Runs with Varying Root Cohesion without Forest 
Fire Disturbances 
 

Simulation Time between events (years)  Sediment yield (T. km-2/ event)

Mean q¶=0.05 q=0.95 Mean q=0.05 q=0.95
Cr=1 kPa 3.86 1(0.17)§ 9 728 101 2,400

Cr=4 kPa 30.6 1.8 102 3,313 483 10,000

Cr=9 kPa 100 6 371 8,162 1,258 27,100

Cr=14 kPa 191 10 524 8,841 2,050 40,300
     ¶ q represents quantile 
     § Number in parantheses is the minimum cumulative probability  
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Figure 4-8. Simulation results for undisturbed forests with progressively increasing root 
cohesion. (a) Probability distribution of sediment yields, (b) probability distributions of 
the time between events. 
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Thickening of the colluvium enhances the lateral subsurface flow transport rate in the soil 

column that decreases the relative wetness of the soil in (18) for a given storm event. 

However at the same time soil depth thickening gradually increases the shear forces 

provided by the soil weight that in time overcomes the shear strength produced by the 

roots and causes landsliding. Figure 4-9 plots the variation of soil depth during the 

simulations at a selected point along the convergent valley network that has a slope and 

area of 40 % and 6.21 ha with a curvature of 1.98.  In the figure gradual increases in soil 

depth show soil production by continuous hillslope processes and sudden drops represent 

either landslides originated at that point or debris flows that scour the colluvium stored 

along the debris flow tracks. Longer time intervals between two subsequent debris flows 

allow soil thickening at the point. For example in the case of Cr= 4 kPa, the point is 

scoured to bedrock 13 times in 7000 years which gives a mean return period of about 586  

years. Between debris flow events soil depth on the average thickens up to 0.4 m depth. 

However for the case of Cr= 14 kPa, debris flows happen in every 2000-3000 years.  

Longer time intervals between events allow soil accumulations up to 3 m deep. 

The model suggests that individual debris flows triggered due to the thickening of 

colluvium over thousands of years in undisturbed forests can be more destructive than 

debris flow triggered more frequently under the same climate and topographic conditions 

(Figure 4-8b). This model behavior is consistent with some field observations [Johnson et 

al., 2000].  

The functional form assumed for bedrock weathering rate would have some 

influence on sediment yields presented in Table 4-2 for different cohesion values. For 
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example in the case of a bed rock weathering function where production rate decreases 

with increasing soil depth more frequent soil removal (i.e., due to low root cohesion) 

would lead to higher rates of bed rock weathering, quicker soil accumulation and down 

wasting by climate forcing or vice versa. Such implications of bedrock weathering 

functions on sediment yields primarily due to debris flows are not discussed in the paper 

because in the convergent hollows morphology modeled soil creep was generally a higher 

contributer to soil accumulation than local bedrock weathering. 

The upslope extent of erosion in the valley network has important implications for 

the spatial pattern of the vegetation disturbances [Naiman et al., 1998], biodiversity 

[Pollock, 1998], stream temperatures [Welch et al., 1998], and the hydrologic response 

[Ziemer and Lisle, 1998] in forested catchments. Figure 4-10 maps the areas where  
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Figure 4-9.  Soil depth variation in time at a selected point along the valley network (see 
Figure 4-10 for the location of the point) in response to changes in constant root 
cohesion.  
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episodic sediment scour by debris flows is greater than infilling by diffusion processes, a 

criteria that is usually suggested to identify the hillslope-valley transition. This gives the 

areas subject to net erosion compared to the initial soil depths imposed at the beginning 

of the model run. The maps do not necessarily show the locations currently channeled but 

rather they show the locations which are channeled most of the time over the simulation 

period. No fluvial erosion is observed in the simulations so that the maintenance of the 

channel network here is solely due to landsliding and debris flow scour [Dietrich and 

Dunne, 1993; Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994]. Figure 4-10 clearly shows the stabilizing 

effects of vegetation. As the value of root cohesion increases the spatial extend of erosion 

retreats. In the lowest case of root cohesion (Cr= 1 kPa, Figure 4-10a) channels extend up 

to the ridge tops in most cases and shallow landsliding is observed even in some 

divergent hillslope positions. The simulation example driven by Cr= 14 kPa shows the 

other end member of the simulations (Figure 4-10d). In this example erosion is confined 

to the valley bottoms and shows discontinuities. Here the discontinuities would occur 

when scour is rare enough to allow the diffusion processes to evolve soil depths greater 

or equal to the initial soil depths. Debris flows are only triggered in the axis of major 

hollows. Simulation with Cr= 9 kPa also shows a similar pattern (Figure 4-10c) with 

several more tributaries initiated along the main branches. This is consistent with field 

observations that drainage density tends to decrease with increasing vegetation cover or 

under more humid climates that promotes vegetation [Strahler, 1964; Gregory, 1976; 

Moglen et al., 1998].          
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When the spatial extent of the simulated erosion patterns in Figure 4-10 are 

Compared to the contours of the current topography, the erosion pattern in Figure 4-10b 

(Cr=4 kPa) most reasonably captures the convergent valleys.   

 
4.2. Forest Fires 
 

Second we considered the effects of forest fires on the episodic nature of sediment 

yields. A stochastic approach to modeling forest fires is developed based on the 

probability of wildfires in Trapper Creek (PF = 0.005). We assumed that fires kill all the 

 

 
 
Figure 4-10  Simulated impact of a constant undisturbed root cohesion (a) Cr=1 kPa, (b) 
Cr=4 kPa, (c) Cr=9 kPa, and (d) Cr=14 kPa, on the spatial extent of the channel network 
in undisturbed forests. The channel network is here predicted where sediment scour by 
debris flows is higher than the amount of sediment infilling by diffusive processes (Net 
Erosion) over the long term. 
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vegetation completely and cause a random fraction of each pixel to be water repellent. In 

the model the occurrence of a wildfire in a given year is determined based on a uniformly 

distributed random number between 0 and 1 generated for each year, being greater than 

or equal to the probability of no wildfire fire event (1- PF). The fraction of the grid cells 

that show hydrophobicity, Rf is also determined by a uniformly distributed random 

number. Some water drop tests conducted by the USDA Forest Service Rocky Mountain 

Research Station in Boise Idaho on hydrophobic soils shortly after the Trail Creek fire in 

Atlanta (approximately 20 miles SE of Trapper Creek) in the summer of 2001 showed 

hydrophobicity at up to 90 % of the sample points. Based on this information we set the 

upper bound of the hydrophobic fraction of the grid cells to 0.9 and we used 0.4 for the 

lower bound.  

The model simulated 35 random forest fires during 7000 years of the numerical 

experiment ranging with intervals between fires from 6 to 577 years used in all three 

simulations. In the simulations we used the minimum, average and maximum mature root 

cohesion values, 4, 9 and 14 kPa, respectively, for Rocky Mountain Douglas fir 

analogous to different site productivity conditions.     

The same time series of the climate events used in the simulations for undisturbed 

forest conditions is utilized in all of the runs simulating wildfires. Figure 4-11 plots the 

probability distributions of sediment yields and time between erosion events both for 

undisturbed (the previous simulation with no fires) and disturbed (due to wildfires) forest 

conditions. Table 4-3 reports the simulation statistics for the wildfire simulations.  
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Figure 4-11. Probability distribution of sediment yields and time between erosion events 
under forest fire disturbances for Rocky Mountain Douglas fir with mature root cohesion 
values of 4, 9, and 14 kPa . 

 
 
Similar to the case with no forest disturbances, our simulation results with 

wildfires suggest an increase in the mean time between erosion events as the mature root 

cohesion increases. Although in the simulations the wildfires kill all the trees, the  
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Table 4-3. Simulation Statistics for the Runs with Varying Root Cohesion with Wildfires 
 

  

Simulation   Time between events (years)   Sediment yield (T. km-2/ event)

Mean q=0.05 q=0.95 Mean q=0.05 q=0.95
Cm=4 kPa 21 1(0.21) 159 3,870 104 18,796

Cm=9 kPa 36.7 1(0.22) 262 5,363 164 30,960

Cm=14 kPa 50 1(0.23) 322 5,947 160 36,000  
 
 

minimum values of root cohesion would be about 30 % of the mature cohesion (Figure 4-

6) [Gray and Megahan, 1981]. The increase in the mean time between erosion with 

increasing root cohesion allows soil thickening on hillslopes that promotes an increase in 

the mean episodic sediment yields (Table 4-3). In the simulations with fire disturbances, 

wildfires caused a 32% decrease in the mean time between erosion events for the case 

with minimum mature root cohesion (4 kPa) and approximately a 3-fold decrease for the 

other simulations (Tables 4-3) compared to the undisturbed forest conditions (Table 4-2) 

under the same climate forcing. This reduction let to more frequent erosion events with 

lesser average magnitudes.  The probability distributions of the time between erosion 

events for undisturbed and naturally disturbed forests show two distinct patterns (Figure 

4-11). In the wildfire simulations most of the erosion is concentrated in the first 20-30 

years following wildfires during the vegetation recovery period (Figure 4-6). This period 

is often known as the “Accelerated Erosion Period” (AEP) and its length depends on the 

rate of root cohesion decay and recovery and the arrival of high magnitude climate events 

when root cohesion value is relatively low [Gray and Megahan, 1981; Megahan, 1992].  

On the average 6 discrete erosion events were triggered in each AEP depending on the 
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root cohesion, with; 9 events for Cr = 4 kPa, 5 events for Cr = 9 kPa and 4 events for Cr = 

14 kPa. For example if there is gullying in the year of wildfire and then debris flows are 

triggered sometimes between 10 to 30 years after the fire when the root cohesion is low  

we may expect the time between events up to 20-30 years belong to the AEPs. In the 

simulations on the average about 82% of the events has time between events less than or 

equal to 20 years (90 % for Cr = 4 kPa, 82 % for Cr = 9 kPa and 76 % for Cr = 14 kPa). 

During the AEP in the simulations there is usually a large event followed by relatively 

smaller events. This behavior causes a longer tail on the probability distribution of 

sediment yields under wildfire disturbances (Figure 4-11). In environmental management 

not only the individual events but also the total amount of sediment produced by multiple 

events in the AEP may be important. In Figure 4-11 we have also plotted the probability 

distributions for the total amount of erosion triggered in the AEP of each simulated fire 

event. It is clearer in the plots that total sediment that may enter the streams in the AEPs 

following fires may be far more than the sediment produced in undisturbed forests in 20-

30 years. 

Since all the hollows susceptible to landsliding (i.e. due to thickening of 

colluvium) are evacuated during the AEPs, the AEP is usually followed by infilling 

periods that extend till the next fire event. Erosion triggered due to climate forcing is rare 

between two wildfires. This model behavior can be observed in the probability plots of 

time between events (Figure 4-11). The probability curves for all three runs flatten off 

starting approximately from 20 to 100 years. This shows that the probability of time 

between erosion events being between 20 and 100 years is very small. Then the 
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probability curves steepen slightly after 100 years. In our experiments with the model we 

found that this second raise in the probability curve coincides to the time between the last 

and the first erosion events of two subsequent AEPs following wildfires.     

To show the implications of forest fires on the development of erosion dominated 

valleys, we mapped the locations where sediment scour dominates sediment infilling, or 

where net erosion is observed during the simulations (Figure 4-12). Stabilizing effects of 

higher root cohesion can be still seen even under wildfire disturbances. The extent of the 

valley network for the case of Cm= 9 kPa agrees reasonably well with the converging 

topographic contour lines in Figure 4-12b.   

How sensitive is the episodic behavior of sediment yields to the understory 

vegetation cover? To discover the implications of the surface roughness produced by the 

understory vegetation on sediment yields, we altered the maximum fractional ground 

cover and potential biomass growth rates within their possible ranges. According to 

observations by Clayton and Megahan [1997] the ground cover fraction can be in the 

range of 0.2 to 1 with an average of 0.8 in undisturbed forests in the Idaho batholith. We 

used 8.0max =gcF  in the previous simulations. Here first we experimented with 1max =gcF  

and 2.0max =gcF . These cover fractions imply Manning’s roughness values of 0.8 and 0.16 

respectively for undistrurbed forest conditions. Second we altered the growth time period 

for the understory vegetation by using kB= 0.65 kg/m2/yr and kB= 4 kg/m2/yr. Using Bc = 

1 kg-1 along with these growth rates results in 80 % vegetation recovery in the first 6 and 

1 years following wildfires respectively. These are possible ranges that may be observed  
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Figure 4-12. Simulated impact of mature root cohesion (a) Cm=4 kPa, (b) Cm=9 kPa, (c) 
Cm=14 kPa and on the spatial extent of the channel network under wildfire disturbances. 
The channel network is here predicted where sediment scour is higher than sediment 
infilling by diffusive processes (Net Erosion) over the long term.  

 
 

due to variable site conditions. We ran the model utilizing the same climate and wildfire 

events as used in the previous simulations. Figure 4-13 plots the probability distributions 

of time between events and sediment yields and Table 4-4 reports the simulation statistics 

of the runs. 

The simulation with 1max =gcF  produced the same exact results with 8.0max =gcF  

that was reported earlier in Figure 4-11 and Table 4-3. Because wildfires disrupt the 

understory vegetation totally and gully erosion is usually triggered in the same year of 
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fires. However when 2.0max =gcF , we observed more than 3-fold decrease in the mean 

time between erosion events that accounted for approximately a 3-fold decrease in the 

mean episodic sediment yields. In this simulation the runoff generated during some 

intense thunderstorms was able to initiate erosion due to a relatively low surface 

resistance value. While 20% of the total soil loss was due to gullying when 1max =gcF , it 

increased to 40% without any significant change in the total amount of erosions when 

2.0max =gcF . For both cases mean average sediment yield is approximately 160 

tons/km2/yr. The signs of the AEPs caused by wildfires can be no longer distinguishable 

in the probability plot of time between events (Figure 4-13a). In the case of a slower 

growth rate of understory vegetation, the mean time between erosion events slightly 

decreased and so did the mean episodic sediment yields. The soil surface is more prone to 

gullying when the surface vegetation recovery rate is slow. This promoted a slight 

increase in the gullying activity (only about 5%) in the AEPs. 

 
Table 4-4. Simulation Statistics for the Runs with Varying Maximum Ground Cover 
Fraction and Potential Understory Vegetation Growth Rate. 
 

Simulation     Time between events (years)    Sediment yield (T. km-2/ event)

Mean q=0.05 q=0.95 Mean q=0.05 q=0.95
max.(Fgc)=0.2 10 1(0.13) 60 1,612 6 5,146

max.(Fgc)=1 36.7 1(0.22) 262 5,363 164 30,960

kB=0.65 kg/m2/yr 29 1(0.24) 230 4,400 18 20,500

kB=4.0 kg/m2/yr 39 1(0.16) 300 5,790 232 32,000
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Figure 4-13.  Probability distribution of sediment yields and time between erosion events 
under forest fire disturbances with overstory tree cover of Rocky Mountain Douglas fir   
Cm= 9 kPa, (a) with maximum fractional ground cover of 1 and 0.2 and (b) with potential 
biomass growth rate of 0.65 and 4 kg/m2.  
 
 

The simulations conducted with different maximum fractional ground cover and 

understory vegetation growth rates show that the model is not sensitive to 1) maximum 

fractional ground cover as long as it is dense enough to prevent gully initiation in 

undisturbed forest conditions and 2) several years of differences in understory vegetation 

growth periods.  
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4.3. Comparisons with Field Observations 
 

We compared the mean episodic event sediment yields (Mean ESY), and the long 

term annual averages (LASY) of the simulation (Table 4-3 and Figure 4-11 for Cm = 9 

kPa) we ran using the model parameter values given in Table 4-1, with field observations 

of event sediment yields and short- and long- term annual average sediment yields 

(SASY and LASY) measured for several catchments in the Idaho batholith using 10Be 

[Kirchner et al., 2001] (Figure 4-14).   

We used event sediment yields reported by Istanbulluoglu et al. [(Chapter 3)] for 

the gullies initiated in Trapper Creek due to a thunderstorm event following a wildfire in 

1995. We used two debris flow sediment yields reported by Meyer et al. [2001] one in a 

burned and the other in an unburned unforested site both triggered in 1997 due to a 

prolonged rain on snow event in the South Fork of the Boise River (SFBR) in the Idaho 

batholith. We also included our observations of a debris flow event that was triggered 8 

years after a stand-replacing fire during the same 1997 rain on snow event in the South 

Fork of the Payette River (SFPR). Sediment yield data for the gullies in Trapper Creek 

and in the SFPR are reported for cross-sections surveyed along gullies in Figure 4-14.  

Meyer et al. [2001], however, only reports the sediment yield at the basin outlet.  SASY 

and LASY are reproduced from Kirchner et al. [2001] for the basins approximately in the 

size of the study watershed.  SASY observations on the plot represent annual averages of 

sediment yield over 10 to 28 years of observations whereas the LASY represent the 

averages over ~10,000 years.  
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Gully erosion data for Trapper Creek shows an order of magnitude variation for a 

given drainage area, which was discussed in Istanbulluoglu et al. [(Chapter 3)]. The 

upper bound of the Trapper Creek gully erosion sediment yield data and data reported by 

[Meyer et al., 2001] are approximately the same (~50,000 tons/km2). The debris flow 

event data observed in the SFPR lies between the upper and lower range of the Trapper 

Creek data for a given basin area. Although the SFPR debris flow event 
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Figure 4-14. Comparisons of the mean event sediment yields (Mean ESY) and long-term 
annual averages (Modeled LASY) with the observed event and short-term (10 – 28 years) 
annual average sediment yields (SASY) and the long-term (~ 10,000 years) annual 
average sediment yields (LASY) obtained using cosmogenic 10Be. In the figure field 
observations of events sediment yields are between 95% and 8% quantiles of the 
simulated event sediment yields. 
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was triggered by the same storm event as the data reported by [Meyer et al., 2001] it did 

not produce as much sediment (18,000 tons/km2/year at the outlet). We feel that what this 

limited data suggest is that episodic erosion due to either landslide induced debris flow or 

gullying due to flow concentration produces sediment yields in the same order of 

magnitude and that the sediment yields are mostly limited by soil availability.  

Field data reported for event sediment yields are bounded between the 8% and 

95% quantiles of the simulated event sediment yields. Most of the observations are 

between the mean and 95% quantile.  We recognize that this comparison is weak because 

the observations we use are only from recent catastrophic erosion events in the region, 

but nevertheless Figure 4-14 shows that the model is capable of producing extreme event 

sediment yields that are observed in the region. The long term average sediment yield the 

model predicted is 141 tons/km2/year in 7,000 years. Since the model is not developed to 

simulate the day-to-day incremental erosion this average only includes the episodic 

events. The SASY reported by Kirchner et al. [2001] did not include any episodic events 

and has an average value of ~12 tons/km2/year (average of 19 watersheds). When we add 

this SASY to the long term averages of episodic events that the model predicts, we find 

153 tons/km2/year for the LASY. Modeled LASY is plotted in figure 4-14 and shows 

good correspondence with the observed long term averages that range between 55 and 

327 tons/km2/year. No specific calibration was done to produce this match. Among the 

model parameters only the diffusion constant, wildfire probabilities and sediment 

transport model parameters are obtained specifically from field data in the study area 

with the remainder of the parameter values estimated independently from published data 
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sets pertaining to the Idaho batholith or elsewhere (Table 4-1).  We found that on the 

average episodic sediment delivery of an erosion event is between 35 and up to 560 times 

greater than the long term averages. When compared to the short-term sediment yields we 

found that the episodic yields are on the average 450 and up to 7200 times greater. These 

results suggest that under natural disturbances approximately 92% of the sediment 

delivery is due to low frequency and high magnitude erosion events.   

How do anthropogenic vegetation disturbances caused by forest management 

occurring in relatively shorter time scales might affect the episodic behavior of sediment 

yields? In the next section we seek approaches to understand this by designing a paired 

numerical watershed experiment.    

         
4.3. Timber Harvest 
 

Clearcutting is the easiest and the least expensive timber harvest technique. It is 

usually preferred by land managers because of its simplicity [Sidle et al., 1985]. Here 

only clearcutting was modeled because of the uncertainties associated with the other 

management techniques (e.g., partial cutting, thinning, shelterwood etc.) in terms of their 

influence on the temporal and spatial variation of root cohesion [Schmidt et al., 2002]. 

We designed a numerical paired watershed experiment where we compared the effects of 

clearcutting (anthropogenic) and wildfire (natural) disturbances on sediment yields.  

We showed in the previous simulations that under the recent natural disturbance 

regime and dominant vegetation cover natural fire disturbances along with stochastic 

climate events alter the soil depths and the magnitude of sediment yields in time. Forest 

management that starts at a given time provided that the trees are well developed may not 
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consider the risk of the available sediment in the basin that may erode as a response to 

vegetation removal. Severity of erosion following vegetation removal may depend on the 

initial condition of colluvium thicknesses in the basin. We have obtained a minimum, 

average and a maximum initial condition for spatial soil depths (Figure 4-7) from the 

simulation with forest fire recurrence interval of 200 years (PF=0.005) using the model 

parameter values in Table 4-1. The simulation is assumed to represent the natural 

variations of soil depths and the sediment yields (Figure 4-11) and the extent of the 

erosion dominated valleys (Figure 4-12b) under the current climate and vegetation cover. 

The minimum initial soil depth condition is obtained 120 years after the point where the 

average soil depth attains the minimum value in Figure 4-7. In the simulations the 

average soil depth drops to a minimum value following a wildfire. A 120-year period 

(maximum rotation length for the area for healthy forests) is selected to let the trees 

regrow before clearcutting starts. The maximum condition is obtained when the average 

soil depth in Figure 4-7 reaches to the maximum depth. The initial condition that 

represents the average soil depth conditions is obtained in year 5886 in Figure 4-7 

between two forest fires after 120 years after the previous fire.   

The rotation age for timber harvest is between 80 to 120 years in the Idaho 

batholith for healthy and unburned forests [U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 

Forest Service, 1990]. In the model we used 100 years for rotation length and modeled 3 

rotations where all the vegetation is removed for each soil depth initial condition. We 

assumed that no wildfires ignite during the management period. For the control case 

however we modeled forest fires based on the fire probability of PF = 0.005 during the 
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comparison period of 300 years. The same random climate events are used in both cases 

and the experiment is repeated 21 times (for a total of 63 clearcuts or 6300 years) to 

allow different combinations of climate forcing and forest fire occurrences during 300 

years.  

We recorded the number of erosion events triggered during the repeated 

simulations and calculated the average sediment yields for all three model initial 

conditions both for harvest and natural disturbances (Table 4-5). Figure 4-15 plots the 

probability distributions of the simulated episodic event sediment yields for both 

disturbance types.   

Our results show that initial sediment availability on hillslopes when forest 

management is started may greatly influence the erosion rates. We observed a factor of 

up to 9 increase in both the number of erosion events and sediment yields for harvest and 

up to 3.7 increase for natural disturbances in Table 4-5. Sediment yield under harvest 

disturbance is approximately half the sediment yield produced under wildfires for the first 

initial condition with minimum sediment availability, about the same for the average 

initial condition and significantly high for the third initial condition with maximum 

sediment availability (Table 4-5). In fact both sediment yields produced under harvest 

and natural disturbances on the average produced lower sediment yields in the 

management time scale of 300 years than the long term averages (153 tons/km2/yr) (one 

exception can be the S.Y. for the maximum initial condition under harvest disturbances 

(Table 4-5). 
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Figure 4-15. Probability distributions of event sediment yields in the numerical paired 
watershed experiment for different model initial conditions for soil depths in the eroding 
portions of the watersheds; (a) minimum, (b) average, (c) maximum.    
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Comparison between the harvest and natural disturbances show that on the 

average clearcutting doubled the number of erosion events. Sidle et al. [1985] reviewed 

many field observations suggesting that timber harvest may increase the frequency of 

landsliding even up to orders of magnitude. We see that this increase is mostly because of 

the rotation length that is half the average return period for wildfires in our simulation. 

Although the number of events is lower for the case of wildfire disturbances, erosion 

response to wildfires is relatively more severe for all initial conditions (Figure 4-15). 

Average event sediment yields plotted in Figure 4-15 are on the average 54% less for 

harvests. We found that this difference arises from the gully erosion triggered due to fire 

induced hydrophobicity in the model.  For comparison we reported the mean, 5% and 

95% quantiles of the simulated event sediment yields under harvest and natural 

disturbances for the case of average initial condition for soil depths along with the long 

term simulations of 7,000 years (Table 4-6).  It is apparent in the table that all mean, 5% 

and 95% quantiles reported for natural disturbances during the paired watershed 

experiment  

 
Table 4-5. Comparison of the Simulated Sediment Yields (S.Y.) and the Number of 
Erosion Events (N.E.) under Anthropogenic (Harvest) and Natural (Wildfire) Disturbance 
Regimes for Three Different Initial Conditions of Soil Depths. In the Harvest 
Simulations, 3 cycles of Forest Clearcutting is Implemented with a Rotation Length of 
100 years with 21 Repetition. For the Case of Natural Disturbances Wildfires Are 
Simulated During the Same Management Period     
  

            

Initial        Harvest       Natural
Condition N. E. S.Y. (T. km-2/yr) N. E. S.Y. (T. km-2/yr)
Minimum 38 26 34 46
Average 194 67 98 74
Maximum 327 235 126 145  
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Table 4-6. Mean, 5 % and 95 % Quantiles, q of the Simulated Event Sediment Yields 
under Harvest and Natural Disturbances in 300 Years of Management Period for the 
Initial Condition with Average Soil Depths, and the Long-Term Simulations of 7,000 
years 

                 

Statistical                  Sediment yield (T km2/event)

parameter Harvest Natural Long term

Mean 1,814 3,964 5,363
q=0.05 110 175 164

q=0.95 4,900 15,048 30,960  
 

under the same climate forcing are significantly higher than harvest disturbances. 

Statistics reported (except q=0.05) for both of the repeated 300 year-long paired 

watershed experiments are lower than the long term simulation of 7,000 years. 

The spatial configuration of soil depths that is produced during long term 

simulations was not fully reproduced during short term experiments. For example for the 

case of wildfire runs, erosion response to fires that broke out close to the end of a 300 

year management period or to back-to-back fires were not successfully modeled because 

of a 300 year truncation applied for comparison with harvest cycles. In some cases the 

model did not even produce any fires during this period. We suggest that comparing 

sediment yields measured or simulated in relatively short time scales (management time 

scale) with the long term averages for decision making in forest management may 

underestimate the consequences of forest management and may not even be a valid 

criteria especially when not only the magnitude but also the frequency of disturbances is 

important (i.e., for aquatic habitats).    
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5. Conclusions 
 

The theory embodied in this paper provide a numerical framework to explore the 

consequences of different vegetation attributes and vegetation disturbance regimes on the 

frequency and magnitude of sediment yields and the drainage density of steep forested 

basins. Comparisons of the simulation results against limited data show good 

correspondences with the field observations of event sediment yields [Meyer et al., 2001; 

Istanbulluoglu et al., (Chapter 3)] and long term averages over ~ 10,000 years [Kirchner 

et al., 2001]. Although our current results are limited to the Idaho batholith conditions, 

the model can be implemented in areas with similar processes. 

In the context of this model forest cover density serves to increase both the tree 

root cohesion and   ground cover density of the understory vegetation both viewed as 

erosion thresholds. We find that the time between erosion events is controlled by these 

thresholds. A direct proportionality is found between the time between erosion events and 

magnitude of event sediment yields in all our experiments. When vegetation is not 

disturbed by wildfires, sediment delivery is observed to be less frequent but with higher 

magnitudes for high values of root cohesion (denser forests). An increase in the erosion 

thresholds tends to decrease drainage density, here examined as the domination of 

erosion over diffusive infilling.  

Forest fires control the timing of sediment delivery. Based on the wildfire return 

intervals in the area we find that forest fires decrease the mean time between erosion 

events and lead to more frequent erosion events with smaller magnitudes. The major 

difference in the episodic behavior of the sediment yields compared to the simulations 
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with undisturbed forests is the emergence of “Accelerated Erosion Periods” (AEPs) 

where erosion concentrates during the periods with low erosion thresholds before the 

recovery of vegetation to pre-disturbed conditions. During the AEPs usually a large 

erosion event is followed by smaller events that tend to cause a longer tail in the 

probability distributions of event sediment yields. In the model locations susceptible to 

landsliding due to the thickening colluvium are evacuated during the AEPs. The episodes 

of high sediment delivery are then followed by infilling periods that have extended till the 

next wildfire. In the simulations erosion triggered due to climate events is rare between 

two wildfires.    

We have tested the influence of different sediment availability initial conditions 

between natural disturbances and regular forest harvesting. Under the same climate 

forcing and clearcut implementations sediment yields are found to increase as more 

sediment is available on hillslopes to erode. Based on the model results we suggest that 

field surveys of sediment thicknesses especially in the convergent hollow axis need to be 

conducted before the implementation of clearcuts. These surveys may allow mapping the 

areas with high risks of erosion prior to harvests.  

Sediment yields under harvest (clearcutting) and natural (wildfire) disturbances 

are compared in a numerical paired watershed experiment. We do not find very 

significant differences in sediment yields between harvest and wildfire disturbances. For 

both cases the model produce relatively lower average sediment yields and event 

sediment yields compared to long term averages and event yields (Table 4-5 and 4-6). 

The major finding is that harvest disturbances may double the number of erosion events 
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in the area. In contrast to that, the geomorphic response appears to be more severe under 

wildfire disturbances due to fire related hydrophobicity. Based on the model results we 

suggest that under harvest disturbances both event sediment yields or yields averaged 

over a management time period may be less than those produced under a natural 

disturbance regime.  

The response of biologic and aquatic communities to disturbances is strongly 

related to the duration, intensity and frequency of disturbances [Reeves et al., 1998]. 

Spatial and temporal variations in the climate and disturbance patterns maintain the 

spatial heterogeneity and create non-equilibrium habitats of various ages allowing a large 

number of species to exist [Pollock, 1998; Benda et al., 1998]. If forest management 

increases the frequency of shallow landsliding and debris flow occurrence [Dietrich et 

al., 2000] then landscapes affected by such disturbances tend to be less heterogeneous 

than the natural systems. Such landscapes are disturbed more frequently with lesser 

magnitudes and over larger areas. This anthropogenic disturbance regime results a much 

simpler range and type of conditions in aquatic systems and thus does not support the 

most diverse communities [Reeves et al., 1998]. We suggest that when the concern is the 

amount of sediment episodically delivered to streams (e.g., for engineering design 

purposes of reservoirs) then the possibility of sediment delivery after wildfires needs to 

be taken into account. However, if the concern is the disturbances on the aquatic 

ecosystem and stream habitats then forest management practices should be planned to 

mimic natural disturbance regimes.  
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In this paper we modeled the interactions between forest vegetation and 

vegetation disturbances with the timing and magnitude of sediment yields that disturb 

aquatic habitats. We feel that this is only one aspect of the problem. The remaining 

related questions to explore are:  

1) How would the aquatic ecosystem evolved to cope with a natural regime of 

disturbances respond to changes in the disturbance regime?  

2) How may we manage forests without causing significant alterations to the 

biologic and aquatic ecosystems? 

Future model developments in forest management require the merging of two 

research directions. One is continuing to understand the physical basis of hydrologic and 

geomorphic response and developing state of the art erosion and landscape evolution 

theories. The second is to develop quantitative theories to the evolution of ecosystems 

under disturbances.  
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENTATIONS 

Chapters 2 to 4 report the main scientific results of this dissertation. Here I 

summarize and emphasize the important conclusions and recommend avenues for future 

research. 

 
1. Summary and Conclusions  
 

The major objective of the study described in this dissertation was to 1) quantify 

the influence of natural (wildfires) and anthropogenic (forest harvest) disturbances on the 

frequency and magnitude of sediment yields in managed forests, 2) show how forest 

management may alter the sediment delivery regime of steep soil-mantled mountainous 

basins.  

The specific study areas selected for this study were Trapper and Robert E. Lee 

(REL) Creeks within the North Fork of the Boise River in southwestern Idaho (see Figure 

2-2). Valleys are typically narrow and V shaped in the study watershed with an average 

slope of approximately 40% and up to 98%. Colluvium is grussy, clay-poor, shows little 

or no cohesion and is subject to runoff erosion and mass wasting especially following 

vegetation disturbances [Gray and Megahan, 1981; Meyer et al., 2001]. Average 

precipitation is approximately 1000 mm with 60% to 70% in the form of snow. Localized 

high intensity rainstorms of short duration are common during summer. At other times of 

the year low intensity storms with longer durations occur, often in conjunction with 

snowmelt. 
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Trapper Creek was intensely burned by a wildfire in 1994 and extreme gullying 

was initiated by a convective summer storm in 1995, possibly due to water repellent 

conditions of the surface soil. The gullies generated by this storm are probably ephemeral 

channels, but resulted in considerable erosion. REL Creek was partially burned to a light 

to moderate degree. Although REL Creek is adjacent to Trapper Creek intense gullying 

did not occur in REL Creek, presumably due to either higher infiltration capacity from 

less water repellency or lower localized rainfall intensities, or a combination of both. 

These two neighboring watersheds gave us the opportunity to compare the effects of 

wildfires on the spatial extent and the magnitude of soil erosion.  

Substantial amounts of sediment can be transported from hillslopes to streams due 

to channel incision [Dietrich and Dunne, 1993]. We conducted field work in the summer 

of 2000 and determined channel head locations, median sediment sizes right above the 

channel heads and local slopes in the two study watersheds, to study and document the 

possible influences of wildfires on the extent of the channel network and to understand 

the mechanics of channel initiation. In order to estimate the volume of eroded material 

from the gullies we measured the gully cross-sections spaced at intervals on the average 

of 20 to 30 m. Slope is an important variable in sediment transport [Nearing et al., 1997]. 

In the field slope measurements were taken at each measurement location over a length of 

10 to 20 m.  

Montgomery and Dietrich [1988, 1989, 1992, 1994] found inverse relationships 

between the source area and local slope at channel heads where channel initiation was 

due to overland flow erosion, landsliding and seepage erosion. Following Montgomery 
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and Dietrich’s work, several other researchers have sought to find an inverse relationship 

between area and slope at channel heads in their data sets. Some data sets revealed such 

inverse relationships  [Vandekerckhove et al., 1998, 2000; Prosser and Abernety, 1996] 

but some did not [Prosser and Soufi, 1998; Desmet and Govers, 1997]. However one 

common observation in all data sets was that they show significant scatter in the 

relationship between area and slope. For example for a given slope the Tennessee Valley 

study area data set of Montgomery and Dietrich [1992] in Marin county California shows 

a factor of 8 variation in the contributing area sizes required to support a channel head. 

Montgomery and Dietrich [1992, 1994] discussed possible causes of this variability and 

its importance in the development of valleys.  

Chapter 2 of this dissertation described a physically based probabilistic approach 

to channel initiation. First a deterministic channel initiation threshold for overland flow 

shear stress is written as a function of runoff rate, r, additional roughness due to non-

transportable obstructions and vegetation, na and median sediment size, d50.  The analytic 

form of the theory is organized in the form of the topographic threshold given by 

Montgomery and Dietrich as aSα ≥ C (r; na; d50).  Then spatially homogenous probability 

distributions are assumed for r, na and d50 to derive a probability distribution for C to 

characterize the inherent variability of the area-slope threshold observed at channel head 

locations in the field (Figure 2-1).  The probability of channel initiation (PCI) at a given 

location is described as the probability of the channel initiation threshold being less than 

or equal to the aSα where a and S are calculated from the topography. In chapter 2 we 

first compare the observed aSα  at channel head locations with the calculated channel 
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initiation threshold, C for each location using the d50 values observed in the field and 

assuming constant r and na to see the contribution of d50 to the spatial variability of the 

channel head locations. Second we compare the derived probability distributions for C 

with the probability distributions of the observed aSα. We also illustrate the PCI theory 

on slope-area plots.  In chapter 2 it is reported that: 

(1) Channels may incise in different topographic locations dominated by different 

sediment transport mechanisms over the long term depending on the spatial and 

temporal variability of climate and land cover. Thus the observed relationship 

between drainage area to support a channel head and local slope can not be attributed 

to the functional form of channel initiation function, but is instead related to where 

the channel heads happen to be at any point in time on the landform that has evolved 

in response to long term average processes. 

(2) The measured variability of sediment grain size is related to and accounts for a 

significant portion of the variability in channel initiation threshold observed in the 

field. 

(3) A probability distribution of slope-area dependent channel initiation threshold 

matches the same form of the slope-area distribution of channel heads observed in 

the field. 

(4) Erosion risk can be visualized by mapping the PCI using DEMs. 

(5) PCI maps reveal the probabilities of flow transport in overland and channeled 

states and contribute to understanding the effects of geomorphic changes to the 

hydrologic response.  
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Sediment transport equations are often derived based on the assumption that the 

sediment transport capacity can be determined by a dominant variable such as shear 

stress, discharge and slope, stream power or flow velocity [Tayfur, 2002]. Recent 

developments in the numerical modeling of landscape evolution revealed that the 

functional form of erosion and sediment transport equations have important geomorphic 

implications on for example hillslope morphology, drainage density and concavity of 

river basins [Willgoose et al., 1991; Tucker and Bras, 1998].  The sediment transport 

equations are derived using data from rivers and experimental flume studies. We know of 

no studies that examines the theoretical foundations of these equations for naturally 

eroded, self-formed gullies on steep, soil-mantled hillslopes. In chapter 3 we first 

theoretically adapted a general dimensionless sediment transport capacity equation that 

predicts sediment transport as a function of dimensionless shear stress [e.g., Parker and 

Klingeman, 1982] to incising gullies. We physically related flow shear stress and flow 

width to contributing area, slope, steady-state runoff rate and parameters that describe the 

roughness and shape of eroding channels. We calibrated the parameters of the 

dimensionless sediment transport function, an empirical constant κ and a shear stress 

exponent p for the case of recent gully erosion using field data from Trapper Creek. The 

main conclusions from chapter 3 can be summarized as: 

(1) The field data suggested that under high shear stresses p=3 in the sediment 

transport function Qs ~ τp. 

(2) A shear stress exponent of p=3 in the model corresponds to exponents M=2.1 and 

N=2.25 in the sediment transport function Qs ~ AMSN that also fits the data.  
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(3) When the sediment size and roughness conditions in the gullies were spatially 

homogenous 80% of the spatial variability of the sediment transport rates was 

represented by the model whereas only 44% of the variability in sediment transport 

rates was described when heterogeneities in the roughness conditions are observed  

(4) The concavity index θc=(M-1)/N, obtained from the sediment transport equation 

for transport limited catchments agreed well with the observed profile concavity of 

the gullies developed in Trapper Creek.  

Chapter 4 developed a physically based numerical model of hillslope erosion to 

model the episodic behavior of mountain erosion and to explore the influence of forest 

vegetation and natural (wildfires) and anthropogenic (forest harvest) vegetation 

disturbances on erosion rates. In the model soil development is modeled by bedrock 

weathering and divergence of diffusive sediment transport. Soil is removed by gully 

erosion, shallow landsliding and debris flow generation.  The climate forcing is 

characterized by selecting random climate events from annual maximum probability 

distributions. Forest fires are modeled randomly based on the probability of wildfire 

events in the study region. Wildfires are assumed to kill all the overstory and the 

understory vegetation which then regrows with time. Based on the numerical experiments 

we concluded that: 

(1) Model results showed good correspondence with the field observations of event 

sediment yields from gully erosion and debris flows both in Trapper Creek and in 

several other geomorphically similar watersheds in the Idaho batholith.  The long 

term average erosion rate predicted by the model was within the range of the long 
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term average erosion rates (~ 10,000 years) reported for several Idaho catchments 

with similar sizes. 

(2) Forest vegetation was shown to act as an erosion threshold and control the time 

between erosion events. 

(3) Episodic sediment delivery events were modeled to be less frequent but with 

higher event magnitudes as forest vegetation density increased in undisturbed forests. 

(4) An increase in forest cover decreased the extent of erosion dominated valleys. 

(5) Forest fires decreased the time between erosion events and lead to more frequent 

erosion with smaller event magnitudes. 

(6) With a simulated regime including forest fires, erosion was found to be 

concentrated to the periods with low erosion thresholds “Accelerated Erosion 

Period” (AEP) during vegetation recovery. During the AEPs the amount of erosion 

modeled was larger than the event sediment yields under undisturbed forest cover 

conditions.  

(7) The initial sediment availability on hillslopes when forest management was 

simulated significantly influenced the erosion rates. 

(8) In a numerical paired watershed experiment forest cleacutting was shown to 

cause a 2-fold increase in the number of erosion events in the Idaho batholith. In 

contrast to that geomorphic response appeared to be more severe under wildfire 

disturbances.  

A common perspective in fluvial geomorphology is that in rivers most of the 

sediment is carried by moderate intensity flood events which recur much more frequently 
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than low frequency and high magnitude catastrophes [Wolman and Miller, 1960]. 

Modeling results presented in chapter 4 along with some published field observations in 

the Idaho batholith [Kirchner et al., 2001; Meyer et al., 2001] and modeling experiments 

conducted in Oregon Cost Range by Benda and Dunne [1997a, 1997b] however suggest 

that sediment yield in mountain basins is dominated by rare and brief catastrophic erosion 

events. These recent results should not be taken to fully contradict with the previous 

perspective suggested by Wolman and Miller on the importance of moderate intensity 

floods on sediment transport.  One possible explanation is that the results presented in 

chapter 4 are for basin sizes up to 10 km2 however in Wolman and Miller’s paper basin 

sizes used were in the range of 25 to 350000 km2. One might expect that as basin size 

increases the number of sources for sediment supply would also increase. Each source 

creates a sediment pulse independently due to the spatial and temporal variability in 

storm sizes and sediment availability on hillslopes. Sediment introduced to the river from 

different upland sources accumulate downstream but the dominance of individual pulses 

attenuates because of different timing of sediment delivery to the network, sediment 

storage on fans and in the river channel and long travel times from the sediment sources 

to the watershed outlet. This may lead to the dominance of higher frequency and lower 

magnitude sediment transport events in the annual sediment yields of the large basin.  

Although this argument seems to be plausible and was also shown in the simulation 

experiments of Benda and Dunne [1997b], Kirchner et al. [2001] also reports some 

limited data for large river basins in Idaho that suggest the same episodic behavior in 

sediment fluxes as was observed in small watersheds. Kirchner et al. [2001] attributed 
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this observation to high spatial and temporal correlations in catastrophic wild fire and 

extreme precipitation events. Flow and sediment transport data used by Wolman and 

Miller was limited to several decades. Kirchner and others’ data that the model was tested 

against reports averages of annual sediment yields both measured over decadal time 

periods and long term averages up to 10 million years obtained using cocmogenic 10Be. It 

may be arguable that rare catastrophes were not represented in the data used by Wolman 

and Miller [1960]. I believe that more field data and modeling studies are required for 

more exact conclusions.    

The model developed in chapter 4 can be used as a research tool to test hypothesis 

on the controls of forest vegetation and forest management practices on sediment yields, 

developing field research programs and as a decision support tool for forest management. 

In the latter use field observations of soil thickness and root cohesion on hillslopes would 

be needed in order to provide reasonable initial conditions to the model. Soil depths can 

be mapped in the field and the model can be used to match the observed soil depths using 

relevant model parameter values for the area of interest. Once the initial condition for 

spatially variable soil depths is obtained the model can be used to consider different 

clearcut scenarios.  Modeling of other forest management practices such as partial and 

shelter wood cutting and thinning would require estimation of the impacts these practices 

have on root cohesion and additional roughness.  This was not pursued here because we 

do not field observations to quantify the effect of these other practices.  

The research presented in chapter 4 has uncertainty due to imperfect knowledge 

and understanding of the processes and their parameters in the field.  The uncertainties 
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identified can serve to motivate additional field research to identify key parameters and 

better understand key processes where better quantified understanding is required.  Based 

on the understanding of the model sensitivities developed while doing this research 

critical processes that should be better quantified, include soil creep (diffusion) rates, root 

cohesion and additional roughness due to vegetation and how these grow and decay.  The 

terrain curvature is also critical as a determinant of hollow infilling rate motivating the 

need for high-quality digital elevation data.  

 
2. Recommendations  

 
Simulation experiments presented in chapter 4 showed that vegetation imposes 

controls on the timing and magnitude of erosion events. The influence of vegetation on 

geomorphology will open avenues for interdisciplinary future research both for short 

term and long term geomorphic processes. In this dissertation we have started with 

assuming spatially uniform forest vegetation growth and vegetation disturbances only due 

to wildfires and forest harvest. This assumption ignores the controls of hillslope soil 

moisture, form, aspect and soil characteristics on vegetation growth and the effect of 

floods on vegetation disturbance.  In the model all the hollows in a watershed where there 

is enough soil accumulation are destabilized upon loosing root cohesion and collectively 

produce slope failures and gullying following vegetation disturbances.  Assuming 

spatially variable vegetation growth would not dramatically change the model results 

because wildfires would reset forest vegetation each time they occur. Recent field 

observations however show that in undisturbed forests spatial variation in forest 

vegetation species and age can trigger local slope failures [Schmidt et al., 2002]. 
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Therefore I feel that future research on spatial vegetation growth and its implications on 

erosion rates would be more important for forests that are not disturbed with fires.  

I believe that extensive process-based field observations are needed in the long 

term to understand the spatial and temporal variability of vegetation on hillslopes and to 

better understand and formulate its influence on sediment transport, erosion, soil 

evolution and runoff production. Research on the spatial growth patterns of vegetation 

would also have important implications for understanding biodiversity and nutrient cycles 

in watersheds.  

In order to improve the current vegetation theory presented in chapter 4, the first 

step would be to calibrate the root cohesion and surface roughness model parameters 

using vegetation observations in different locations on the landscape with different 

aspects and moisture conditions. 

Some questions on the influence of vegetation on the formation of drainage basins 

important for future research are: 

(1) How do vegetation and vegetation disturbances such as fires and floods control 

the drainage basin relief, hillslope and channel profiles and drainage density? 

(2) How does vegetation respond to climate change and what is the effect on erosion 

rates and landscape morphology? 

In the model climate forcing is assumed to be stationary with independent climate 

events each year. This assumption ignores possible cycles, clustering and autocorrelation 

of climate events. In the theory climate forcing is used to calculate overland flow 

discharge that is used in modeling erosion and the relative wetness parameter required for 
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the factor of safety analysis for shallow landslide initiation.  Climate researchers have 

identified a number of short and long term climate cycles, some associated with ocean 

teleconnections such as El Nino, Southern Oscillation.  The model presented in chapter 4 

is capable of accepting modified climate inputs to reflect these climate changes or cycles 

and future research is recommended to address the impacts of climate cycles or changes 

on the findings.  In particular, if used for management the impact of predicted climate 

changes could be assessed.   

In discussing climate variability or climate change effects the question of 

dependence between vegetation type and forest fire occurrence may be important. At 

present the model does not relate vegetation characteristics to soil moisture and climate, 

so the consequences of significant oscillations in a climate regime can not be modeled. 

This again leads me to recommend research in vegetation dynamics related to climate 

variability and changes. 

In all three major chapters in this dissertation we used digital elevation model grid 

cells as model elements. I think that the biggest challenge in computer modeling of 

geomorphic processes is the representation of continuous topographic surfaces using 

discrete connected elements. Three widely used strategies for terrain discretization are 

regular grids, triangulated irregular networks (TINs) and contour elements [Tucker et al., 

2001b]. In the last decade regular grids [e.g., Willgoose et al., 1991] and TINs [e.g., 

Tucker et al., 2001a] have mostly been preferred over contour elements [Moore et al., 

1988] for the modeling of geomorphic processes. In numerical modeling, model elements 

usually have a constant resolution.  The constant resolution introduces biases to the 
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predictions of topographic attributes such as drainage area, local slope and curvature. One 

can expect that sediment yields, timing of erosion events and evolution of the topography 

will also be biased due to the selected resolution. This doesn’t mean that one needs to use 

finer model element resolutions instead resolution should be selected relevant to the 

topographic texture.  I suggest that new methods needs to be developed; 1) to spatially 

vary the resolution of the model elements based on the texture of the topography for 

modeling erosion and runoff generation (when element elevations are assumed constant); 

2) to adapt the model element resolution parallel to landscape evolution (e.g., adding and 

deleting nodes of a TIN network as channels extent or contract) in models of landscape 

evolution.  I believe that a better representation of the topography will gain more 

importance when the interactions between geomorphology and soil moisture, vegetation, 

biologic activities etc., are of interest.       

In the last decade there have been considerable efforts to parameterize the slope 

dependent sediment transport laws and the topographic controls on soil evolution [e.g., 

Dietrich et al., 1986; Reneau and Dietrich, 1991; Heimsath et al., 1997, 2001]. However 

no process based sediment transport laws are parameterized for sheetwash, gullying, 

landsliding and debris flows from field observations [Dietrich et al., 2001]. Our attempt 

in chapter 3 can be regarded as an initial step for parameterizing such transport laws for 

upland gully erosion. However controlled field experiments are needed to understand the 

influence of hillslope shape, drainage area, slope, sediment size and vegetation on both 

fluvial sediment transport and erosion and debris flow behavior in upland areas.   
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The gully erosion observations we presented in chapter 3 are for the case of a 

catastrophic erosion event where all the sediment is mobilized and the gully eroded to 

bedrock in most of the cross-sections.  Therefore we assumed equal mobility in sediment 

transport modeling [Parker et al., 1982]. Recent observations in rivers showed that 

transport rates of coarser size fractions can be orders of magnitude smaller than finer 

fractions due to size selective partial transport of fine sediments [Wilcock and McArdell, 

1997; Wilcock, 1998]. A similar phenomenon can be justified in field experiments with 

eroding rills where size selective sediment entrainment in rills cause roughening of the 

eroding surface as erosion progresses [Govers, 1992; Nearing et al., 1997, 1999]. 

Megahan [1974] reported that surface armoring in the first year following soil 

disturbances in the Idaho batholith due to surface wash contribute to the reduction of 

erosion rates before vegetation regrowth. I suggest that process-based field experiments 

are needed to understand the mechanism of size selective transport of sediment on 

hillslopes and the interactions between erosion and flow hydraulics. Such observations 

may contribute to our understanding of some important geomorphology problems such as 

the downstream fining phenomenon observed in some basins, gravel- to sand-bed 

transitions [Gasparini et al., 1999] and the hillslope form [Band, 1990] and on the 

transport and deposition of fine sediments and nutrients that alter the water quality and 

habitat conditions for fish and invertebrates [Welch et al., 1998]. 
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Appendix A 

This appendix describes derivations of some of the model components used in the 

sediment transport capacity calculations in Chapter 3  

 
A1. Derivation of the Shape Constant C  

for Trapezoidal, Triangular and  
Parabolic Channels; 

 
The shape constant in equation (10) is given here for trapezoidal, triangular and 

parabolic channels based on the width to depth ratio z1 and sideslope ratio z2 (for 

triangular and trapezoidal channels only). We recognize that for a fixed channel z1 

changes with discharge (and depth), nevertheless it is treated here as a constant 

parameterization of the form of an eroding channel where there is some degree of 

adjustment of cross sectional form to discharge. Equation (10) gives,  

R
A

C f
5.0

= . (A1) 

Writing Af and R as a function of z1 and z2 we obtain Cs for trapezoidal, triangular and 

parabolic channel geometries from (A1) respectively; 
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A2.  Derivation of the Effective Shear Stress Proportional to Q and S  
 

It is commonly assumed in sediment transport mechanics that both the Manning’s 

roughness coefficient and hydraulic radius are the summation of those of grains and 

bedforms [Simons and Senturk, 1977]. Here we assumed; 1) bedforms resistance is 

negligible during gully incisions and 2) non-transportable obstacles and gully shape 

irregularities impose additional resistance to the flow similar to bedforms. Manning’s 

equation for open channel flow gives 

n
SRV

2/13/2

=  (A5) 

where n is the Manning’s roughness coefficient. The total shear stress at the channel bed 

is, 

gRSwρτ =  (A6) 

Manning’s roughness is comprised of a grain and additional roughness components, 

acnn += gcn . (A7) 

Now given an average flow velocity in the channel the grain component of hydraulic 

radius is obtained as [Laursen, 1958], 

5.1
5.0 )(

S
VnR gcgc =  (A8) 
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from (A5) with only the grain roughness considered. This is then assumed to give the 

fraction of the shear stress acting on grains in (A6) as, 

SgRgcwρτ =  (A9) 

Substituting (A5) into (A8), Rgc is written as a function of R, 

5.1)(
n
n

RR gc
gc = . (A10) 

(A10) predicts grain hydraulic radius as a fraction of the total hydraulic radius. 

Observations in rivers have revealed an inverse relationship between Manning’s 

roughness coefficient and discharge at a given station. Because as flow depth increases 

roughness elements become relatively less effective in retarding the flow [Dingman, 

1984]. Here we implemented an empirical relationship for n based on discharge [Leopold 

et al., 1964; Knighton, 1998], 

nm
nQk −=n  (A11) 

where kn and mn are empirical parameters.  (A11) when substituted into (A10) predicts an 

increase in (ngc/n)1.5 with discharge which suggests that as discharge increases the fraction 

of the grain hydraulic radius would increase.  Now equation (12) is substituted into 

equation (10).  The result and equation (11) is substituted into equation (A10) to get Rgc. 

Rgc is substituted into equation (A9) to finally arrive at  
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8125.013.1375.05.175.013.1 SQnCgk nm
gcsnwf

+−= ρτ . (A12) 

 
A3. Derivation of the Flow Width 
 In an Eroding Channel  Proportional to Q and S 
 

Given the assumption of a constant width to depth ratio of the flow in an eroding 

channel, the flow cross section area can be described by Wf, z1 and z2 for different 

channel geometries. The flow cross section areas of trapezoidal, triangular and parabolic 

channels are obtained as, 
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Equating (12) to Af described by channel geometry above and solving for Wf we obtained 

the flow width as a function of Q and S, 

 1875.0)1(375.025.0375.0 −−−= SQCkkW nm
nsf  (A16) 

where, ks is another dimensionless shape constant which is; 0.5
211 )z-/(zz  for trapezoidal 

channels, 5.0
22z  for triangular channels and  0.5

1)(1.5z for parabolic channels.  
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A4. Non-Dimensional Form of  
 The Govers Equation 
 

An empirical sediment transport equation was proposed by Govers [1992] using 

434 data points collected from a 6 m long and 0.117 m wide non-recirculating flume. In 

the experiments the slopes ranged from 1.7% to 21% and five well-sorted quartz 

materials with median grain sizes ranging from 0.058 to 1.098 mm were used as sediment. 

The equation Govers fitted is, 
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where, Tc is the sediment transport capacity in kgm-1s-1. Rearranging this equation the 

following expression for the unit sediment discharge, qs (m3/s/m) is obtained 
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This equation is of similar form to equation (3) as can be seen by substituting (4a), (4b) 

and (4c) into (3) and solving for qs, 
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Equation (A19) is another expression of the generic sediment transport equation that was 

expressed in dimensionless form in equation (3). Since equations (A18) and (A19) are in 

the same form (A19) can be calibrated to (A18). The exponent p is equated to 2.457 and 

κ is obtained by equating the first terms in (B2) and (B3) and solving for κ,  
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146.0957.1957.1457.21348.4 )1(10 dsgwsG −= −− ρρκ  (A20) 

The subscript G in κG indicates Govers coefficient κ. This equation can be simplified to 

146.0957.1)1(70.34 dsG −=κ  by substituting ρs=2650 kgm-3, ρw=1000 kgm-3 and g=9.81 ms-

2. The calibrated κ and p allow one to write the Govers equation in the form of (3)  
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Figure 3-2 plots this equation to compare with the field observations. 
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Appendix B 

Dear Erkan, 
You have my permission to use these papers in your dissertation. If you 
need this faxed with original signature let me know. 
 
Best Regards, 
Charlie 
__________________________________________________ 
Charlie Luce 
Research Hydrologist 
USDA Forest Service 
316 E. Myrtle St. Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 373-4382 
cluce@fs.fed.us 
http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/ 
__________________________________________________ 
 
Erkan Istanbulluogl To: Charlie Luce/RMRS/USDAFS <cluce@fs.fed.us> 
u cc: 
<slccr@cc.usu Subject: permission request 
.edu> 
 
08/26/2002 
08:28 AM 
 
 
Dear Charlie: 
 
This e-mail is to request permission to include in my dissertation complete 
copies of the following papers in which you appear as a coauthor: 
 
Istanbulluoglu, E., D. G. Tarboton, R. T. Pack and C. Luce, A 
probabilistic approach for channel initiation, Water Resources Research (in press). 
 
Istanbulluoglu, E., D. G. Tarboton, R. T. Pack and C. Luce, A sediment 
transport model for incising gullies on steep topography, Water Resources Research  (submitted 
manuscript). 
 
Istanbulluoglu, E., D. G. Tarboton, R. T. Pack and C. Luce, Modeling of the interactions between 
forest vegetation, disturbances and sediment yields. To be submitted to Water Resources 
Research. 
 
Thanks for your help. 
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